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Abstract

Between 1670 and 1763, the expanding French state sought to unify its various
Atlantic port town planning practices into a broad, collective imperial urban planning
framework. Ministers began to recognize the important roles imperial town planning
could play in expanding and affirming state authority, reducing the power of proprietary
colonial companies, promoting the king’s gloire, and better circulate experienced
surveyors between Atlantic town sites. By the mid-eighteenth century, the fundamental
tenets of what I have termed as the ville nouvelle framework had been established.
But the ville nouvelle framework was not a static set of ordinances
unidirectionally issued from Versailles to the colonies. It instead constituted a flexible,
cohesive set of urban planning practices that evolved over a century of trans-imperial,
multidirectional experimentation, application, reproduction, and refinement, and
negotiated through increasingly state-led networks of surveyors, administrators, and
ministers. As surveyors moved from one town project to another, they or their apprentices
took their gained knowledge and field experience with them. Ideally, each offspring town
that surveyors created constituted at least a marginal improvement over the previous,
parent town on which they had previously worked. Over time, through this networked,
town-by-town process, certain concepts like grids, centralized administrative zones,
protected wharfs, and canals became standardized in practice, if not in official code, as
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part of a general imperial framework. Surveyors themselves attempted to use these
expanding imperial opportunities to enhance their socioeconomic lives, albeit with mixed
success.
This evolutionary process did not occur in isolation. Throughout this dissertation,
I examine British responses. For much of this period, proprietary companies, not the
state, dominated British Atlantic imperial urban planning. But as the early eighteenthcentury British state underwent its own, fitful expansion, a growing number of
administrators sought to observe, learn from, and reproduce some of the ville nouvelle
framework’s practices and network hierarchies in such state-controlled towns as
Gibraltar. Through network analysis and geographic information systems, this
dissertation also proposes a new, multidimensional means of unifying, reconstructing,
visualizing, and analyzing colonial town plans from traditionally incomplete, disparate
primary evidence.
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Introduction

In the vault of the National Library of France’s department of maps and plans is
an extraordinary drawing of a French town. In the background, large bastions protrude
into sight, their graceful symmetry broken only by jagged cannon emplacements on their
parapets. But never mind the cannons for now. The town is a community at peace. No
less than thirty-four ships, many large, three-masted ocean-going vessels, sit anchored in
its sweeping harbor. The British red ensign flutters from merchant ships moored next to
French commercial and naval vaisseaux. The town’s new lighthouse beckons more traffic
to enter and berth at its eleven docks, each festooned with warehouses ready to accept
goods.
Two towering buildings dominate the town’s skyline, each constructed according
to the latest French baroque architectural principles. On the right, what appears to be a
hôtel de ville rivaling that of Paris overlooks the town and its port, a potent symbol of
French civil authority and the reach of King Louis XV’s gloire. To its left, the town’s
hôpital, replete with a two-story cupola and an enormous garden, reminds visitors of the
triumph of French urbanism, humanism, and science. In the foreground, a large lake,
protected with locks, holds the town’s large freshwater supply. Rochefort stone abounds
in the houses, offices, inns, and shops all neatly arranged into equitable square plots.

1

Could this town be Saint-Malo or Dunkirk on France’s northern coast? Both
communities were walled port towns, replete with elegant stone buildings, docks, and
steeples that rose high above the town below. Or perhaps Rochefort or Brest, two young,
western French ports completed under the orders of Louis’ predecessor, the Sun King
Louis XIV. But this town is actually none of them, nor is it to be found in metropolitan
France. Instead, it is Louisbourg, nearly three thousand miles away on the windswept
edge of Atlantic Canada, one hundred and twenty miles from Newfoundland and four
hundred miles from Labrador. Forty-eight-year-old Étienne Verrier and his son, ClaudeÉtienne had deliberately crafted this stunning perspective, mixing together reality and
lofty vision (figure 1). They wanted to show the viewer that France was not limited to the
European continent but extended almost seamlessly across the vast Atlantic Ocean; that
Louisbourg was a site of splendor and modernity, a secure town ripe for continued
investment and immigration.1
No one could have been faulted, however, for having confused Louisbourg with
Dunkirk or Rochefort. These towns, nominally separated by sometimes vast distances,
were closely related spatially, structurally, and economically. Their contemporaneous
planned development was the product of an early French government-led effort to unify
their Atlantic port towns into a common urban imperial framework. Under Louis XIV and

1

Étienne and Claude-Étienne Verrier, “Veue de la ville de Louisbourg prise en dedans du port,” BnF-CP,
GE C-5019 (RES); F. J. Thorpe, “Verrier, Étienne,” in DCB. Jeffers Lennox has described this style of
cartography as conveying “imperially favourable geographic imaginations” that deliberately fostered a
strong sense of familiarity and eschewed the dangers of settlements on the unstable frontier. See “An
Empire on Paper: The Founding of Halifax and Conceptions of Imperial Space, 1744-55,” The Canadian
Historical Review 88.3 (Sep., 2007): 373–412. Also see Sandrine Chabre, “Etienne Verrier, ingénieur du
roi en Nouvelle-France : contraintes et gestion du chantier de Louisbourg (1724-1745),” Études
canadiennes/Canadian Studies 82 (Jun., 2017): 121–38, at 132.

2

Figure 1: Étienne and Claude-Étienne Verrier, “Veue de la ville de Louisbourg prise en dedans du port,”
1731, Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Cartes et plans (BnF-CP), GE C-5019 (RES).

his chief ministers, the expanding state had sought to create a France that was a “single
but differentiated entity,” including a “coherent” French Atlantic empire that stretched
from “western France to the East Indies.”2 Towns would play an essential role in this
effort. Despite its location, Louisbourg was not so much conceived as an isolated colonial
outpost, but as one of several strategic French communities between Rochefort and
Québec; an important point along an Atlantic-wide urban network of administrative,
planning, economic, and social relationships. Indeed, these communities’ administration
came under the remit of an increasingly powerful Ministry of the Marine whose authority
bridged France to America, the Atlantic and beyond. The Ministry would ultimately
become responsible for the navy, mercantile trade, the colonies, and the port towns
established from Louis XIV onward.

2

Kenneth Banks, Chasing Empire Across the Seas: Communication and the State in the French Atlantic
(Montréal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2002), 9–10, quoted in Laurent Dubois, “The French
Atlantic,” in Jack P. Greene and Philip D. Morgan, eds., Atlantic History: A Critical Appraisal (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2009), 137–62, at 141. Dubois also stressed the “mercantilist set of policies’ that
linked their ports”; Frederick Cooper, “Provincializing France,” in Ann Laura Stoler, Carole McGranahan,
and Peter C. Perdue, eds., Imperial Formations, 1st ed. (Santa Fe, NM: School for Advanced Research
Press, 2007), 358, quoted in Helen Dewar, “‘Y establir nostre auctorité’: Assertions of Imperial Sovereignty
through Proprietorships and Chartered Companies in New France, 1598-1663” (Ph.D. Diss.: University of
Toronto, 2012), 10; Leslie Choquette, Frenchmen into Peasants: Modernity and Tradition in the Peopling
of French Canada (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1997), 3.

3

This dissertation argues that between the 1670s and the Seven Years War, the
expanding French state sought to unify its various Atlantic port town planning practices
into a broad, collective imperial urban planning framework. Ministers began to recognize
the important roles imperial town planning could play in expanding and affirming state
authority, reducing the power of proprietary colonial companies, promoting the king’s
gloire, and better circulate experienced surveyors between Atlantic town sites. By the
mid-eighteenth century, the fundamental tenets of what I have termed as the ville nouvelle
framework had been established. Planned port towns like Rochefort, Louisbourg, and
Fort-Royal came to essentially possess the same, shared urban planning characteristics:
port towns protected by deep harbors, promontories, and hill ranges; grid-based town
centers with specific, zoned plots for military, residential, fishing, and merchant
communities; rural agricultural plots; carefully-designed port facilities capable of
handling naval and commercial ships; and complex canal and irrigation systems for
public utilities and to improve port capacity and function.
The ville nouvelle framework was not a static set of ordinances unidirectionally
issued from Versailles to the colonies. It instead constituted a flexible, cohesive set of
urban planning practices that evolved over a century of trans-imperial, multidirectional
experimentation, application, reproduction, and refinement, and negotiated through
increasingly state-led networks of surveyors, administrators, and ministers. This evolving
framework provided guidelines that, in the hands of experienced surveyors, could
theoretically result in militarily- and commercially-strategic, and aesthetically-pleasing
imperial towns that evoked an official order, authority, efficiency, and gloire.

4

Official surveyors in the field, not ‘great men’ in Versailles, ultimately were
responsible for actually developing and refining this framework. As they moved from one
town project to another, they or their apprentices took their gained knowledge and field
experience with them. Ideally, each offspring town that they created constituted at least a
marginal improvement over the previous, parent town on which they had previously
worked. Over time, through this networked, town-by-town process, certain concepts like
grids, centralized administrative zones, protected wharfs, and canal and dyke systems
became standardized in practice, if not in official code, as part of a general imperial
framework.
The French state, however, took an increasingly important role in facilitating and
controlling this process. The bureaucratic networks and official corps first established by
Jean-Baptiste Colbert and Sébastien Le Prestre, the Marquis de Vauban, and further
centralized by their immediate successors, greatly helped to circulate both surveyors and
their accumulated experience between Atlantic port town projects as the expanding state’s
requirements demanded.
This evolutionary process did not occur in isolation. Throughout this dissertation,
I examine English responses to the coalescing state-led imperial urban planning
framework. For much of this period in the British Atlantic, proprietary companies, not the
state, dominated British Atlantic imperial urban planning. But as the early eighteenthcentury British state underwent its own, fitful expansion, a growing number of civil and
military administrators sought to observe, learn from, and reproduce some of the ville
nouvelle framework’s practices and network hierarchies. In the wake of the 1713 Treaty
of Utrecht, a group of state officials developed intelligence networks to better understand
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Vauban’s fortified frontier towns, established the British state’s first official corps of
engineers under the Board of Ordnance, itself directly modeled on Vauban’s corps du
Génie, and began hiring and learning from expelled Huguenot surveyors who had studied
under the French engineering master. In the 1740s and 1750s, the Board of Ordnance
even attempted to establish an official urban planning micro-network at Gibraltar, led by
a Huguenot-descended surveyor who practiced ‘Vaubanian’ civil and military planning.
These developments, and the continuing threat and inspiration of such French colonial
towns as Dunkirk and Louisbourg, would eventually inspire the Board of Trade, in
concert with the Board of Ordnance, to initiate its own Atlantic-wide state-led imperial
urban planning program at the end of the Seven Years War in 1763.3
Several recent historians of colonial urbanization have argued that common
models or plans were applied in imperial towns conceived or reconfigured in the lateseventeenth and eighteenth centuries. They have variously described them as the grand
model, ville parfaite, ville planifiée, ville régulière, or more simply as grid city.4 But few
scholars have actually examined or articulated how and why these models evolved over
time and across inchoate boundaries and spaces: from a motley, transnational collection
of ideas and methods into relatively standardized, usually state-led, partially-codified

3

S. Max Edelson, The New Map of Empire: How Britain Imagined America Before Independence
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2017), 1–6. Edelson has argued that “[a] century of
engagement with France, Spain, and indigenous peoples in North America and the West Indies convinced
British thinkers that their productive and populous colonies faced ruin because they lacked a secure
geographic position [and planned organization] from which to expand” (5).
4
Robert D. Home, Of Planting and Planning: The Making of British Colonial Cities, 2nd ed. (London:
Routledge, 2013), 19; Shannon L. Dawdy, Building the Devil’s Empire: French Colonial New Orleans
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008), 69–71; Andrew J. B. Bayly, Control and Order in French
Colonial Louisbourg, 1713-1758 (East Lansing: Michigan State University, 2001), 63; James C. Scott,
Seeing Like A State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed (New Haven,
CT: Yale University Press, 1998), 55–58; Thomas D. Wilson, The Ashley Wilson Plan: The Founding of
Carolina and the Origins of Southern Political Culture (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
2016).
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practices intended to unify imperial towns into more cohesive frameworks.5 Rather, they
have largely described them as static models, conceived in European capitals and
disseminated via ordinances to be unquestionably executed by voiceless, largelyforgotten surveyors.6
But these frameworks did not simply result from static instructions imposed ‘topdown’ by “metropolitan committees” to unquestioning functionaries, nor were they
fashioned from purely ‘bottom-up’ initiatives responding to local exigencies in isolation
from the needs or visions of the emerging state, or, in some cases, grand private
companies.7 They were instead shaped, shared, and molded across imperial and domestic
spaces by transatlantic networks of surveyors, state administrators, military officials,
merchants, and patrons who strove to rectify the dreams and requirements of expanding
imperial states with local geographies, social relations, and demands.8 Surveyors, in

5

Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra and Erik R. Seeman have argued, for instance, “Scholars are just now beginning
to realize that the European Renaissance and Enlightenment are vase encyclopedias of hybrid global
knowledge processed and packaged in Europe, not European inventions.” See The Atlantic in Global
History 1500-2000, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2018), xxvi.
6
Home, for instance, has argued, “If one explores how, and by whom, the concepts of colonial settlement
were transmitted, the picture emerges of a small network of individuals within the political elite, men of
education and influence, usually London-based…” See Of Planting and Planning, 19. Dawdy, Bayly, and
Wilson, respectively, have largely avoided the question by almost exclusively focusing on a single town’s
development.
7
On the limits of “metropolitan committees,” see John Darwin’s scholarship: Unfinished Empire: The
Global Expansion of Britain (London: Allen Lane, 2012); The Empire Project: The Rise and Fall of the
British World-System, 1830-1970 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009). Also see Joy Varkey,
“Louisbourg and Versailles, 1713-1745: A Case Study of Policy Initiatives from Below,’ Journal of the
Royal Nova Scotia Historical Society 4 (2001): 132–51; Jack P. Greene, Creating the British Atlantic:
Essays on Transplantation, Adaptation, and Continuity (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press,
2013), 70–71. Greene cited Alexander Haskell, “‘The Affections of the People’: Ideology and Politics of
State-Building in Colonial Virginia, 1607-1754” (Ph.D. Diss.: The Johns Hopkins University, 2005).
Haskell tackled the complex forms and perceptions of state-building in the early modern Atlantic world,
pushing back against traditional hub-and-spoke theory and highlighting the combination of both local
decision-making and state influence.
8
This supports Pedro Fraile’s contention that town planning and management “evolved out of a disparate
set of practices and knowledge applied in different contexts that were gradually compiled and brought
together in an organized whole” as a framework. See Fraile, “The Construction of the Idea of the City in
Early Modern Europe: Pérez de Herrera and Nicolas Delamare,” Journal of Urban History 36.5 (2010):
685–708, at 687–88. Alexia Yates has called for a more networked approach to urban historical study. See
Selling Paris: Property and Commercial Culture in the Fin-de-Siècle Capital (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
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particular, recognized that with this expansion came both much greater freedom to design
than previously had been available in older European towns, and new, exciting
opportunities for personal and career advancement. They sought to reinvent and promote
themselves as go-between “expert mediators,” essential intermediaries between the state
and the local, and to reap profit from their position.9
By the mid-eighteenth century, the French state had indeed fashioned the making
of a unified imperial urban planning framework. Across the Atlantic world and even
beyond, towns like Louisbourg, Fort-Royal, and Dunkirk shared some of the greatest
urban planning achievements of their age: precise street grids, extensive port facilities,
elegant, cohesive architecture, useful beaches and promontories, ornate, star-shaped
fortifications, official bureaucracies, and equitable farming plots fanning out for miles
from the town center. These planned towns were recognized by contemporaries and rivals
alike as possessing symbolic, strategic, and economic influence far beyond their small
sizes and populations. Their aesthetic and organizational similarities with one another
also evoked the overlap in urban planning ideas between the French, British, Spanish and
Dutch Atlantic worlds. As this dissertation will articulate, even a nominally ‘French’
framework was actually comprised of an array of pan-European and indigenous practices
and concepts. No less importantly, these towns symbolized clear territorial possession
and authority, unlike much of the vast hinterlands that France claimed, but did not

University Press, 2015), 4. On contemporaneous metropole/colony development and the problems of
examining imperial state development through exclusively top-down or bottom-up perspectives, see
William A. S. Brown, “Learning to Colonize: State Knowledge, Expertise, and the Making of the First
French Empire, 1661-1715” (Ph.D. Diss.: The Johns Hopkins University, 2016), 15.
9
Eric H. Ash, Power, Knowledge, and Expertise in Elizabethan England (Baltimore, MD: The Johns
Hopkins University Press, 2004), 8–9.
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actually always uncontestably control.10 The ville nouvelle framework developed out of
this evolutionary process matters, too, because it lasted in one form or another for so
long. It strongly influenced both later eighteenth- and nineteenth-century French imperial
towns, as well as the British Board of Trade’s own post-1763 program. Its legacy
continues to impact urban planning and life to this day.
But real limitations nonetheless existed. Despite increasingly sustained efforts to
unify these towns under a common framework, officials could never overcome financial
issues, a bevy of local interpersonal and political issues, and sheer geographic distance or
climate. Nor, as they slowly learned, could they really ensure their communities’ longterm safety and stability.11 Often located on the margins of expanding states whose reach
and boundaries were patchy, uneven, and tenuous, these towns remained particularly
susceptible to siege and capture by rival powers.12
Local priorities, self-interests, and practices tempered official directives and
sowed confusion and resentment. Corruption was rife, and local surveyors and
administrators frequently doctored their reports, maps, and statistics to profit and please
their distant superiors. The Verriers’ visual effort, for instance, to combine Louisbourg’s
realities with future plans and dreams was the norm, not the exception. Town surveyors

10

Lauren Benton, A Search for Sovereignty: Law and Geography in European Empires, 1400-1900
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 229–31. Towns were “the most symbolic act of conquest
and possession of new lands,” according to Axel I. Mundigo and Dora P. Crouch, “The City Planning
Ordinances of the Laws of the Indies Revisited. Part I: Their Philosophy and Implications,” The Town
Planning Review 48.3 (Jul., 1977): 247–68, at 260. Nova Scotia and Acadia were excellent examples. See
Elizabeth Mancke, The Fault Lines of Empire: Political Differentiation in Massachusetts and Nova Scotia,
ca.1760-1830 (London: Routledge, 2005); Jeffers Lennox, Homelands & Empires: Indigenous Spaces,
Imperial Fictions, and Competition for Territory in Northeastern North America, 1690-1763 (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 2017).
11
Brown, “Learning to Colonize,” 6.
12
For a detailed examination of distinctions between ‘frontiers’ and ‘borderlands’, see Jeremy Adelman and
Stephen Aron, “From Borderlands to Borders: Empires, Nation-States, and the Peoples in between in North
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found it especially difficult to wait for permission from higher-ups. As ambitious
engineers, they usually identified and fixed problems first, irrespective of cost, materials,
labor, or sources, even bargaining with rival neighbors. Only usually later did they notify
their superiors, often with a bill for full reimbursement attached.
As military-civilian towns, they perpetually suffered from tensions between
military, commercial, and social interests. Planning ideas that worked well in one
community might not in others, but such issues were often only identified after the
components had been constructed at considerable expense. While surveyors certainly
achieved considerable advancement in new town projects, they still found it difficult to
translate their enhanced wealth and authority back into more deeply-established
socioeconomic hierarchies of mainland France or Britain, albeit themselves undergoing
change.13 Invariably, the professionalization of surveyors ultimately would be a long and
erratic process, only culminating in the latter half of the nineteenth century.14

Shared Characteristics: The Ville Nouvelle Framework

The evolution of the ville nouvelle framework was defined more by the collection,
development, and refinement of a cohesive set of urban planning practices, methods, and
components than by a specific, empire-wide set of rigid ordinances.15 By the mid-

13

For background, see Stephen J. Hornsby, Surveyors of Empire: Samuel Holland, J. W. F. Des Barres, and
the Making of the Atlantic Neptune (Montréal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2011).
14
Benjamin J. Sacks, “Training and Professionalization of Cartographers,” in Roger J. P. Kain, ed., History
of Cartography: Volume 5: Cartography in the Nineteenth Century (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
forthcoming); Felix Driver, Geography Militant: Cultures of Exploration and Empire (Oxford: Blackwell
Publishers, 2001).
15
Recent urban planning historians, including Dawdy, Home, and King, have begun to move away from
Reps’ emphasis on comparing precise quantitative measurements between town zones (and, indeed,
between towns), instead favoring a more holistic analysis of practices and components.
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Figure 2: A modified version of Étienne and Claude-Étienne Verrier, Veue de la ville de Louisbourg prise en dedans du port,
de France, département Cartes et plans (BnF-CP), GE C-5019 (RES).
“

”

1731, Bibliothèque nationale
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eighteenth century, the ville nouvelle framework possessed eleven key urban planning
characteristics, nearly all of whom were identifiable on the Verriers’ 1731 panorama
(figure 2): (1) a real or manmade peninsular promontory that provided some protection
against the wind and marauding ships; (2) a low, sandy strand, esplanade, or rade that
functioned both as a standalone commercial and naval beach and, at low tide, as a road;16
(3) an etang or low-lying pool of water, usually controlled by sluices, and intended for
fishing and, if freshwater, for irrigation, land drainage, and drinking;17 (4) a cul-de-sac or
bay that provided safe harbor and protection from the elements; (5) a grid-based, zoned
civil-military town arranged around (6) a main market square, a church, administrative
and financial offices, including those of the governor, comptroller, chief military officer,
and surveyor;18 (7) nearby river access, often connected to the town via a network of
canals or dykes providing drinking water, rudimentary waste effluence removal (The two
functions unfortunately often overlapped), agricultural irrigation, and land reclamation;19
(8) extensive port facilities incorporating docks, careening ship-repair facilities (le
carénage), fish processing buildings, wharfs, and docks.
The dock itself would have been comprised of one of two designs: either (a) an
external mole jutting well into the harbor. This provided larger vessels with the ability to

16

See “Rade,” in Thresor de la langue Françoyse tant ancienne que moderne (Paris: 1606), and Le
dictionnaire de l’Académie française (Paris: 1694).
17
An etrang was defined in Le dictionnaire de l’Académie française (1694) as a pool of water divided from
larger bodies by an isthmus of land; a pond; useful for fishing. For another example (at Louisbourg), see
Jacques-Nicolas Bellin, “Plan de la ville de Louisbourg dans l’Isle Royale,” 1764, BnF-CP, GEDD-2987
(8632).
18
Étienne Verrier’s 1730 map of Louisbourg’s expansion is a useful example of this method, combining
overlaid, proposed grids (one color) with what has so far been constructed (another color), even drawing
the grid lines right over existing topographies. See “Plan de la ville de Louisbourg avec les fortifications du
costé des terres [sic],” 1730, BnF-CP, GE C-5186.
19
For French planners, at least, Rochefort again provided a model. See Jacques Duguet, Histoire de
Rochefort : des origins à la fin du régne de Louis XIV (Rochefort: Société de géographie de Rochefort,
2003), 97, 104.
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anchor alongside the dock but increased the labor required to unload goods and bring
them into the town; or (b) a Dutch dock comprising an inward-facing slipway. This
design substantially reduced required labor as ships could be moored adjacent to
merchant houses, but limited vessels’ size.20
Each town’s civilian and military buildings were normally constructed in an
architecturally cohesive style. Most residences, hospitals, and barracks included wellordered gardens (9) that fostered rus in urbe, or a sense of healthy nature and air within
the urban, and provided important vegetables and medicinal herbs; (10) a nearby
mountain or at least low hill range to protect from excessive winds and rains; and (11)
sufficient agricultural lands for the towns’ inhabitants. Ideally, each tenant would have
been provided with equitable plot size, soil type, and road and water access.
To better understand how a unified ville nouvelle framework evolved, as well as
articulate how British observers began to study its practices and network structure in the
years preceding the Seven Years War, this dissertation retraces the development of a
number of interrelated towns on both sides of the Atlantic. It examines this evolution not
just from the mirrored halls and ornate libraries of Versailles, but through the
transnational networks, discourses, and individuals actually responsible for these towns’
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laying out and development. The dissertation focuses on five Atlantic port communities:
Fort-Royal, Dunkirk, Gibraltar, Louisbourg, and Saint-Pierre, and the families
responsible for their urban planning: Combes, the Payens, the Montresors, Verville, the
Verriers, and the Couagnes. It also examines their urban planning relationships with
towns as diverse as Rochefort, Bermuda, Staten Island, Basseterre, and King’s Lynn.
These were by no means the only new or reimagined towns or networks established in
this period. But their largely contemporaneous, interrelated, multidirectional, and multisited development evidenced how incipient states sought to develop, unify, and
standardize their respective common imperial urban frameworks, at least in the Atlantic
world (figure 2).21
This dissertation has three aims. I intend to shift the way early modern urban
historians approach the study of colonial town planning itself, from isolated, single-city
analysis to a more richly-contextualized and -connected multi-city paradigm. With some
exceptions, this field has yet to adopt the global turn. Instead, it has remained firmly
rooted in mid-twentieth century methodological approaches that have stressed
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unidirectional, center-to-periphery imperial state and town development, simplistic
distinctions between metropole and periphery, Europe and America, and Old World and
New World, and narrowly national narratives. I instead examine the evolution of the ville
nouvelle framework through a range of interdisciplinary, transnational, and networkbased perspectives. Eschewing traditional, arbitrary distinctions except where necessary, I
argue that these urban planning frameworks developed across overlapping Atlantic
worlds themselves undergoing the uneven, contested, and multicentered expansion,
adaptation, and delegation of state authority and socioeconomic life.22 In so doing, I
highlight through the lens of urban planning history some the diverse, messy, and
fascinating ways these coalescing imperial states interacted with each other.
This dissertation is also part of a broader effort to bring the study of cartography
and digital humanities into mainstream early modern historical scholarship. Maps,
panoramas, and surveys lay at the heart of these networks’ discussions, visions,
proposals, and debates. They constituted a critical language of discourse, authoritymaking, and self-interest. It is therefore almost impossible to examine these towns’
origins, development, relationships, and purpose without them. To accomplish this task, I
introduce and apply critical cartographic approaches and digital humanities methods
when necessary to augment traditional textual analysis, further support and illuminate
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Alan Lester and Kerry Ward, respectively, have argued how careful network-based imperial study can
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arguments, identify hidden connections, and reconstruct the structure and operation of
planning networks. Geographic information systems (GIS) are used to better understand
towns as surveyors and administrators conceived of them, and their respective place
within them.23 This dissertation, then, is as much spatial history as it is textual history.24
No less importantly, this dissertation seeks to recover surveyors’ diverse, but
hitherto little-examined roles in especially French and British early modern colonial town
planning and administration. As European states and empires began to coalesce and
expand from the mid-sixteenth century onward, surveyors began to assume critical
interlocutory positions as knowledge-brokers, mediators, and agents.25 Their work was
not limited to map-making: contemporaries and superiors alike came to value and even
resent their skills as town planners, intelligence operatives, artists, architects, real estate
developers, merchants, adjudicators, self-promoters, and administrators. Like merchants,
military officers, and civil servants, amongst other groups, surveyors sought to use these
increasingly advantageous “conditions of action” to improve their influence, power, and
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For a discussion of GIS’s varied uses and applications in historical scholarship, see Anne Kelly and Amy
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wealth. While scholarship concerning the middling, aspiring classes’ worlds and
involvement with eighteenth-century empire has greatly expanded in both quantity and
quality in recent years, surveyors’ extraordinary lives, careers, and involvement in
shaping empire have remained relatively hidden outside history of cartography’s narrow
confines.26 Bringing their “global lives” into the forefront of imperial history therefore
adds a new, important perspective into how seventeenth- and eighteenth-century colonial
societies actually were managed, functioned, and survived.27
An Interdisciplinary Historiography

The study of early modern colonial town planning in the French and British
empires can be distinguished between single-city and multi-city analysis.28 Single-city
studies have largely kept pace with the rise of transnational history. Louise Dechêne’s
groundbreaking history of seventeenth-century Montréal, and more recently Shannon
Dawdy’s examination of New Orleans, Serge Bernier’s study of Québec City, and
Thomas Wilson’s respective works on Savannah and Charleston, have arguably set new
standards in how individual colonial towns in the long eighteenth century should be
studied.29 Rich in primary quantitative and qualitative research, they have blended
26
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examinations of town plans and the motivations for their laying out and development
with narratives and analyses of some of the people who lived, worked, and were enslaved
there.30 But the single-city approach is also its ‘Achilles heel’. Such studies traditionally
have almost exclusively focused on one community in isolation to larger urban planning
trends, influences, or designs. Dawdy’s and Wilson’s recent scholarship, however, has
evidenced that this tendency has finally begun to change.
Early modern scholars who have approached imperial urban history from a multitown or empire-wide perspective, however, have yet to properly adopt recent
transnational or interdisciplinary turns in historical analysis. A group of French urban
historians, led by Michèle Virol and Émilie d’Orgeix have made further progress than
most; Orgeix’s 1999 anthology on French surveyors and new colonial towns represented
the first serious effort to engage with the development of an Atlantic-wide framework.31
Most English-language scholarship on the development of imperial Atlantic urban
planning frameworks, however, still remains derivative, either in part or in whole, of John
Reps’ foundational The Making of Urban America.
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Atlantic sites. Therefore, the anthology’s authors could not accurately retrace a framework’s development,
only that certain practices were taught (usually by Vauban) and applied.
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First published in 1965, The Making of Urban America both embraced then-recent
critical thinking on the past, present, and future of town planning, and suggested thematic
reasons for imperial urban development. Reps was responding to both Carl
Bridenbaugh’s still-popular but isolationist 1932 study, and to Lewis Mumford’s The City
in History (1961).32 Mumford’s sweeping account had comprised more a general history
of urban civilization.33 Reps, on the other hand, sought to examine the history of urban
planning. He was one of the first scholars to both seriously compare individual plans, and
to argue that some early modern colonial North American communities had shared such
urban characteristics as grids, public squares, and canals with existing European towns.34
The Making of Urban America stood out in particular for its analysis distinguishing
between various New England, Chesapeake River Valley, and Southern requirements.
While enormously useful in these respects, The Making of Urban America
nonetheless possessed key shortcomings. Reps limited his scope to the North American
mainland, and, apart from brief forays into México and Québec, focused the vast majority
of his text on the thirteen mainland British colonies. He simplistically divided the Atlantic
world into Europe and North America, Old World and New World, and only tangentially
suggested transoceanic or transnational sharing. When he did discuss transference or
reproduction of urban planning practices, he presented it in strictly national terms: French
concepts for French towns, English concepts for English towns, and so on, instead of
investigating how concepts developed throughout Europe and the Atlantic world were
32
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consciously copied, applied, transferred, and reproduced, irrespective of their origins, as
part of a coalescing framework. Similarly, because Reps did not retrace the journeys of
the surveyors themselves, he neither conceived towns’ development as really networked,
nor how each new town constituted a modified or improved outgrowth of its
predecessors. According to Reps’s perspective, were apparently imposed by metropolitan
committees in European capitals submitted rigid plans to colonial environments, where
surveyors were expected to execute them without question or adjustment. Surveyors
themselves were presented as static, voiceless functionaries with no say or impact on how
the plan was realized or evolved over time and space.
Robert Home’s more recent study on the global development of a post-1763
British imperial urban planning framework has demonstrated the problems of examining
early modern imperial urban history through traditional center-to-periphery,
unidirectional perspectives. In Of Planting and Planning (1997, revised 2013), Home
argued that late-eighteenth and nineteenth-century British state officials applied an
imperial urban planning framework that he called the grand model, in homage to the Earl
of Shaftesbury and John Locke’s 1670 Carolina plan. His analysis, however, relied on a
narrow, traditional, unidirectional ‘hub-and-spoke’ conception of empire. According to
his account, “London-based” visionaries drew up rigid ordinances that were then
dutifully executed by surveyors in colonial environments. In his view, despite assuming
varied professional roles, surveyors possessed little to no agency or influence in the
framework’s evolution and application. Home, too, contended that British colonial urban
planning largely developed in isolation from other European and indigenous practices.
The British “seem to have drawn little,” he declared, “from the experience of other
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European countries…partially because they were rivals and competitors.”35 But, as this
dissertation will argue, French and British planners did copy and learn from each other,
and from Spanish, Dutch, Italian, and indigenous ideas, precisely because they were
watchful competitors and selective emulators. Both France and Britain, for instance, were
deeply interested in Dutch urban land reclamation techniques and port design. And a vast
array of British civil and military officials, architects, merchants and intellectuals, in
particular, were interested both in the new towns designed or influenced by French
polymath Sébastien Le Prestre, Marquis de Vauban. They were eager to hire Dutch and
Huguenot émigrés who had worked under Vauban and could pass on their knowledge and
experience.
A notable exception to this approach to the study of early modern colonial town
planning was the historian of France Joseph Konvitz’s 1978 Cities & the Sea. Unlike
Reps, Konvitz focused much more on the town planning networks necessary to create the
first major new towns of France established in the seventeenth century. He was especially
interested in how Louis XIV and his chief minister, Jean-Baptiste Colbert, used town
planning to define, expand, and centralize the French state. He identified how Colbert and
such leading planners as the young Vauban, François Blondel, Charles Colbert de Terron,
and Louis Nicolas de Clerville worked to create or reimagine a number of French port
towns along its Atlantic, Channel, and Mediterranean coasts under the auspices of an
expanding Ministry of the Marine. These new port towns, largely designed according to
pre-agreed plans grounded in military and maritime requirements, quantitative
calculations, Cartesian geometry, and the idealism and humanism of French baroque
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architecture, were intended to further the gloire of Louis XIV, and, by natural extension,
France, and to strengthen French maritime commerce and naval prowess. Konvitz termed
them “metropolitan colonies,” new towns established within the metropole, but
theoretically free of the problems of existing French communities’ medieval designs and
unplanned development, and designed with clear long-term strategic commercial, naval,
and territorial objectives.36 Their plans, and the networks established to successfully
create them, comprised the earliest iteration of a French imperial urban planning
framework.37 But just as importantly, Konvitz also examined how planners’ ideas rarely
went according to the initial proposal, and he provided useful insight into how individual
planners responded, adjusted, improved, or, in many cases, copied from Dutch ideas.38
Konvitz did not, however, investigate the metropolitan colony influence on France’s
overseas empire. This dissertation, in many respects, builds from where he left off, to
show how such ideas and networks were developed, circulated, replicated, and improved
elsewhere as the imperial state sought to further expand, albeit with mixed results.39 In
many ways, this dissertation is intended as a spiritual and chronological successor to
Konvitz’s groundbreaking book.
This dissertation draws on multiple, interrelated historiographies to examine the
development of the ville nouvelle imperial urban planning framework. Atlantic history
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provides an invaluable lens through which to consider these plans and the contexts in
which they matured. While remaining a somewhat inherently unstable subfield owing to
its traditionally “constructed geographical” categorization, recent Atlantic history
scholarship has done much not only to undo earlier conceptions of unidirectional huband-spoke, metropole-and-periphery empire, but to reframe how empires and states
developed, interacted with one another, recover the roles and lives of individuals and
groups who circulated throughout them, and better contextualize the discipline within
global history.40
As scholars have worked to highlight the Atlantic’s sheer diversity of peoples,
ideas, and projects, they have demonstrated that much of the character, features,
strengths, and weaknesses of individual empires came not just from Europe, but also
local, trans-imperial decisions, self-interests, priorities, migrations, and entrepreneurship.
Together, this approach has articulated a vision of empire that was defined less by any
clear unity, and more by their differences, distinctions, and relative lack of directing
authority. Within this context, historians now recognize both the importance of studying
individual’s journeys across time and space to highlight the transnational, contested, and
multi-sited nature of on-the-ground economic, political, and legal developments. In so
doing, they have both critiqued the field as a whole, and provided a path forward,
showing how ideas and methods that developed and circulated throughout the Atlantic
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world spread beyond it and blended, as well as the other way around.41 These journeys,
as well as the empires themselves, were interdisciplinary and transnational, fluid,
inchoate, and “unfinished.” Peoples, languages, and ideas mixed and reformulated.42
While recognizing the importance of local, on-the-ground practices, experiences,
connections, new Atlantic history is also beginning to examine shared, unifying, and
contemporaneous connections and projects throughout the Atlantic and beyond, rather
than solely stressing difference and divergence. This approach seeks to bridge “‘topdown’ and ‘bottom-up’ perspectives” to consider more holistically how imperial states,
methods, and ideas developed through multidirectional processes of state formation that
occurred in many places and in many local flavors throughout empires.43 European states
and their respective empires “emerged in tandem” with one another, William Brown has
argued, from “many of the same historical processes.”44 It is within this context that an
imperial urban planning framework could simultaneously develop at multiple sites across
the French Atlantic world in the 1670-1763 period, with a variety of actors in discourse
with each other and their local environments.45
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People were not the only factors involved in the development of colonial town
planning frameworks. Geography, too, played a critical role.46 Environmental history has
highlighted the importance of incorporating physical geography and sustainability into
imperial study. Richard Grove’s Green Imperialism (1995) remains particularly
influential in this regard.47 He argued that, from the 1660s, increasingly strong, even
utopian visions of land and nature, the fitfully expanding state, and deepening humanist
interest—driven by such institutions as the Royal Society (1660) and the Académie des
sciences (1666)—in empirical science, organization, order, and hierarchy, promoted the
establishment and proliferation of botanical and medicinal gardens, parks, squares, and
public spaces; the protection and sustainable harvesting of woods for naval and
commercial ships; sufficient arable soil, and new conceptions of public health and ‘fresh
air’ that all contributed to more considered urban planning.48
Closely related to environmental history is the history of cartography. Until the
1990s, most mainstream historians deprioritized or ignored maps and plans entirely. Cost
of publication and difficulty of access may have been plausible reasons, but Reps’
Making of Urban America evidenced the more likely problem. While the book included
hundreds of maps, Reps critically analyzed very few of them. In 1965, maps were still
generally conceived as passive, neutral documents; aesthetically pleasing, but of
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relatively little serious value to historians.49 But since the late 1980s, the scholarship
borne out of J. B. Harley and David Woodward’s critical cartographic theories has aptly
demonstrated maps are richly subjective, layered, propagandistic, and meaning-laden
sources, reflective of the political and cultural beliefs, patronage, and self-interests of
their creators, sponsors, and contexts.50
Matthew Edney’s scholarship, along with Konvitz’s Cities & the Sea, is
particularly useful to this dissertation’s approach. In Mapping an Empire (1997), an
examination of the Great Triangulation of India and the development of the Triangulation
of India office, he argued three key points. First, the collection, production, and
dissemination of maps and surveys constituted a critical, contested form of imperial
authority-making. Second, while late-seventeenth and eighteenth-century Europeans
considered increasingly quantitative (especially trigonometric) surveying to be a
“cartographically ideal” means of organizing and controlling geography and indigenous
peoples, maps were always flawed. Surveys, maps, and surveyors deliberately and
inadvertently masked, distorted, erased, or manipulated local geographies, peoples, and
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processes in ways that often distant official authorities rarely recognized. Finally, the
success of such a sweeping imperial project required the development of particular
official and informal networks, replete with their own hierarchies and institutions,
capable of executing, sustaining, and expanding the survey.51 Together, Konvitz and
Edney have demonstrated that imperial state projects required vision, the right network
and institutional infrastructure, and local flexibilities and learning to survive, let alone
succeed.52
How do we approach these actors, especially the surveyors responsible for laying
out and manage much of these towns’ development? Surveyors (and their superiors) used
this early effort to develop and unify an imperial urban infrastructure to advance
themselves both officially and personally. They accomplished this through a combination
of personal drive, self-interests, creative investment and intimate local knowledge, and,
of course, a heavy dose of corruption. But they also helped develop powerful social and
administrative networks, and championed the establishment of official institutions, ranks,
and recognition.53
Surveyors became “expert mediators,” valuable go-betweens who as “knowledge
broker[s] and facilitator[s]” understood both the practical and abstract elements of their
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discipline and attempted to control access to it to enhance their own identity, status and
wealth.54 David Lambert and Alan Lester, and Miles Ogborn, respectively, have
collectively described such expert mediators and go-betweens and “imperial careerists”
who possessed “global lives.”55 Instead of concerning himself with metropole and
periphery, they have argued that people individually and collectively sought to make their
way in imperial worlds that were becoming both evermore codified and structured, and
risky, opportunistic, and lucrative. While recognizing that each person had to deal with
what he described as their own “conditions of action,” the combination of free choice,
opportunity, risk, limitations, and “global processes” outside their control, they have
argued that all individuals, free or enslaved, possessed self-interest, and many wanted to
make careers for themselves.56
It is too simplistic, however, to describe these expert mediators possessing and
practicing increasingly global lives as merely ‘French’ or ‘British’. Local identities,
religions, and factions persisted with often violent consequences well into the eighteenth
century. In the seventeenth century, the expanding French Roman Catholic state struggled
to subordinate the country’s Protestant minority. Similarly, in the British Isles, successive
governments suppressed repeated Irish Catholic and Scottish Jacobite uprisings through
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the mid-eighteenth century. This resulted in two important, highly-networked, welleducated diasporas becoming involved in the development of imperial urban planning
frameworks: the Huguenots and the Scots.
The 1598 Edict of Nantes had provided the Protestant Huguenots with nominal
protection to live, work, and practice their faith in France. For the next three decades,
they enjoyed some degree of authority and influence. This fragile situation, however,
began to change in the wake of the siege of La Rochelle in 1627.57 Many Huguenots,
especially those with specialized skills and connections, gradually left France proper for
the possibility of greater religious, political, and economic freedom in its proprietary
colonies, or emigrated to other European countries.58 In 1685, Louis XIV formally
revoked the Edict of Nantes, and expelled France’s remaining Huguenots. Some 200,000
fled.59 Not all approved of their expulsion, however. Many of Vauban’s engineers were
Huguenots, and he believed them to be some of the finest in France.60 There, a number of
them, from the Montresors to the Wybaults, entered English (and later British) service
and began to train and advise a new generation of surveyors, engineers, and planners.61
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This transfer of critical knowledge on civil and military urban planning would gradually
help stimulate post-Utrecht British state efforts to begin to establish their own imperial
urban planning hierarchies and corps. This process, in turn, eventually led the Board of
Trade’s own, Atlantic-wide initiative from 1763.
The other major facilitator of British efforts to observe and gradually develop
their own framework were Scottish engineers and other educated non-Jacobites, who
possessed both superior geographical and cartographic skills than their English
counterparts, and who swelled the ranks of the British army, especially from the 1740s.
From the 1650s, and well before Oxford and Cambridge universities, Scottish universities
adopted cartography, geography, and surveying as taught disciplines. Scottish
cartographers and surveyors closely worked with Dutch and French counterparts to
produce high-quality, government-sponsored maps of Scottish geographies. Many other
Scots trained in cartography and surveying in Holland and France; some under Vauban.
The Parliament of Scotland had also recognized these disciplines as important means of
forming and conveying national identity. In 1685, they followed France’s successful
example and ordered a national survey.62 This process of linking geography, cartography,
and surveying with national identity reflected broader Scottish efforts. Well before the
formal 1707 union, and especially after it, Scots—notably the non-Jacobite educated and
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commercial classes—entered ‘British’ infrastructural, imperial, cartographic, and
mercantile projects in conscious efforts to define ‘Britain’, ‘British’, and ‘empire’ on their
terms, as well as to enrich themselves. As the empire expanded and strengthened, not
only would the Scots play an important role in the laying out and management of many
new colonial towns, but they would swell the civil, military, and diplomatic ranks as
well.63
This dissertation is organized into three distinct sections. In Chapter One, Seeing
Like a Surveyor, I propose a new means of digitally reconstructing early modern colonial
towns from surviving fragmented and/or disparate cartographic, qualitative, and
quantitative evidence. I integrate an array of real estate surveys, early modern maps, and
two- and three-dimensional GIS modeling to visualize how mid-eighteenth-century
Gibraltar might have looked from its chief surveyor’s point-of-view. I argue that the
application this method will provide urban historians with a more comprehensive
understanding of how surveyors, merchants, and officials actually conceived the towns
they laid out, as well as their real and symbolic positions within them. I conclude with a
theoretical proposal to design a more comprehensive, interpolation-based multi-town
digital analytical model.
The next three chapters are collectively entitled Evolution of a Framework.
Chapter Two, subtitled The Development of Early Modern Urban Planning in the Atlantic
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World, examines the contexts, discourses, and projects in which urban planning began
developing as a discipline and tool of authority- and nation-making in the early modern
Atlantic world. It argues that the scientific and humanist revolutions of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, coupled with the fitful centralization of European states, spurred
new ways of thinking about towns, town planners, and their political, social, and
economic roles. Architects, surveyors, inventors, military engineers, civil officials, and
others experimented with existing and novel planning ideas, from grids and public
squares to gardens and canals. These ideas were by no means narrowly ‘national’.
Instead, they developed across Europe and beyond through multiple discourses and
practices. I then examine Spanish King Philip II’s Laws of the Indies, the first European
state-level colonial urban planning framework. I suggest the Laws’ influence on the first
French state-led imperial urban planning scheme, the “metropolitan colonies” initiative,
before examining what Colbert, Vauban, and their surveyors learned and would
eventually replicate from this initial experience.64 To articulate the Laws’ broader
influence, I also briefly explore its influence on Shaftesbury and Locke’s English
proprietary urban scheme known as the “grand model.”65
Chapter Three, subtitled Networking, first recounts a traditional proprietary
colony urban planning network: the Norwood family. It retraces the privileges and
problems of a surveyors’ professional network operating in private-led colonial
environments. The chapter then examines how Colbert, his son, the Marquis de
Seignelay, and Vauban gradually (but not completely) replaced patrimonial proprietary
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colonial urban surveying networks with replicable, interacting state-led bureaucracies
providing clear, multidirectional communication between state officials and surveyors in
the field. As Verrier and his assistants at Louisbourg experienced, however, this state-led
network infrastructure provided both benefits and restrictions.
This chapter also examines early British efforts to learn about and begin to
reproduce this state-led hierarchal structure. In the wake of the War of the Spanish
Succession (1701-1713), a group of British military officials, led by Marlborough, the
Townshend family, and John Armstrong, sought to observe, learn from, and mirror this
still-coalescing French state-led bureaucracy. I recover how they established an early
state-led intelligence-gathering network to obtain valuable urban planning information
during the Anglo-Dutch deconstruction of Dunkirk, one of Vauban’s prized metropolitan
colony/pré-carré communities. I then examine how the Board of Ordnance tried to
implement its own French-style urban planning bureaucracy at Gibraltar in the late 1740s
and early 1750s.
Chapter Four, subtitled Copying and Improving, retraces at the local level how
surveyors used these networks to trans-imperially practice, replicate, and improve urban
planning practices on a town-by-town level over time and space across the Atlantic
world. It retraces several trans-Atlantic urban planning networks, from the Norwoods to
Vauban, Combes, and the Payens, and finally Verrier and the Couagnes. Copying and
Improving demonstrates how such key urban planning principles as grids, fortifications,
and port facilities actually evolved, became relatively standardized practice, and at some
points were partially codified, either in textual or cartographic form. Despite being
focused on the evolution of a French framework, Networking highlights the adoption of
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transnational practices and the depth of urban planning and cartographic discourse
between France, England, and Holland.66
In the last section, Chapter Five, Ascending, I examine the increasingly global
lives of the surveyors involved as a function of their broader professionalization, a long,
difficult process with its origins in the late sixteenth century, but one that was not really
realized until the latter half of the nineteenth century. It investigates how urban surveyors,
many of whom felt that their careers and personal aspirations were restricted in France
and England, found new and expanded opportunities available to them in colonial
environments (both in the new metropolitan towns and imperial communities) to enhance
their economic, social, and political prestige. They used their intimate knowledge of local
geographies, power relations, and resources to accumulate wealth, power, and allies. In
short, surveyors sought to make themselves essential components of the communities
they laid out. For this reason, this period constituted an important moment in their
gradual professionalization. Nevertheless, it possessed its very real limitations.
Surveyors’ efforts to amass wealth and privilege often stemmed from a serious lack of
financial or political support from superiors. Their efforts to translate local authority and
reputation back into recognition and status, especially with the better-respected existing
civil and military service hierarchies, proved problematic at best. By the 1770s, urban
surveyors were gradually being recognized by their more established military and civil
service brethren as expert mediators, not craftsmen. But their struggle to be recognized
both at home and in the empire alike as highly-trained and important professionals would
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continue for another century. Finally, in the Epilogue, I recount the achievements and
shortcomings of this evolving French framework, and suggest how it likely inspired the
British Board of Trade’s subsequent efforts to embark on its own Atlantic-wide imperial
urban planning initiative after the Seven Years War.

Town and Surveyor in an Age of Transition

In an interdisciplinary project such as this one, it is important to understand how
its many actors conceived of urban space and indeed themselves. The early modern
Atlantic world was a period of enormous societal, economic, political, and legal
experimentation, challenges, opportunities, and risks. Urban planning—both in the
European metropole and in their fledgling empires—began coalescing as a distinct
discipline. Surveyors struggled to be recognized as experts, rather than craftsmen. And as
the state fitfully emerged, philosophes, merchants, writers, administrators, and others
debated what it should look like, what its purpose should be, and what role town planning
should play in it.
In 1723, the Dictionnaire universel de commerce loftily described Louisbourg as
“une forteresse,” “une île,” and “une principale Ville.” At the time, the community was
barely ten years old. Its fortifications remained rudimentary and incomplete, and it was
home to an estimated 1,400 people, including troops, or only one-quarter the population
of Montréal.67 Nevertheless, for the Dictionnaire’s authors, Jacques Savary des Brûlons
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and his brother, Louis-Philémon, sons of Jacques Savary, the seventeenth-century
economist who, in 1673, had first codified French mercantile practices, Louisbourg
promised to become a great city.68 A generation later, however, during the Seven Years
War the Gazette de Cologne and the Nouveau commentaire sur l’ordonnance de la
Marine, principally concerned with the loss of Louisbourg as a strategic military asset,
simply referred to it as “la Forteresse.”69
Contemporaries described Gibraltar in similarly varied ways. Article X of the
1713 Treaty of Utrecht referred to the “said Town of Gibraltar.” But Daniel Defoe, a
strong proponent of keeping Gibraltar British, forcefully described it as a “city” in
successive pamphlets.70 In the late 1730s, Edward Cave, the incisive editor of The
Gentleman’s magazine, called it as a “fortress,” but also highlighted it as an ideal urban
model for new “strong and impregnable Settlements” elsewhere in the British empire.71
In 1753, the Board of Ordnance ordered James Montresor to undertake a “New Plan of
the City of Gibraltar.”72
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This dissertation will refer to most of these new colonial settlements as towns, an
umbrella term which best encapsulates for modern readers the wide and overlapping
range, scale, and lexicon of urban forms—towns, cities, villes, settlements, garrisons,
fortresses, plantation towns, urban plantations, and townships—created or reshaped in the
late-seventeenth and early eighteenth-century Atlantic world.73
On one level, describing them as towns, which even in eighteenth-century
discourse encompassed communities ranging from large villages with big aspirations to
small cities, permits us to avoid becoming bogged down in a possibly endless discussion
of what a city versus a town meant in 1680s Fort-Royal, 1700s Louisbourg, or 1750s
Gibraltar.74 But more importantly, this sheer diversity of terms and motives reflected the
fact that, between c.1550-1800, the very idea of the urban gradually underwent a
profound evolution.75 Planners increasingly moved away from the confines of medieval
paradigms to experiment with new urban spaces. They sought to employ empirical
philosophy and methodology to reorder communities to make them healthier, safer, easier
to administer, and more profitable, attractive, and reflective of expanding state
authority.76 Existing spaces were torn up and reimagined. Nearly countless new plans
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Figure 3: The ‘classic’ view of Louisbourg. Étienne Verrier, "Plan de Louisbourg ou on a représenté
par des lignes rouges les ouvrages qui sont faits et par les jaunes ceux qui sont à faire," 1734, BnF-CP,
GE D-16377.

were created: some were realized, but many others were not. Old (e.g., walls, cannon,
narrow, winding roads) and new (e.g., grids, boulevards, port designs) were integrated in
successful and unsuccessful, intended and unintended ways (appendix A1).77 In this
exciting period of urban flux, size and scale were relative to the beholder’s national and
personal interests. The actual population and size of Louisbourg, Dunkirk, and Gibraltar
became secondary to their strategic position, promise, and symbolism to those who
invested materially, emotionally, or politically in them.78
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Figure 4: A more accurate perspective of Louisbourg, including many of its smaller settlement clusters
hugging the entire length of Louisbourg Bay. Anon., 1757, BnF-CP, CPL GE D-1348.

Samuel Johnson perhaps best articulated this flux. In his Dictionary (1755), he
began by providing nearly identical open-ended, one-line definitions for “city” (“a large
collection of houses and inhabitants”) and “town” (“any collection of houses larger than a
village”). In his evidence, however, drawn from literature and commentary, we see how
he strove to best explicate this age of idealistic and experimental urbanization. First, he
recalled traditional, medieval conceptions of towns and cities. They were usually walled,
poorly or entirely unplanned, relatively dense, centered around markets, and, in the case
of an official English city, possessed a cathedral, a bishop, and royal permission.79 But,
continuing on, he demonstrated how such ideas had dramatically changed. While the
market remained crucial, walls were no longer necessary, or even desired.80 For
generations, towns and cities had “reached to all the suburbs,” inclusive of their
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Figure 5.

surrounding villages, clusters, agricultural fields, and other ‘satellites.’ They were defined
more by their spatial organization, their inhabitants, their draw and influence, and their
potential, and encompassed an increasingly diverse array of geographical forms, from
small islands to peninsulas and inlets.81 These towns often were only partially nucleated,
or centered, and usually possessed multiple settlement clusters (appendix A2).82 For
instance, this (figure 3) well-known image of Louisbourg only visualized part of the town
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Figure 6: Parent towns and offspring towns. Created in MindNode Pro by Benjamin J. Sacks.

as it was understood in its time. A larger image, as demonstrated in figure 4 or even
appendix A3 was more accurate.
A town is constituted of overlaid, integrated networks where each layer comprises
one relationship or framework. This can range from utilities and roads to the familial
relationships between households. Its inhabitants comprise a community, or a network of
individuals in various relationships with one another. The success or failure of a town is,
in part, predicated on how well these networks interact with one another across time and
space (figure 5). But each town, too, constitutes a node, or point, in larger, multi-town
networks. Its connecting edges, or links, indicate its complex planning, social, economic,
political, and cultural relationships with other towns.83
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In the early modern world, towns were increasingly laid out and developed by
surveyors. When an urban planner completed laying out one town and moved to another
location to establish or redevelop another one, they added a new edge (their journey and
relationships) and node (the new town) to their existing urban planning network. When
they traveled to the new location, they brought with them not only their formal training,
but additional expertise gained from their experiences in their previous town projects.
The new town was consequently borne out of the experiences and development of the
previous one. Figure 6 visualizes this paradigm. Town A is a parent town. When its
planner laid out or redeveloped another community (Town B), that entity became an
offspring town of Town A. Offspring towns of parent towns could, in turn, be parent
towns of new offspring towns (Town C, etc.). Reconstructing surveyors’ networks, then,
permits us to identify which offspring towns were borne out of parent towns, the
directionality and nature of the network, and how planning ideas were copied, improved
or reconsidered at the individual town level.
Who, exactly, were surveyors? In the medieval manorial or seigneurial
community, they were entrusted with managing, mapping, and adjudicating disputes
concerning manorial and tenant properties.84 As estates turned into larger towns, and the
towns, in turn, began to become properly planned, their responsibilities expanded into
what were would today generally recognize as that of an urban planner. Apart from their
traditional surveying, mapping, and interlocutory roles, surveyors increasingly
shouldered administrative and even judicial positions, responsible for ruling on local
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tenants’ lands, properties, infrastructure, and debts. Their titles evolved as their
responsibilities expanded into civilian and military, state and private sector roles.85 In the
long eighteenth century, they could be called surveyors, engineers (ingénieurs), or
surveyor-engineers.86
Surveyors’ diverse responsibilities and titles and the plethora of terms used to
describe communities reflected how the expanding, coalescing imperial state and its
peoples were learning to use urban planning and planners—themselves still nascent
concepts—to best effect. This dissertation shows that out of an extraordinary combination
of transatlantic discourses, efforts to unify and standardize, trial-and-error experiences,
collaborations and rivalries, copying and improving, self-interests and contested loyalties,
the expanding French state gradually fashioned a unified imperial urban planning
framework that would influence at least another century of colonial town planning in the
French and even British empires.
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Seeing Like a Surveyor:
A Digital Method for Reconstructing Colonial Towns

The planning of early modern colonial towns, as well as much of their daily
administration, was a fundamentally visual, spatial, and increasingly quantitative
process.87 Networks of town surveyors and administrators thought, debated, and planned
new and reimagined towns not only in letters, but in maps, surveys, and tables. Until
recently, however, their records and relationships could only be analyzed in particular
ways. The advent of digital humanities promises to expand our analytical ‘toolkit’. It
indeed holds much promise for historians. From graphical visualization to statistical
analysis, it provides exciting new ways of understanding the past. But peril comes with
this promise. On their own, such tools as network analysis software and geographic
information systems (GIS) can provide considerable visual flair without adding
substantive new or supporting insight or evidence. For digital humanities to succeed,
then, it needs to achieve at least one of those goals in collaboration with existing
historical methodology, and be applied at the right time with the right evidence. Using a
combination of textual, visual, and digital research methods, this chapter proposes a new
means of reconstructing early modern colonial towns as surveyors and administrators saw
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them: as networks and multidimensional geographies, as civilian and military
communities, as socioeconomic opportunities, and as visual representations of the
expanding imperial state.
To accomplish this goal, the dissertation introduces two key digital humanities
concepts that will be selectively applied throughout the dissertation to augment existing
historical research, illuminate and substantiate arguments, and identify hidden
connections or intentions: network analysis and multidimensional GIS modeling. It
examines how their step-by-step application in the reconstruction of the largely-unstudied
1749 survey of Gibraltar can support and enrich historical scholarship and better recover
how Gibraltar’s planners and administrators actually saw the Rock—and their place in it.
Finally, it proposes how these concepts’ enhanced integration in future iterations of a GIS
program could be used to better reconstruct and analyze the development of early modern
colonial towns.

Promise and Reticence

The author’s 2008-2010 investigation of Harvard University’s early twentieth
century expansion demonstrated the need for digital humanities. “Harvard’s ‘Constructed
Utopia’” argued that between 1902 and 1932 the university used proxy agents to secretly
purchase large swaths of land from Cambridge and Allston residents in order to avoid
high real estate prices and reimagine the area into its trustees’ vision of the ideal
American university.88 Network and geospatial analyses were required to substantiate this
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argument effectively. All this work, however, was done by hand, restricting its scope and
depth to a small geographical area and a limited group of actors (appendix B1). Digital
methods greatly developed in the years since this project can overcome this issue and
help historians approach research in exciting ways.
Zephyr Frank’s Terrain of History project is indicative of this promise. To
reconstruct late nineteenth-century Rio de Janeiro, he interlaced historical cartographic
layers with property evaluations, social and economic networks, and a three-dimensional
topographical layer. In so doing, he arguably crafted a “new means of doing research,”
providing historians, geographers, and critical literature specialists with a digital
environment in which to identify new or enhance existing knowledge about the city
during a period of immense growth and change (appendix B2).89
Frank relied on two digital humanities concepts: network analysis and GIS.
Network analysis is the process of examining the diverse relationships between connected
groups, individuals, or ideas. Each actor or point is known as a node. Their connections
are known as edges. Their relationships can be examined visually, mathematically, or
statistically. Based on the evidence provided to calculate the network, some software
programs provide additional output statistical data, such as aggregating and calculating
strengths of relationships, number and type of individuals and places involved, and
suggesting hidden connections for scholars to examine further. GIS permits visual
analysis of the interaction of actors with their geographic environments, and, like network
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analysis, can uncover new or provide additional support for existing connections and
patterns.90
While imperial historians have adopted digital network analysis approaches for
some years, urban historians have only very recently seriously begun using either
network software or GIS in their research.91 Amy Hilier has argued that many still
remember the overtly “reductionist and positivist” quantitative turn in history, typified by
such deeply-researched, but poorly-contextualized studies as Edward Baltzell’s Puritan
Boston and Quaker Philadelphia (1979).92 David Bodenhammer has added that historians
have remained reticent of GIS, in particular, because of the software’s difficulties in
visualizing and calculating three key tenets of scholarly study: change, ambiguity, and
nuance.93 In response, such historians as Richard White have led efforts to better
contextualize quantitative information with traditional historical narratives, scholarship,
and theory. White has sought to reincorporate into mainstream historical research what
Henri Lefebvre termed the “spatial experience”; that is, the movements of people, ideas,
and goods through geography that, in turn, continuously “produce,” or create new spaces
in differing dimensions.94
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Because of the sheer amount of accurate information required, digital network and
spatial reconstructions have, until recently, been the preserve of urban planners and
scholars of modern (post-1850) urban history. Their work to-date demonstrates both
promising future directions for colonial urban planning history, and as well as the latter’s
more difficult relationship with acquiring sufficient useful data. Google, ESRI, and
Analytical Graphics, respectively, have cultivated the use of specialized cameras and
software to quickly and accurately reproduce three-dimensional, georeferenced models of
current, existing buildings, situating them on detailed physical landscapes (appendix B3
& B4). For modern historians, the recent digitization of such high-quality street-level
historical maps as early twentieth century Sanborn insurance atlases and United States
government census surveys has permitted the digital reconstruction of several American
cities from the Belle Époque-period onward.95
For scholars engaged with pre-1850 research, however, digital network and
spatial reconstruction and analysis is an inherently more difficult process. Network
software requires a large quantity of data of similar type and organization to run accurate
calculations. Similarly, GIS requires data that is geospatially usable: able to be located or
represented in two- and/or three-dimensional space. Both must ultimately provide data
that is translatable: easily convertible, relatable, and usable for scholarly historical study.
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The quantity and quality of surviving, fragmented evidence remains a significant
problem in early modern historical research. No less importantly, the lack of standardized
notations (or their primitive development) means that surviving data must be first
standardized before digitization. In network analysis, such gaps in the evidence can
sometimes be identified and explained, or the existing results contextualized
appropriately. But an additional complication exists in GIS. Pre-1850 maps suffer from
inaccurate or, in some cases, nonexistent coordinate infrastructure. Outside of France, the
first relatively complete, national-level coordinate frameworks were not established until
near the end of the eighteenth century.96 Consequently, calculating early modern
coordinates is a form of educated guesswork. But GIS has dramatically improved
historians’ ability to calculate these estimates. In a process known as georeferencing,
identifiable locations common to both the historical map and contemporary geography
are matched through an algorithmic process, in effect transferring a series of modern
geodetic coordinates onto the older map and standardizing the data points (figures xa and
xb). With the historical map’s coordinates calculated, other attributes (mountains, houses,
ports, etc.) can be more easily located. Drawing from other such primary and secondary
evidence as diaries, paintings and lithography, and survey descriptions, individual
buildings’ features, purposes, and relative importance can be reconstructed.
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These issues notwithstanding, classical historians have enjoyed success in using
GIS and advanced network analysis to reconstruct ancient cities. Relying on a mixture of
surviving textual evidence and physical ruins, Matthew Nicholls and the University of
Reading integrated thousands of on-site photographs, carefully-georeferenced and –
coordinated layers of ruins, and surviving personal accounts onto a three-dimensional
topographical “topo” layer to rebuild Rome as it likely appeared c.315 CE.97 Using the
same approach, Teeside University similarly rebuilt Armarna, an important ancient
Egyptian city.98 In Digital Giza: Visualizing the Pyramids (2017) Peter Der Manuelian
took up Amy Hillier’s call to better integrate two- and three-dimensional geospatial
analysis with serious scholarly historical research.99 He combined digital and traditional
approaches to provide two key shifts: a critical reexamination of the pyramid’s tombs,
statues, and hieroglyphics; a demonstration of the role multidimensional digital
perspectives can play in bringing history to new and diverse audiences.100
Visible and near-infrared satellite photography is also being used to uncover lost
or abandoned communities’ physical infrastructure. They, too, can be georeferenced,
layered, and analyzed in GIS. In 2009, a team led by Andrea Ninfo recovered the spatial
layout of Venice’s Roman predecessor, Altinum, amalgamating infrared photographs with
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Figure 1: Michael J. Jarvis’s multidimensional comparative project on Smiths Island, Bermuda and
Elmina, Ghana (pictured). He utilized a combination of traditional textual accounts, cartography and
lithography, and drove photography and GIS processing to uncover significant insights into the two
contemporary communities’ multifaceted relationships with one another. Courtesy
http://smithsislandarchaeology.blogspot.com/, accessed Apr. 15, 2017.

ruins, readings of soil composition, and surviving accounts from Romans and from
Venetians who “dismantled” the city to build their own.101
Because of incomplete or poorly-maintained evidence, reconstruction and digital
analysis of early modern colonial cities remains a newer course of critical study.
Nevertheless, the Virtual Jamestown project (1999-2007), established to mark the fourhundredth anniversary of the settlement’s establishment, provided a useful framework in
which to approach colonial city analysis. It was notable for the ways it interlaced court
records, labor contracts, first-hand accounts, surveys and maps, and art and archaeology
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Figure 2: The “snapshot” method of modeling and calculating for change-over-time in traditional GIS
programs (e.g., ArcGIS, QGIS, Google Earth Enterprise) is useful, but has numerous restrictions. This
method minimizes subtleties and non-quantitative factors that historians want to observe. From Donna J.
Peuquet, “Time in GIS and Geographical Databases, in Pail A. Longley, et al., Geographical Information
Systems: Principles, Techniques, Management, and Applications, 2nd ed., 2 vols. (New York: John Wiley
& Sons, 2011 [1999]), I: 91-103, at 93. Originally sourced from Donna J. Peuquet and N. Duan, “An
Event-Based Spatio-Temporal Data Model (ESTDM) for Temporal Analysis of Geographic Data,”
International Journal of Geographic Information Systems 9 (1995): 2-24.

into various forms, from a three-dimensional perspectival study of nearby Paspahegh
Village c.1610 to databases of the lives and journeys of Virginia Company
contributors.102 More recently, Michael J. Jarvis has combined accounts of slaves, their
owners, and early residents of Smith’s Island, Bermuda and Elmina, Ghana with drone
photography and three-dimensional GIS in an effort to understand how African and
European architectural, economic, and social norms assimilated between the two
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communities over a century (figure 1). His work underscores the promise of comparative,
multidimensional urban history in the early modern period.103
These projects—and both network analysis and GIS more generally—suffer from
a common issue. They only model a single community, usually at a single, static moment
in time. David O’Sullivan highlighted this dilemma in his 2005 article, noting that the
process to visualize change-over-time in then-existing GIS programs was tedious, errorprone, and approximate. Over a decade later, it remains difficult to rectify. O’Sullivan
blamed Brian Berry’s 1964 “geographical matrix” for establishing a “snapshot” paradigm
in historical geographic thinking: “Where change and its causes disappear, manifest only
as discrete changes in spatially located attributes” (figure 2).104 But the principle
difficulty in modelling change-over-time may be more likely due to two more
fundamental issues: first, until relatively recently, most consumer computer processors
could not calculate and display complex, multidimensional changes in space sufficiently
quickly. Second, GIS programs’ input interface have hampered efforts to easily model
change. Even now, each moment in time must be individually modelled as a discrete
layer. The layer of each layer’s transparency must then be continuously adjusted relative
to each other to permit identification of shifts over time (appendix B5).
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The overlay method is useful for comparing static urban spatial plans across time
and space. But to better model the movement of individuals—notably surveyors and
administrators—this chapter also introduces the concept of interpolation. In this context,
interpolation is the mathematical process of calculating the speed and path of an
individual or group between a series of fixed, known points (usually dates and
coordinates) and contextualizing it within a set of rules.105 For historians, these rules
comprise the parameters of a person’s journey, from the speed of a ship crossing the
Atlantic, to existing roads and topography. For most humanities researchers, this
technique is accessible in primitive form only, owing to its coding requirements. It is
nonetheless used in the dissertation to support existing evidence suggesting interactions
between individuals, especially in Staten Island and St. Kitts. A later section in this
chapter will propose how to ideally integrate interpolation and multidimensional, multicity modelling into a single research environment.

Reconstructing Gibraltar

Gibraltar occupies an extraordinary geographical and historical position as an
intersection of cultures, faiths, languages, and identities. For much of the last two
thousand years, whomever possessed ‘the Rock’, its towering, 2,000-foot limestone
promontory, controlled access between Iberia and Africa, the Atlantic Ocean, and the
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Mediterranean Sea. The Romans believed Gibraltar and its cross-Strait counterpart,
Ceuta, to be the Pillars of Hercules, the entrance and exit to the world.106 Islamic peoples
battled for and controlled the Rock between c.711 and 1462, when Castilian Spain finally
captured it.107 During the Thirty Years’ War, the emergent Dutch navy destroyed a
Spanish armada at anchor in Gibraltar. The Rock subsequently emerged as a popular
symbol of Dutch strength over their Spanish rulers. An Anglo-Dutch force under the
command of Prince George of Hesse-Darmstadt seized Gibraltar in August 1704; Spain
formally ceded it to Britain in the 1713 Treaty of Utrecht.108

A Hidden Town

Gibraltar is an exciting case study for digital reconstruction and analysis. Its
topography is sufficiently interesting and documented to respond reasonably well to
geospatial modeling.109 Although many of its archives remain poorly maintained, they are
rich with evidence detailing its planning and development, and its longstanding position
as an intersection for peoples and cultures. It has also only been studied in a relatively
lopsided manner. Like most early modern colonial towns, Gibraltar served dual military
and civilian roles. Yet most historians have only focused on its role as a garrison and
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Figure 3: The geostrategic importance of early (thirteenth-fifteenth century) Moorish settlements at
Gibraltar become much more apparent when the Lane/Rodríguez-Silva map is georeferenced and
modelled in three-dimensions. The brown box at center marks the Tower of Homage, which still exists.
This example is georeferenced in QGIS and transformed into 3D with QGIS2threejs, using a Google
Satellite base layer and an ASTER geographical digital elevation model (GDEM) layer (at 1 arc-second
resolution) provided by NASA/METI, and made available via the United States Geological Survey.
Model by Benjamin J. Sacks, 2017.

fortress; in particular, its strategic role in Britain’s empire, naval supremacy, and
commanding Mediterranean and Atlantic trade. Their studies, while useful in
understanding the development of eighteenth century Gibraltar as a military

establishment, have devoted little time to conceiving what the civil-military town of
Gibraltar looked like or how it operated.110 To an extent, this is understandable. Many
Britons did not recognize Gibraltar’s strategic value before the mid-eighteenth century;
more interested in Minorca, successive politicians and public commentators mused using
the Rock as a bargaining chip for Franco-Spanish possessions in the Mediterranean and
the Americas.111 Reflective of rival powers’ military concerns, contemporary
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cartographers were much more concerned with visualizing Gibraltar’s impregnability (if
of British or Dutch origin) or vulnerability (if of French or Spanish origin), than with the
town itself.112 If shown at all, Gibraltar town was represented in a set of poorly-labeled
and –arranged blocks that provided the viewer with almost no useful information.113
Despite entitling his c.1730 perspectival depiction as “un plan très exact de la ville de
Gibraltar & de ses fortifications,” Andries de Let, for instance, denoted the town itself in
minimalist, rudimentary terms, preferring to highlight the Rock’s physical structure and,
in the inset, the peninsula’s strategic position in the Strait vis-à-vis Ceuta, Tangier, and
Cádiz (appendix B18).114 A similar tendency was found in Chevalier d’Harcourt’s 1705
depiction, republished in London by B. Mortier. Despite being an exact “Plan of the
town, castle, moles and bay of Gibraltar,” Harcourt’s elongated map (Gibraltar is
commonly depicted lengthwise, not north-south) was little more than an analysis of the
Spanish lines, with the town tacked on at the right edge for good measure. Even as late as
1801, John Serres’s coastal profiles of Gibraltar exhibited a rock of strength, towering
over a town barely visible from any distance. Indeed, it seemed to fade into the very earth
itself, overshadowed by an abandoned watchtower in the foreground.115
But Gibraltar had existed as an urban community long before the 1704 siege. Ibn
al-Atir and Ibn Battuta each anecdotally suggested that Gibraltar was settled soon after
the Rock’s capture by Tariq ibn Ziyad in 711. According to other sources, Abd al-Mu’min
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supposedly established the first settlement at the Rock’s base around 1160. Al-Mu’min’s
Gibraltar was a beautiful, planned town, replete with palaces, mosques, ports, and a water
reservoir and canal.116 Recent archaeological work by a joint Anglo-Spanish team,
however, has suggested that Gibraltar town was first properly planned and settled later, in
the early fourteenth century. This substantial settlement was centered on the hills
immediately east of the Calahorra (now the Moorish Castle) and sloped down to a central
plaza, the Barcina. The Lane-Rodríguez-Silva map (2001) does not show elevation; the
georeferenced elevation version, however, highlights the strategic importance of this
location on the peninsula (figure 3). There were at least two notable features of this
layout. First, the positioning of the castle (notably the still highly-visible Tower of
Homage) gave the Moors unrivaled views of nearly all of Gibraltar’s approaches
(appendix B6, B7, & B8). The scale of this perspective could not be easily reproduced
elsewhere on the peninsula, and certainly not further south, where the town eventually
spread. It both maximized Muslim strategic control and symbolize their strength to their
enemies, particularly after neighboring Algeciras was defeated and de-fortified in the
1370s.117
Castilian Spain largely ignored Gibraltar in the decades following its 1462
capture. With the shift in regional geographical control by major powers, Gibraltar no
longer served the critical role it had played in supporting the Moorish advance in Iberia.
Anton Van Den Wyngaerde’s remarkable 1567 sketch perhaps best visualized seventeenth
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Figure 4: Inset of Anton van den Wyngaerde, “Gibraltar en 1567,” Courtesy the Ashmolean Museum of
Art and Archaeology, University of Oxford.

century Gibraltar town’s real and imaginative position in early Habsburg Spain. First and
foremost, his sketch prioritizes the town and the promontory—not the fortifications. The
vessels at anchor in its harbor are fairly numerous, but not large. Locals stroll to and from
the Rock across the Strand connecting it with the mainland (figure 4). Wyngaerde’s
Gibraltar was peaceful, economically successful, but not any more so than other
communities in an area now firmly under Spain’s control. This last point is best noted
through Wyngaerde’s inclusion of Ceuta across the Strait. The intention was to display
continuity, commercial success, and peace, not necessarily fortifications and walls on the
edge of empire. Such portrayals of stability, peace, urbanization and strength were
deliberate, both to promote the king’s towns at his palace, and to promote Spain to the
rest of Europe.118
118
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England’s unsuccessful, but damaging 1625 attack on Cádiz, Spain’s principal
port to its empire, motivated Luis Bravo de Acuña, Felipe IV’s new minister of war, to
carefully survey and expand Gibraltar, Cádiz, Ceuta, and other strategic, peninsular towns
along Spain’s increasingly threatened southern coast.119 His extraordinary two-and-a-half
dimensional perspectival map of the Rock, completed in 1627, evoked a more dynamic,
tense Gibraltar than Wyngaerde’s community of six decades prior (appendix B9). The
town suggested a clear spatial order which may or may not actually have existed. It
nevertheless suggested a strong community that was at least as important to Spain as the
Rock itself; the two, at least as far as his map was concerned, seemed to need each other
to survive.120 The Gibraltar that the British formally assumed control of in 1713 then,
was, like many southern Spanish towns like Granada and Algeciras, an Arab-Iberian
hybrid: an amalgamation of at least four hundred years of planned settlement,
contestation, trade, and changing priorities and fortunes.
GIS and network analysis are partial solutions to unravelling these layers.
Properly applied, it can reconstruct Gibraltar’s spatial and network structure, reveal
insight into aspects of its civil-military life, highlight how some of its key actors both
understood the Rock and their own real and symbolic positions on it, and support and
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enrich existing scholarship, notably Stephen Constantine’s Community and Identity
(2009). Along with Geoffrey Plank’s 2013 article “Making Gibraltar British,” it was the
first, and to-date, the only major scholarly effort to examine Gibraltar’s eighteenthcentury development as a civil-military town, Community and Identity was
groundbreaking in several ways. Constantine carefully analyzed statistical data, gleaned
from surveys executed in 1725, 1749, 1767, 1777, and 1813.121 He sought to reconstruct
eighteenth-century Gibraltar as comprehensively as possible, albeit within the limitations
of traditional historical research methodology, and ignoring Gibraltar’s rich cartographic
heritage. He uncovered an ethnically, religiously, and linguistically diverse community of
Jews, Moors, Spaniards, Genoese, Irish, and a small British Protestant elite. Merging and
comparing these statistics together, he presented the first, accurate representation of
Gibraltar’s demography in its first century of British rule.
Constantine’s and Plank’s work not only establishes an important precedent in
studying colonial cities through surveys and other statistical information. Their
achievements and limitations also present an opportunity to test digital humanities’ value
in concert with more traditional historical methodology and scholarship. The next
sections will demonstrate how, step-by-step, comprehensive geospatial and network
analyses can be used to recover fragmented, scattered evidence and spaces, enrich and
elucidate Constantine and Plank’s respective scholarship and others, and identify avenues
for further research. We will use the largely-unstudied 1749 Bland Enquiry—only briefly
discussed by Constantine and Plank—as our principle dataset.
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Preparing the Bland Inquiry

In 1749, Humphrey Bland arrived at the Rock to assume the Gibraltar
governorship. A highly respected military officer, in 1727 he had authored the landmark
Treatise on Military Discipline. A bestseller in military circles, Bland’s Treatise eschewed
theoretical conjecture for practical instructions on drilling, training, and managing a
professional military force, embarking on expeditions, and administering garrisons.122
Bland soon achieved even greater notoriety. In 1747, he commanded the cavalry charges
at the Battle of Culloden, where British forces decisively defeated the Jacobite revolt. In
its wake, he helped to convince the British government that it should undertake a
comprehensive geographical survey of Scotland in order in order to more effectively
administer it.123 Responding to reports about Gibraltar’s disorganization,
mismanagement, and “grievances of which the inhabitants…had complained,” in 1749
the Privy Council appointed Bland as the Rock’s governor. They instructed him to
provide them with a more comprehensive picture of the city, detailing its inhabitants’
religious, linguistic, and economic relationships, and provide suggestions as to how the
Rock’s governance, commerce, and defenses could be improved.124
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The Privy Council left the survey’s organization and execution largely up to
him.125 Soon after his arrival, Bland established a formal land court to determine who
owned each town plot, how much each lot was worth, and each owners’ religious and
ethnic affiliation. Forty-five-year-old James Montresor joined him to oversee the court.
The son of a Huguenot refugee, Montresor likely completed his initial training at the
Tower of London and in Minorca.126 In 1731, Montresor arrived at Gibraltar and became
an engineer and surveyor. After Gibraltar, Montresor travelled to North America, where,
alongside Mackellar, he served General Jeffrey Amherst and played an important role in
the Battle of the Plains of Abraham.127
Over the course of August, Bland and Montresor interviewed at least three
hundred and twenty-four property owners. In the absence of pre-1704 paperwork,
probably destroyed in the siege, a small group of trusted citizens (including Montresor)
were present to confirm or reject each owner’s narrative as to how they obtained and
maintained their property. A scribe (either a Mr. Wilson or a Mr. Read) recorded each
hearing into a large book now known as the Bland Enquiry.128
Bland’s involvement with William Roy, David Watson, and Paul Sanby’s thenongoing royal military survey of Scotland, the first of its kind in eighteenth-century
Britain, must have been a direct inspiration for the Gibraltar survey. The survey’s
structure also suggested that it subscribed to the longstanding Domesday Book model.
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First conducted in 1086 on the orders of William the Conqueror, the original Domesday
Book was a groundbreaking effort to assess the value of each manorial estate in England,
and how this income was earned. In so doing, surveyors had evaluated each property,
identified owners and tenants, and recorded arable capacity, buildings, and other means
of production. Although principally an economic survey, the information obtained was
subsequently used for various administrative, social, and political purposes.129 This
successful method was replicated in 1334 and 1525 lay subsidy surveys and by Richard
Norwood in his 1617 proposal plan and 1662 re-survey of Bermuda.130 Bland and
Montresor may have even been familiar with Norwood’s successful surveys. His
navigational and surveying treatise, The Seaman’s practice, was a standard work well into
the eighteenth century, and his maps were widely reproduced both on their own
throughout Britain and Holland, and as part of John Smith’s well-known General historie
of Virginia, New-England, and the Summer Isles and (albeit poorly-reproduced) in
Richard Blome’s The Present state of His Majesties isles and territories in America.131
Their joint statistical and geographical enquiry, and the subsequent maps
produced, was likely an effort to integrate the methods together: a Domesday-style survey
with additional socioeconomic and religious questions and tied to a cartographic survey
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Figure 5: A master worksheet—known as an attribute table—was created from the surviving records of
the 1749 Bland Enquiry.

similar to the project then underway in Scotland. Although written in paragraph, not table
form, each individual hearing contained the property owner’s name(s), a brief, widelyvarying geographical description of the claimed lot, a paraphrased version of how the
claimant came to receive and manage the land; the court’s ruling on the claims, and
assignment of the amount of ground rent payable to Bland’s office, who, alongside
Montresor, had witnessed and supported (or rejected) the narrative.132
An attribute table was first created to digitize the Bland Enquiry. The table
documented each owner’s name, gender, descriptive location, property type, determined
plot value, witnessed who confirmed, whether the plot’s ownership was disputed. As
many families living in Gibraltar in 1749 would remain in the town for multiple
generations, an extant 1771 Gibraltar government survey was then integrated with the
Bland Enquiry. This added additional religion and occupation data. Large property
owners often appeared numerous times, both as defendant and as witness, sometimes in
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Figure 6: Top landowners (by number of properties recognized by the Bland court) was determined
through Palladio, a Stanford University-based advanced network analysis program. The author thanks
Jean Bauer and Claude Willan, Center for Digital Humanities, Princeton University, for their support.

the same afternoon. Of the three hundred and twenty-four properties reviewed, eleven
were classified as being owned by, or reverting to, the Crown (figure 5).
Even at this initial stage, several clues become apparent. Of the three hundred and
thirteen properties not owned by the Crown, forty-seven, or fifteen percent, were owned
by just nine men. Female owners nonetheless formed an important minority (figure 6).
Over eighteen percent of properties surveyed belonged to women. Mary Smith, with three
distinct properties, was the top female owner.

GIS I: Geo-locating the Properties

The Bland Enquiry did not provide detailed geographical advice for most
hearings: at least half of the properties listed were simply located as a variation of “house
on west side of Main Street.” A survey map—or at least a near-contemporaneous
property-level map—needed to be identified to properly determine and plot the land
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Figure 7: Reconstructed version of James Montresor, “Survey of the established barracks for soldiers at
Gibraltar, 1751.” The Author thanks Jennifer Loessy, Center for Collaborative History, Princeton
University, for her help in reconstructing this map in Adobe Photoshop.

holdings. Nor did the Bland Enquiry explicitly mention any particular map, and no study
to-date has identified which map, if any, matched the survey. The location and correlation
of military barracks numbers in Montresor’s 1751 Survey of the Established Barracks for
Soldiers at Gibraltar with the 1749 survey, however, strongly suggest that this map was
actually intended to be used as the Enquiry map (appendix B10). The only known digital
copy are twelve blocks uploaded by Gibraltar resident Neville Chipulina.133 These blocks
were stitched back together as distinct layers in Adobe Photoshop and smoothed, to
recreate a single map layer five feet by two feet long.134 The reconstructed map was then
digitally sharpened and printed as a blueprint (figure 7). As is evident in appendix B10,
the 1751 property-level map listed military barracks, officers’ quarters, and key ordnance
posts, but did not identify private residences, streets, many geographical features, or any
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topographical elevation data. As notably, however, it did identify some park areas,
gardens, and coal yards, features that Constantine did not mention in his 2009 study. Blue
ink was applied to distinguish all the known military properties (appendix B11).
A workflow was established to solve the numerous issues related to identifying
and locating civilian properties. Properties with more detailed, specific geographic
descriptions were first marked. This included those plots on street corners, adjacent or inbetween officers’ and soldiers’ barracks, near known landmarks, or across the street from
existing sites. Next, the directionality of the survey was estimated. From the clues
provided in the Bland Enquiry’s geographical descriptions, it was determined that Bland
and Montresor must have held their court in clusters, beginning at the southwest end of
Main Street, continuing north up to what is now Casemate’s Square, before returning
south on the west side. They then branched out to identify and adjudicate property claims
in other, discrete clusters (such as around Montresor’s estate further up the hill leading to
the Garrison Hospital. As civilian and military plot locations were identified following
this guide, they were colored in red and blue, respectively, as shown in figure 8.
This process of locating the properties was necessarily estimated. It was both
supported and restricted by how Montresor organized his hearings with Bland and
civilian defendants, the quality and limitations of his map, and by the locals’ own, diverse
place-name descriptions—even between individual hearings. Street names were not
standardized in eighteenth century Gibraltar; local residents often used multiple English
or Spanish names to describe a single road. This first attempt, therefore, was an
approximation. Methods of enhancing its accuracy will be discussed later in the chapter.
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Figure 8: An inset of the initial georeferenced version of Montresor’s 1751 map of Gibraltar,
incorporating the Bland Enquiry survey data. The map has been superimposed onto a Google
Earth/NASA/JPL/Ordnance Survey topographic base layer map in WGS 84/Pseudo Mercator datum.

GIS II: Georeferencing: Securing the Bland Enquiry in Geographical Space

Georeferencing is the algorithmic process by which an ordinary map constructed
from one datum, or local reference coordinate system, is manipulated so as to accurately
fit onto another, distinct datum.135 This method permits scholars the ability to pinpoint, or
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‘fix’ their spatial work, historical or otherwise, in real geographical space, and account
for some of the significant errors historical (especially early modern maps) possess.
Eighteenth-century limitations in accurately calculating latitude and, in particular,
longitude, explain this issue. The ability to calculate latitude, or the angular distance of a
point on the earth’s meridian north or south of the equator, was relatively well-established
by 1749; restricted only by the quality and limitations of existing instruments.136
Longitude, even on land, however, proved to be a more difficult coordinate to solve, and
was not adequately tackled until the 1770s.137
First, the original map’s datum was selected. Since the 1751 Montresor Gibraltar
map had no real datum, it required manual coordinate identification before it was
georeferenced to the standard World Geodetic System 1984/Pseudo Mercator datum
visible on the GIS map.138 In this case, this conversion required the manual identification
of eighty-three coordinate points that matched on both Montresor’s map and on the
modern datum (appendix B12). To accurately convert, the rough georeferenced map’s
coordinates were then smoothed in a process known as thin plate splicing before being
fully converted to WGS84/Pseudo Mercator. This process resulted in the properly
georeferenced map seen in figure 8. This map constituted the first properly georeferenced
and –positioned image of Montresor’s 1751 map and, indeed, of mid-eighteenth-century
Gibraltar, barely forty-five years after the siege.
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Figure 9: Digitized plots—each with an attribute row and a set of geospatial coordinates—are created
from the original, hand-drawn scan in a three-step process. In so doing, too, reveals personal gardens not
easily visible on Montresor’s map or in the Bland Enquiry, and therefore missed by Constantine and other
historians of eighteenth-century Gibraltar. Diagram by Benjamin J. Sacks, 2017.

This georeference is known as a raster layer. A raster layer is comprised of square
matrices, where each square represents a particular value (such as elevation, depth,
temperature, or population density). In this case, each georeferenced square on the 1751
Montresor map roughly aligned with the base layer’s WGS84/Pseudo Mercator datum.
The next step was to recreate each Bland Enquiry plot that corresponded to the master
attribute table in fixed geographical space. This layer is called a vector, or a quantitative
data layer of points, lines, and polygons. Each hand-drawn, scanned plot was digitally
redrawn, and all gardens and other facilities manually identified from the Bland
Enquiry’s mixed, fragmented, and inconsistent notes. At this point, each digital plot
contained a set of coordinates that bound it to the ground, and an attribute row with such
identifiers as name, ground rent, religion, gender, and purpose. As figure 9 demonstrated,
this process allowed such features as personal gardens—some noted on Montresor’s map
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and others only noted in the Bland Enquiry—to be properly synthesized and documented
in space and time for the first time.
Each data layer can only represent a single attribute. For example, layer one can
exhibit residential properties, layer two can exhibit military properties, and layer three
can exhibit private gardens and public greens. For Gibraltar, layers were created for:
moles and docks; the government house (known as The Convent); major squares; military
facilities; hospitals; jails; butchers; residential properties; churches; crown residences
(those reserved by the government for their own residential and military use); coal yards;
lime yards; wax yards; Montresor’s multiple residences; gardens; roads, and walls.
Additional layers were subsequently created for: residential properties scaled by value in
c.1749 Gibraltar dollars; those properties disputed by multiple claimants in the Enquiry;
by gender; by religion; and who confirmed or witnessed the property holder’s claim.

GIS III: Creating a Three-Dimensional Projection

Google Earth aside, true three-dimensional geospatial analysis remains a
relatively new approach of scholarly historical research. By reintegrating physical and
spatial topography with textual and cartographic evidence, however, it becomes possible
to better understand how historical actors engaged with their environments. Jonathan
Raper and David Livingstone, and Doreen Massey, respectively, have argued for the
better integration and study of relative space and activity in multidimensional
environments over historical time—and critiqued traditional historians and geographers
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Figure 10: Creating a three-dimensional GIS layer in QGIS and ArcGIS: the essentials. A DEM base
layer, a base topographical layer, and selected historical raster (image) and vector (data) layers, all
synchronized to the same datum, or coordinate reference system. Diagram by Benjamin J. Sacks, 2017.

for ignoring each other discipline’s scholarship.139 The inclusion of physical, threedimensional geography can add powerful new questions and answers to outstanding
historical issues. Appendix B8, for instance, a georeferenced version of the twodimensional appendix B6 map configured in three-dimensional space, provided more
detailed evidence as to why the Moors decided to build their first fortified community on
Gibraltar’s mountainous northwest edge, a dynamic not visible in the initial
archaeological map.
ArcGIS and QGIS both include plugins, or addendum programs that provide
additional functionalities, capable of rendering two-dimensional geographies in threedimensional space with an increasingly high degree of accuracy. In QGIS, the
QGIS2threejs plugin was used to calculate and render coordinated polygons in threedimensional space. Three layers are required for a basic three-dimensional visualization
(in ascending order): a geographical digital elevation model (GDEM, or simply DEM);
base topographical layer; and a means of displaying the visualization (e.g., a website,
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software viewer). All the layers must share a common datum. For example, the DEM,
base topographical layer, and historical layer(s) must be in set in WGS84 or its easilytranslatable variation, WGS84/Pseudo Mercator (see figure 10).
DEM layers are measured by their arc-second accuracy. A single arc-second is the
sixtieth of a minute of arc-accuracy on a coordinate system. Arc-seconds and arc-minutes
vary in their longitudinal length depending on their location on the earth’s surface. At the
equator, for instance, one arc-second translates to about 30.8 meters at latitude and
remains largely constant everywhere. But as longitude ascribes to the trigonometric
cosine, its arc-second decreases as it approaches the North or South Poles.140 DEM
layers’ accuracy can widely vary. The most widely-used, academically-accessible global
DEM layer is the NASA/METI/JPL Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and
Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) projection, available through the United States
Geological Survey (USGS). This DEM layer is nominally accurate to one arc-second
latitude but is substantially more precise for the continental United States.141 In sum, this
means that each elevation point on the DEM layer will be accurate to, on average, 30.8
meters, but can widely vary depending on the region. Some arc-second aberrations
therefore exist for the Gibraltar DEM ASTER projection.142 I discuss these issues later in
the chapter.
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Figure 11.

Finally, the completed layers model was rendered into three-dimensions. While
QGIS2threejs is rudimentary in some respects—it does not yet permit photorealistic
building reproduction for instance—it does, nonetheless, provide a useful first step in
modeling historical structures. This modeling process integrates the DEM and satellite
layers with the vector polygon layers. The height and width of each vector polygon layer
can be adjusted from “zero-by-zero” (e.g., gardens) to hundreds of meters (suitable for
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modeling present-day New York City, for instance).143 In this scenario, the height of
churches and certain other government buildings are adjusted to roughly reflect both their
architecture and perceived social position.

Initial GIS Visualization and Analysis

While Constantine examined some aspects of Gibraltar’s civilian community, he
argued that the Rock was, first and foremost, and military garrison. Garrisons “normally
need and usually attract a civilian population, to provide supplies, labour, and other
‘personal’ services.”144 The GIS model does not dispute Constantine’s thesis, but instead
enriches existing evidence and further elucidates on Gibraltar’s civilian community in
ways that would have been more difficult to observe without GIS. I suggest that its joint
civil-military structure was little different than other, contemporaneous communities then
being established or reimagined throughout the Atlantic world.
While the blue, or military properties constituted an important part of the
community’s spatial and organizational fabric, the map demonstrated that the military
increasingly embedded itself in, and was an integral part of, a town that, at least from an
urban planning point-of-view, was very much residential and commercial (figure 11). In
the wake of Gibraltar’s 1704 capture, most of its Spanish population had fled to
neighboring Algeciras or beyond, to Cádiz. Constantine argued that a variety of
ethnolinguistic and religious groups replaced them—especially Jews, Genoese, and
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Figure 12.

Roman Catholics from throughout the Mediterranean and Ireland. The map, however,
highlighted why the British were even then providing incentives for prospective
Protestants. Both the Jews and the Roman Catholics possessed large and popular places
of worship, inferring the sizeable (if not numerical, then at least symbolic) nature of their
respective communities.145
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If the military buildings are entirely removed from the map, Gibraltar’s image
changes yet again. Figure 12 visualizes the community without officers’ and soldiers’
barracks, offices, and meeting halls, to highlight residential properties, civil
infrastructure, and a remarkable sizeable number of private gardens and other green
spaces that were otherwise hidden away in the notes section of the Bland Enquiry.146
Constantine has contended that the Rock’s size meant that it was difficult to produce
foodstuffs, and certainly not in any self-sufficient way.147 While certainly correct to argue
that Gibraltar was not food sufficient, how do we rectify this new spatial information?
The fact that many Gibraltarians possessed small gardens, and that common
pastures existed, even on the Rock’s dramatic and unforgiving topography, did not mean
that the peninsula could grow enough crops to sustain itself. A GIS soil composition
analysis (see appendix B13 & B14) suggested that the town’s soil would have been quite
mineral-rich, thanks to limestone running down from the promontory.148 But this would
have been useful only for small garden crops (e.g., carrots, lettuce), not the calorie-rich
grains needed for sustenance. However, it may also provide a clue into how civilians and
soldiers alike eked out a meager survival under recurrent sieges.
Figure 12 highlighted how Gibraltar’s residents, even as they recovered from
repeated sieges, sought to fashion their town into popular, even fashionable eighteenth-
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Figure 13.

century urban design. The gardens, as Jean-Claude Perrot has suggested in his study of
eighteenth-century Caen, were principally conceived as rus in urbe, that is, a civilian
effort to create the impression of the countryside so as to beautify the town and enhance
the health of its inhabitants. No less importantly, this GIS approach responds to Perrot’s
comment that, in 1975, it remained very difficult to calculate the number, size, and
agglomeration or urban green space. This method, which quantifies and integrates the
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gardens and other ancillary properties noted in the margins of the Bland Enquiry, solves
this problem.149
One of Bland and Montresor’s principle goals was to establish a taxable, annual
ground rent for every civilian property in Gibraltar. They instituted this policy to provide
a base income for town government and as a means of establishing a legal framework for
land use.150 As Bland’s own account underscored, this legal framework was established
both to promote the town’s growth and productivity, and to identify ways and means to
prioritize Protestant settlement.151 Both Constantine and the GIS analysis calculated that
British and Irish owners only accounted for just over half of all civilian properties; the
GIS analysis even suggested that the number of Protestants may have even been smaller.
This visual data affirmed that the committee was right to be concerned about the large
Roman Catholic and Jewish minorities. Bland and Montresor responded through the
establishment of (ultimately largely unsuccessful) new real estate regulations to support
Protestant, not Roman Catholic or Jewish property ownership.152
What Constantine’s study could not do was to more closely examine the subtle
geospatial data that added supporting evidence to his study as well as compelling new
avenues for further research. The land court, for instance, confirmed the overwhelming
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majority of owners’ claims. On the one hand, this evidenced the relative peace between
town neighbors, at least regarding real estate rights. On the other hand, of those who did
dispute claims, nearly all were clustered around Casemate’s Square and the Old Mole.
This suggested that the individuals who owned—or claimed to own—property near the
town’s principal dock were particularly eager to assert their rights, likely so as to
maintain and profit from services the naval and commercial vessels required (figure 13).
Although remarkably few plots were contested, those that were disputed were
much more likely to be owned by women. In 1749, forty-six women owned fifty-seven
properties, or 18.2% of all residences (excluding Crown residences) in Gibraltar town.
But twelve of their holdings, or 21%, were subject to dispute in Bland and Montresor’s
court. This was significantly higher than the overall percentage of disputed claims—
14.5% of three hundred and twenty-four properties total (including Crown residences).153
Female property owners clustered—both with one another and around Gibraltar’s central
Roman Catholic church (and pre-1704 center), the Cathedral of Saint Mary the Crowned
(figure 14). There are least three plausible explanations for this phenomenon. As the
Bland Enquiry recorded, at least a sizeable minority were widows who had obtained their
properties, or at least funds to purchase them, on their husbands’ deaths. The women
likely lived in proximity to one another as a means of socioeconomic and religious
support. Given Gibraltar’s small population, they may have been in some cases
interrelated. No less importantly, their nearness to the church and the market—still the
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Figure 14.

traditional center of much European, and especially Iberian urban life, undoubtedly
enhanced this network.154 The strength of this cluster poses new questions: was this a
feature common to pre-1704 Spanish communities, and simply carried on regardless of
the British administration? Or, was this less a Spanish Roman Catholic phenomenon, and
more of a survival mechanism between women that crossed religious and linguistic
boundaries? The diverse English and Spanish names of the owners suggested the latter,
although no firm conclusions can yet be made. They included Mary Smith, Marcia
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Figure 15.

Roncallo, Rosalia Verado, María Socias, Catalina Gasa, Catherine Royal, Elizabeth
Sunderland, Anne Wilson, Mary Grossett, and Leeds Booth.
The GIS analysis also provides new insight into a longstanding dispute amongst
Gibraltar historians: whether Irish Town, the roughly six-block region immediately
southwest of Casemate’s Square and leading into the central parade, was poorer or
‘seedier’ than other areas of the community in the eighteenth century. Tito Benady,
Gibraltar’s most important local historian, has suggested that in 1749 the district was, in
effect, the town’s ‘red light’ district, servicing the Garrison’s various regiments.155 Other
historians are silent on the matter in this period, but both Constantine, and Gareth
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Stockey and Chris Grocott, respectively, have argued that by the late nineteenth century
the area had become a fashionable home for the community’s wealthier merchants, who
lived in well-appointed apartments filled with British, Spanish, and Mediterranean goods
above their ground-floor offices.156 The GIS analysis does not solve the question, but it
does strongly suggest that Irish Town was undergoing socioeconomic development earlier
than Benady’s estimation. As figure 15 visualizes, ground rent values in Irish Town were
no lower than other areas of Gibraltar; indeed, they appeared to be slightly higher.
Ground rents were lowest immediately surrounding then-recently constructed Southport,
the new Royal Navy dock, and on the back end of Casemate’s square.

Reductive Network Analysis

As the Bland Enquiry does not necessarily show the connections between
constituents, or periods or strengths of correspondence (unlike a collection of letters), it is
difficult to perform a normal visual network analysis as will be used in Chapter Three,
Networking. We can, however, employ a variation known as reductive network analysis.
In this approach, we repeatedly cull the attribute table data until we can identify the most
common, and therefore possibly most important actors in the data set.
Because formal, written evidence was often scarce, over half of the claimants’
cases were supported or seconded by a jury of residents. This jury, drawn from both
British and local ranks, were supposed to provide a measure of trust to the proceedings;
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Figure 16: Alluvial diagram identifying four top jury confirmers: Grana, Rosa, Montresor, and Deze.
Calculated in Raw by Benjamin J. Sacks.

witnesses and colleagues vouching for each claim based on their prior knowledge of the
person, their property history, and their ancestors. In principle, this witness group
supposedly included up to forty-one people. In reality, however, this concentrated an
enormous amount of power in the hands of just four men: James Montresor, William
Granta, John de la Rosa, and John Deze. To figure out exactly how much authority these
four men wielded over the proceedings, we first cull the master attribute sheet (the full
Bland Enquiry) down to just those properties that required jury approval, or one hundred
and forty-three out of three hundred and eleven properties (46%). We then reorder the
jury columns so to identify every possible approver and seconder combination, or a total
of forty-seven combinations. Finally, we run the new attribute table through a counting
analysis (either Excel, Sheets, or Palladio) to determine the number of times a particular
individual either vouched or seconded a claim. Of the one hundred and forty-three
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properties requiring jury approval, one hundred and one, or 70.6% were vouched or
seconded by Montresor, Granta, Rosa, or Deze. Figure 16, an alluvial diagram processed
in Raw, visualizes this centralization of authority.
Who were these four men? Montresor evidently served a dual role as judge and
jury. As we will discover throughout this dissertation, he was a brilliant, talented, and
egotistic man eager to please his superiors both in Gibraltar and in Britain and climb the
socioeconomic hierarchy. Nothing yet is known about William Granta or John Deze.157
John de la Rosa was a well-respected local resident (and probably merchant).158 But, as
Hannah Weiss Muller has noted, barely three years later, he would be forced to assert his
loyalty to King George II. Along with Pete Romero, they pleaded that their fathers were
“esteemed British Subjects, having thereby shaken off their Allegiance to the Crown of
Spain.”159

Montresor’s Fiefdom?

GIS helps us in understanding how Montresor perceived himself in relationship to
his adopted town. Appendix B15 highlighted his two homes: a large house and gardens on
the slopes leading up toward the Tower of Homage; and an apartment and office facing
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I hope to investigate these men further for the book project.
Richard J. M. Garcia alluded to his commercial status in “The Currency and Coinage of Gibraltar”
(Gibraltar: HM Government of Gibraltar, 2016), 7, fn. 6.
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Petero Romero and John de la Rosa, in TNA, CO 389/56, quoted in Muller, “The Garrison Revisited,”
368, fn. 80 374. Also “The case of Peter Romero, John de la Rosa and their families, July 8, 1752, TNA,
CO 91/11, 282,” in Geoffrey Plank, Rebellion and Savagery: The Jacobite Uprising of 1745 and the British
Empire (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006), 233, fn. 16. In her book, Hannah Weiss
Muller surmised that this was because Rosa’s commercial dealings may have concerned British officials.
See Muller, Subjects and Sovereign: Bonds of Belonging in the Eighteenth-Century British Empire (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2017), 93–96.
158
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Figure 17: Gibraltar according to the 1749 Bland Enquiry. Created in QGISthree2js with data from GNA,
BL, and GGA. 2017 by Benjamin J. Sacks. Land in front of the city walls facing Algeciras Bay (the Line
Wall) was all reclaimed in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

the grand parade. On two-dimensional maps, his properties simply appeared as
nondescript residences. Situating it in three-dimensions and accounting for topographical
elevation data, however, evidenced how Montresor carefully selected and positioned his
properties to maximize his real and symbolic authority.160 he built his residence in the
center of the elevated, old Moorish Alcazaba—where Muslim elites had erected their
fortified houses in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. From there, he, like his Moorish
predecessors, could enjoy some of the most expansive views of the Rock, and look down
at Gibraltar town, the Spanish lines at Campo de Gibraltar, the strand separating the
Spanish and British division, and the approaches from across Algeciras Bay and from the
Strait’s western Atlantic and North African entrances. The multidimensional analysis
visualized in figure 17, 18, and 19, utilizing QGIS, QGISthree2js, The Bland Enquiry,
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His house was demolished sometime in the twentieth century.
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Figure 18: James Montresor’s two main residences (in yellow): his manorial estate and gardens
(center), and his grand parade offices (left background). Even accounting for ASTER DEM aberrations
at road-level scale, Montresor’s panoptic position, with visual access to much of the rest of the
community, is apparent. Created in QGISthree2js with data from GNA, BL, and GGA. 2017 by
Benjamin J. Sacks.

and the Lane/Rodríguez/Silva map of Moorish Gibraltar, shows how Montresor
positioned his estate at such a strategic location.
The GIS analysis is supported by near-contemporaneous paintings and sketches.
In 1780, one of Montresor’s successors, William Booth, executed a series of paintings of
Gibraltar, including a perspective from the roof of Montresor’s estate (figure 20). The
GIS analysis confirms what local historians have believed: the upper-right structures
comprising the lower levels of the Booth painting are indeed the lower half of the
Moorish castle ruins. More importantly, it provided a near-contemporary vision of what
Montresor himself would have seen looking out of the northern windows of his estate.
The 1830s sketches of Henry Sandham, a lieutenant-general of the Royal
Engineers then travelling through Cádiz, Gibraltar, the Ionian islands, and Corfu, further
confirmed the grandeur of Montresor’s estate and its commanding position. In Appendix
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Figure 19: This view highlights Montresor’s sweeping geospatial position. Other surveyor-planners in
colonial cities, too, built manorial-style residences with similar geographies. Created in QGISthree2js with
data from GNA, BL, and GGL. 2017 by Benjamin J. Sacks.

B16, the estate’s position further up the hill was evident; details of the Moorish Castle
(corroborating Booth’s 1780 watercolor) and the estate’s position at the intersection of
Engineer’s Lane suggested its impressive position. It is the earliest known depiction of
the Engineer’s garden.161
The GIS analysis and the art of Booth and Sandham demonstrate that Montresor’s
estate was large and deliberately positioned to provide commanding views. They do not,
however, answer why Montresor built his estate in this way. In 1740s Britain, he would
have struggled to have maintained a middling income and achieve recognition from the
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Images originally publicized by Neville Chipulina. Purchased by GNA and GGA from the Old Rectory,
Banningham, Norfolk, in 2004. See http://www.bonhams.com/auctions/11166/lot/681/, for further
information.
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Figure 20: This watercolor sketch is thought by local historians Tito Benady, Tito Vallejo, and Neville
Chipulina to have been the earliest known view of Montresor’s main residence. Dated to 1780 (signed),
and attributed to a successor, William Booth, R.E. (Royal Engineers), it depicted the view from
Montresor’s rooftop. From his second story, he could see the Spanish lines, the Moorish castle (his
neighbor), and, from the other side (not pictured), the town that he increasingly managed. Painting
courtesy GNA, and website of Neville Chipulina. GIS 2017 by Benjamin J. Sacks. I reached out to
Chipulina, but did not receive a reply.

traditional elite: clergy, lawyers, and aristocracy.162 But out in the expanding, codifying
empire, and especially in such unstable, dynamic urban sites as Gibraltar, such
technicians as Montresor were in considerably greater demand. A contemporary,
Milbourne Marsh, discovered this on his arrival in 1756. Officially a naval officer,
Admiral John Byng quickly appointed him Gibraltar port’s “Master Shipwright” owing to
his talented carpentry skills. The promotion came with a prestige and a higher income.163
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Douglas Marshall, “The British Engineers in America: 1755-1783,” Journal of the Society for Army
Historical Research 51 (1973): 155–63; J. B. Harley, “The Bankruptcy of Thomas Jefferys: An Episode in
the Economic History of Eighteenth Century Map-Making,” Imago Mundi 20 (1966): 27–48; Mary S.
Pedley, The Commerce of Cartography: Making and Marketing Maps in Eighteenth-Century France and
England (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005).
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Linda Colley, The Ordeal of Elizabeth Marsh: A Woman in World History (New York: Pantheon Books,
2007), 47–49.
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Similarly, Montresor sought to reinvent himself as an important, upwardly mobile
individual, using his intimate knowledge of the Rock’s physical and economic geography,
his go-between, interlocutory position between military officials and the town’s
population, and Gibraltar’s ‘free port’ status to his advantage. Clearly, his critical position
on the Bland Enquiry reflected his successful progress. Montresor’s aspirations will be
discussed in greater detail in Chapter Five, Ascending.

Interpolation: An Introductory Use

This approach, combining incomplete and scattered quantitative and qualitative
surveys and correspondence with network analysis and GIS, serves well to reconstruct
Gibraltar at a static moment in time. As discussed earlier in this chapter, however, another
method must be applied in order to visually represent change-over-time. Interpolation
can be used to calculate the intermediary positions of actors as they move between known
points. Its application in humanities research remains fairly primitive, but nonetheless
holds tremendous promise. In this dissertation, interpolation is not used to reconstruct the
Bland Enquiry, but it is selectively applied in chapters Three and Four, Networking and
Copying and Improving, to better estimate the location and timing of multiple surveyors’
simultaneous Atlantic-wide journeys across urban planning networks. It also forms an
important component of my proposal for a future, GIS-based digital plugin (see next
section).
To interpolate all the surveyors discussed in Copying and Improving, a new
attribute table was first created where each row equals one year. Each surveyor’s known
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Figure 21: In this interpolation snapshot for May 13, 1683, we see the Payens (1) in Fort-Royal and
Basseterre, in the French West Indies, while Benjamin de Combes (2) sails near the Balearic Islands and
the infant Étienne Verrier grows up in Aix-en-Provence (3). Running the whole interpolation program
permits us to better identify where surveyors’ paths crossed, where and when observations were made,
and if they interacted with, or observed the projects of rival planners. Built in QGIS with TimeManager
by Benjamin J. Sacks.

coordinate location for each year was then determined. This was accomplished using a
variety of primary and secondary resources, including correspondence, maps, surveys,
wills, the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, the Dictionary of Canadian
Biography/Dictionnaire biographique du Canada, and Dictionnaire des ingénieurs
militaires, 1691-1791. The master attribute table was then divided by each urban
planning network (appendix B17).
Next, In QGIS plugin named TimeManager was installed. First developed by
Anita Graser, this program integrates timestamps (e.g., “1700-01-01” for 1700) and
actors’ coordinates. When activated within QGIS, it permits the user to adjust the
framerate and number of data points as needed to reconstruct the actors’ respective
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movements around a map.164 More advanced coding (beyond the confines of this
dissertation) enables the user to manually adjust the routes to follow roads, seaways, and
avoid such obstacles as mountain ranges that would have been impassable to early
modern surveyors.
Once the data uploaded, we can visualize each surveyors’ journey over a centurylong span across the Atlantic world and beyond (figure 21). Although aesthetically
pleasing in itself, this model primarily is useful as a research tool. It can help reveal to us
when and where one surveyor might have crossed paths with others or observed others’
urban projects. Visualizing these interactions serves at least two purposes. First, it can
further substantiate existing evidence implying, but not conclusively stating, interaction
or collaboration between multiple surveyors. In Networking and Copying and Improving,
this method is used, for instance, to provide additional, supporting evidence to suggest
interactions and collaborations between the English Norwood and Dutch Cortelyou
families in 1670s Manhattan and Staten Island. Second, interpolation can suggest that
additional primary evidence may exist in the archives. As will be discussed in Networking
and Copying and Improving, in 1680 Andrew Norwood migrated from Staten Island to
Saint Christopher’s, then divided into English and French sectors. The interpolation
visualization suggested that when he arrived, Louis XIV’s chief surveying family, the
Payens, were active in Basseterre, the French sector’s primary town. This model
consequently indicated that further primary documentation may be available in the
British, French, or local Kittian archives.
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This plugin found early scholarly, peer-reviewed application in K. C. Fraser, et al., “Determining FineScale Migratory Connectivity and Habitat Selection for a Migratory Songbird by Using New GPS
Technology,” Journal of Avian Biology 48.3 (Jul., 2016): 339–45.
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Figure 22: A proposed model for a truly integrative, dynamic, multidimensional system in QGIS that
would visualize both the development of colonial towns on an individual level, and, zoomed-out to the
correct scale, individual actors’ relationships between them. In the bottom level, a town is reconstructed in
3D. First, each building is time-interpolated to visualize when it was constructed, demolished, or
modified. Second, multiple towns are run in the same change-over-time environment to demonstrate how
they expanded in relationship to one another. Third, surveyors and administrators’ journeys are
superimposed over this change-over-time environment to better articulate their involvement. This model
would require writing a Python code plugin for QGIS, and sufficient computer processing power. 2018
Benjamin J. Sacks.

In its present form, interpolation remains limited to both the quantity and quality
of the evidence available. The evidence used to calculate each interpolated point must
provide both a date and an identifiable location, and there needs to be sufficient distinct
documents in the archive in order to reconstruct the surveyor’s journey with any
accuracy. The dissertation uses a fairly broad one-year delineation as it is limited by the
evidence collected. With sufficient time and resources, however (and ideally the
identification of original diaries, which would provide nearly-daily updates on location),
and additional coding in QGIS, a highly accurate model can be constructed.

Next Steps: A Future Integrative Approach

In this chapter, we have examined how various digital humanities components, when
applied in a considered, contextualized manner, can augment traditional historical
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Figure 23: HM Government of Gibraltar’s own, proprietary DEM data, as visualized above (output is
provided for public use), is more accurate than the widely-available, opensource NASA/JPL DEM data.
Courtesy Gibraltar GeoPortal.

analysis, uncover new evidence, and reconstruct a community more along the lines of
how a surveyor in the mid-eighteenth century would have conceived of it. This
reconstruction of Gibraltar, however, still only represents a static moment-in-time. The
methods we used—GIS and network analysis—were also applied separately from each
other. Looking ahead, to create a truly comprehensive reconstruction of Gibraltar and
contemporaneous Atlantic towns, one that will both educate and provide new avenues for
research, we need a more integrative approach (figure 22).
As an opensource program written in Python, a widely-used, stable computer
language, and backed by large private, non-profit, and government communities, QGIS
lends itself well as the framework for a more integrative model. As visualized in figure
22, this model would consist of four simultaneously-operating layers (discussed from
bottom-up): (1) a base topographic layer, relying on localized DEM data (ideally
Gibraltar’s bespoke, highly accurate model shown in figure 23, not the opensource
NASA/JPL DEM data used in this chapter); (2) a three-dimensional town layer where
each polygon represents a building, park, fortification, or other human-made structure.
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This layer would visualize not just the 1749 Bland Enquiry, but instead integrate an array
of urban planning maps from the eighteenth-century onward. To account for change, we
would apply interpolation’s timestamp principle, setting each polygon to appear,
disappear, or change at timed moments. If Building A, for instance, was built in 1730, but
knocked down in 1830, it would be timed to appear every year from “1730-01-01”
onward and disappear from the map at “1830-01-01.” Meanwhile, an adjacent structure,
Building B, was constructed in 1750, and had an extension built in 1800. The enlarged
structure has survived to this day. First, we would timestamp Building B to appear every
year from “1750-01-01” onward and provide no end date. Then, we would add an
additional structure, Building B1, representing the 1800 extension, that would be attached
to it as a separate polygon. This structure would have a start timestamp labeled “1800-0101” and no end date. In so doing, we would visualize the expansion of the property in
time and space. In the attribute table designed to run this model, each change row—or the
rows for the years when a change in building status actually occurred (e.g., 1750 and
1800 in this example)—would list the change’s primary historical evidence source. This
layer would require the development of a new plugin, one that integrates features from
both TimeManager and QGIS2threejs, which are currently two distinct plugins; (3) a
traditional network layer, visualizing communication and other networks. Each node in
the network would need to possess proper geospatial coordinates (similar to the Palladio
program); and (4) a traditional interpolation layer, as discussed earlier in this chapter (and
selectively used in Networking and Copying and Improving) to retrace the movements of
surveyors and administrators in and out of the town.
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Finally, as represented in figure 22, this model for Gibraltar could be reproduced
for other, contemporaneous Atlantic towns. Ideally, these individual models would be
simultaneously run in the same program window, so that students and researchers alike
could observe their shared development and relationships in multiple dimensions. Both
the more integrative model for Gibraltar, and the multi-town approach, would require a
team of specialists, including a Python programmer, a GIS specialist, and a historian, at
minimum, and significant computing power. This approach, however, would do much to
finally solve the longstanding historical “snapshot,” or change-over-time dilemma.
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Evolution of a Framework I:
The Development of Urban Planning in the Atlantic World, c.1550-1670

Urban planning began to coalesce as a discipline in early modern Europe and its
empires.165 Architects, surveyors, artists, and even monarchs began to conceive of town
planning as a valuable means of extending, cementing, and visualizing incipient state
power, express humankind’s humanistic and scientific achievements, and enhance
economic productivity and social cohesion. For its various proponents, the planned town
became a means to achieving multiple ends: a healthier, happier, more utopian urban
society, and a more expansive, unified, centralized state. In an effort to achieve these
lofty goals, European intellectuals, architects, and government officials began to create
or, more often, assemble together an array of principles and practices with polyglot
origins—Classical, Medieval, and Renaissance, national and transnational—in particular
ways and systems.166
Town planning developed in tandem with the development and expansion of
European states and their empires, first in their domestic frontiers, and then throughout
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I use “urban planning” here and throughout the dissertation for readers’ familiarity. The term itself, and
its variation, “town planning,” did not appear in common usage until the early twentieth century. But many
of its functions, from spatial and road planning, to utilities and administration, to the role of state authority,
emanate from this period. See “town-planning,” “town planning,” and “urban planning,” in OED.
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Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra and Erik R. Seeman have argued, for instance, “Scholars are just now
beginning to realize that the European Renaissance and Enlightenment are vase encyclopedias of hybrid
global knowledge processed and packaged in Europe, not European inventions.” See The Atlantic in Global
History 1500-2000, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2018), xxvi.
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the Atlantic world and beyond. 167 The Spanish monarchy was amongst the first to
recognize the importance town planning could play in affirming and extending their
control over both much of the Iberian Peninsula and their vast new territories in Central
and South America and in the Far East. In 1571, after some sixty years of gradual,
localized developments, ordinances, and initiatives throughout Spain and its empire,
Philip II’s Laws of the Indies partially-codified the first widely-applied European imperial
urban framework. Meanwhile, the Dutch had developed new port designs and land
reclamation techniques, both increasingly key assets in successful early modern planned
port towns.
The French and English would keep their rivals’ experiences very much in mind
as they began experimenting a century later. In the 1660s and early 1670s, they undertook
schemes in western and southern France and Carolina, respectively. France’s endeavor
was state-driven, led by Louis XIV, Jean-Baptiste Colbert, and his favored surveyors,
especially the young, dynamic Sébastien Le Prestre, Marquis de Vauban. The English
project, on the other hand, was a private initiative. Both, however, sought to redefine,
expand, and deepen administration’s relationship with, and ideally authority over, urban
sociopolitical and economic life. These early initiatives—the “metropolitan colonies”
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On the tandem development of the early modern state and empire, see William A. S. Brown, “Learning
to Colonize: State Knowledge, Expertise, and the Making of the First French Empire, 1661-1715” (Ph.D.
Diss.: The Johns Hopkins University, 2016), 15; Jack P. Greene, Creating the British Atlantic: Essays on
Transplantation, Adaptation, and Continuity (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2013), 70–71;
Laurent Dubois, “The French Atlantic,” in Jack P. Green and Philip D. Morgan, eds., Atlantic History: A
Critical Appraisal (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 137–62, at 140–41; David Lambert and Alan
Lester, eds., Colonial Lives Across the British Empire: Imperial Careering in the Long Nineteenth Century
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 2–3.
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Figure 1: The evolutionary development of early modern planned towns—a generalized perspective.
Early modern practical planners did not complete eradicate medieval frameworks. They instead kept and
reapplied some of its more useful components, notably the central marketplace and equitable agricultural
tracts. Other features persisted, either because of individual planners’ conscious efforts, or local residents’
designs. A notable surviving feature in this regard were small settlement clusters such as those
surrounding Louisbourg Bay. See Introduction figure 4.

program and the “grand model”— amongst others, evidenced the trans-Atlantic,
transnational nature of mid-to-late seventeenth century imperial urban planning
discourse. No less importantly, the metropolitan colonies initiative, in turn, informed the
subsequent evolution of more formalized, cohesive French imperial urban planning
framework over the next century.

An Evolutionary Process

The development of early modern urban planning in Europe and the Atlantic
world was an evolutionary process. Administrators and surveyors did not toss out existing
medieval frameworks altogether, but instead retained certain medieval town elements—
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notably the central market and cadastral agricultural plot—as they sought to create new,
more efficient and ultimately state-centered models.
Many medieval or seigneurial towns were micro-conurbations consisting of five
distinct elements (figure 1): (1) a manorial estate, home to the resident aristocratic
landowner and administrator;168 (2) a principal settlement center, comprising tight
clusters of residential and commercial buildings hugging one or several high streets, and
focused on a central market, church, and freshwater well;169 (3) landowners’ and tenants’
agricultural fields, which could radiate for miles around the principal settlement center,
and connected with a series of paths or narrow roads. These, however, were often
measured out in equitable tracts through a process known as cadastral survey; (4) a
number of small settlement clusters (suburbs, villages, or parishes) that developed along
the edges of the farthest fields to provide some social support for local tenants. While
occasionally possessing a chapel or a small market, these clusters ultimately were
subservient to the principal settlement center and its nearby manor; and (5) the area’s
natural geography (e.g., forests, hills, rivers, and resources) and the essential
infrastructure built to control, utilize, and obtain sustenance from it (e.g., bridges, canals,
docks, and mines).170
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Not all medieval towns were manorial or seigneurial. On the manorial and seigneurial town in Europe,
see Rogert J. P. Kain and Elizabeth Baigent, The Cadastral Map in the Service of the State: A History of
Property Mapping (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992).
169
The centrality of the marketplace and the spaces of production, not walls or strict size or density (albeit
recognized as factors), was key to Max Weber’s conception of the city. See The City, Don Martindale and
Gertrud Neuwirth, trs., (Glencoe, IL: The Free Press, 1958), esp. 65–72. Henri Lefebvre expanded on
Weber’s conception to incorporate the often-creative multidimensional spaces of urban form, life, and
industry. See The Urban Revolution (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2014 [1970]).
170
Medieval and early modern communities have often been described as “plantation towns,” and “urban
plantations,” comprising principal settlement centers, small settlement clusters, and their associated
physical, economic, infrastructure, and military geographies, especially in relation to Ulster and Carolina.
See Jonathan Cherry, “Colonial Appropriation of Gaelic Urban Space: Creating the First Ulster Plantation
Town,” Irish Geography 40.2 (2007): 112–27; Brian J. Graham and Lindsay J. Proudfoot, “Landlords,
Planning, and Urban Growth in Eighteenth- and Early Nineteenth-Century Ireland,” Journal of Urban
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While nominally unplanned, such communities still followed several tendencies.
Agricultural plots were laid out in advance. Streets usually followed the easiest
geographic path, rather than prescribing to any rigid geometric order. They also closely
paralleled rivers and other bodies of water useful for transportation and sustenance.
Residents tended to also build their houses along the main streets with long, relatively
narrow gardens behind, a process known as linear settlement.171 As towns grew, new
residents simply would start tightly building along those roads, irrespective of their
spatial organization.172 This so-called “ribbon development” tendency, widespread in
medieval (and even many unplanned early modern and modern) towns, often led to
unequitable resource availability, excessive density, soil pollution, and, it was believed,
disease transmission.

History 18.3 (May, 1992): 308–29. Ulster is discussed in greater depth later in the chapter. For its
conceptions in medieval England and France, see Maurice W. Beresford’s scholarship: “The Six New
Towns of the Bishops of Winchester, 1200-55,” Medieval Archaeology 3.1 (1959): 187–215; New Towns of
the Middle Ages: Town Plantation in England, Wales, and Gascony (London: Lutterworth Press, 1967).
This paradigm can also be broadly compared with the modern township. Although the latter’s definition has
changed over time, space, and location, it generally refers to an urban administrative unit comprising
multiple settlements clusters, often, but not always with a principle settlement center, and is often
coterminous with towns. For terminological details and history, see “township,” in OED; William Wyckoff,
“Land Subdivision on the Holland Purchase in Western New York State, 1797-1820,” Journal of Historical
Geography 12.2 (1986): 142–61. In his examination of nineteenth-century Arkansas towns, Leslie C.
Stewart-Abernathy has proposed another model: “Urban farmsteads,” that considers many of the same
spatial features and layouts described in this section, and problematizes contemporary, narrow conceptions
of towns. See “Urban Farmsteads: Household Responsibilities in the City,” Historical Archaeology 20.2
(1986): 5–15.
171
E.g., see Han Lörzing, “Planning System and Landscape: A Dutch Example,” Landscape Research 29.4
(2004): 357–69, at 360. In Germany, this phenomenon is known as Reihendorf (“row village”). Pílar Chías
and Tomas Abad have referred to this as itinerary settlement. See “Colonial Urban Planning and Land
Structures in the Philippines, 1521-1898,” Journal of Asian Architecture and Building Engineering 11.1
(May, 2012): 9–16, at 12. I thank both for their 2014 discussion in Gent, Belgium on this point.
172
This tendency was one of the many issues facing Colbert and his aides in the early development of
Montréal. See Roger J. P. Kain and Elizabeth Baigent, The Cadastral Map in the Service of the State: A
History of Property Mapping (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 276.
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The humanistic and scientific revolutions of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries catalyzed new ways of thinking about urbanization.173 While few of their ideas
ultimately were realized in their purest form, utopian thinkers Leon Battista Alberti and
Andrea Palladio argued that empirical logic and humanistic creativity could be
harmoniously unified to create better, more beautiful, and more practical towns.174
Giovanni Botero went a step further. Wanting to know what made some towns “great,” in
Delle cause della grandezza e magnificenza della città (1588), he examined European,
Asian, West African, and Mesoamerican towns to better understand how successful
communities actually functioned and were laid out. Anticipating Samuel Johnson’s
Dictionary definition of over a century later, he determined that successful towns were
defined both by the strengths of their socioeconomic networks and their aesthetic and
symbolic value. Successful towns required centralized, strong authority, and a collective
sense of pride. In proposing new towns, planners should consider the locale’s geography,
fertility, strategic location, and ease of “communication.” Writing nearly five centuries
before Henri Lefebvre, Botero argued that for a town to really succeed, it needed
something special: “an attractive power”; a magnetism beyond mere productivity or
utility.175
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Pedro Fraile, “The Construction of the Idea of the City in Early Modern Europe: Pérez de Herrera and
Nicolas Delamare,” Journal of Urban History 36.5 (2010): 685–708, at 685–86.
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Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978), 6; James Lawson, “The Extrinsic in the Architectural Thinking of
Leon Battista Alberti: A Reading of Sant’ Andrea in Mantua,” Renaissance Studies 27.2 (Apr., 2013): 253–
69, at 253–54; Leon Battista Alberti, De re œdificatoria in Ten Books on Architecture (1452); John W. Reps,
The Making of Urban America: A History of City Planning in the United States (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1965), 4–5.
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Giovanni Botero, Delle cause della grandezza e magnificenza della città (On the causes of the greatness
and magnificence of cities), Geoffrey Symcox, trs. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2012 [1588]), 9–
17, 21–24, 27, 46–54. In Chapter 5, Ascending, I note what Henri Lefebvre has described as the
“fashionable,” or the “œuvre” necessary for towns to distinguish themselves, particularly new, planned
communities. They required both inductors, or convincers (promoters) and induced (those who are
convinced). See Eleanore Kofman and Elizabeth Lebas, “Lost in Transposition-Time, Space and the City,”
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Botero was active during a period of greatly revived interest in Classical
architecture, and, in particular, the works of Marcus Vitruvius Pollio. Considered the
‘father’ of urban planning, Vitruvius had valued symmetric, easy-to-control grid or radial
urban frameworks surrounding central administrative, religious, or social buildings and
spaces. Renaissance writers, artists, and architects began studying the dozens of surviving
Roman-period towns that remained scattered throughout Europe. They closely examined
these towns’ practical, aesthetic, and geometric properties for models in which to base
their own ideas. The grid, in particular, was identified as serving clear administrative,
social, economic, and aesthetic functions.176 Alberti suggested that it provided towns with
“noble[ness] and majesty.” Palladio added that it provided “a most agreeable view,” for
administrators and visitors alike.177

Spain and the Laws of the Indies

In the sixteenth century, the Spanish monarchy embarked on a state-building
process in order to more centrally manage both Spain itself and its swiftly-expanding
overseas empire. Formal and informal institutions, networks, hierarchies, and protocols

in Henri Lefebvre, Writings on Cities, Eleanore Kofman and Elizabeth Lebas, eds. (Oxford: WileyBlackwell, 1996): 3–62, at 21.
176
Contemporary urban historians have stopped trying to determine the grid’s origins, arguing that it
developed across multiple civilizations independent of one another. Instead, they have sought to analyze its
varied applications and real and symbolic meanings. See for instance Jeremy R. Mumford, Vertical Empire:
The General Resettlement of Indians in the Colonial Andes (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2012),
47. On the historiographical debate concerning the grid’s origins, see Dan Stanislawski, “The Origin and
Spread of the Grid-Pattern Town,” Geographical Review 36.1 (1946): 105–20, and its rebuttal, Reuben S.
Rose-Redwood, “Genealogies of the Grid: Revisiting Stanislawski’s Search for the Origin of the GridPattern Town,” Geographical Review 98.1 (Jan., 2008): 42–58.
177
Cliff Mughtin, “The European City Street: Part I: Paths and Places,” The Town Planning Review 62.1
(Jan., 1991): 51–77.
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were established throughout the fledgling Spanish Atlantic world in an effort to oversee
administration, trade, defense, New Spain, and the production, collection, and distribution
of knowledge.178 Town planning, especially the creation of a common imperial urban
framework, comprised an important part of this imperial state-formation process. Spanish
officials came to believe that planned towns constituted important zones of control, or
what Lauren Benton has described as sites of “civility,” within much larger regions under
only very tenuous, contested authority.179
The sixteenth-century Spanish monarchy was both motivated and relatively wellplaced to undertake the development of a common imperial framework for a number of
reasons. In Spain itself, as Pedro Fraile has argued, administrators were struggling to deal
with rapidly growing towns’ widespread poverty, disease, filth, and lawlessness, a partial
result of their deficient medieval infrastructure.180 In search of solutions, such officials as
Jerónimo Castillo de Bobadilla and especially Cristóbal Pérez de Herrera studied Merída
and Zaragosa (both established by the Romans), the still-new grid capital of Madrid, and
others.181 Herera declared that the ordered grid layout, which prioritized space between
buildings and zoned for gardens, roads, trade, and centralized administration, was the best
option for planned towns. No less importantly, he highlighted the importance of public
works—for practical improvement, civil pride, and state authority—and conceived of
towns as multidimensional networks.182
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As importantly, the government was eager to expand and consolidate its authority
over both only recently-unified Spain proper as well as its nascent empire. What
eventually became codified in 1573 as the Laws of the Indies, the Spanish imperial urban
framework, simultaneously developed across the Spanish Atlantic world and beyond, and
at multiple levels of official bureaucracies and informal networks in conversation with
one another.183 Either out of expediency or recognition of useful design, it also embraced
indigenous elements.184 It required ideas, plans, and institutions, as well as networks (the
‘scaffolding’) capable of laying out, managing, and reproducing these new towns. Much
of the initiative to develop a broadly standardized, reproducible framework was transimperial; the Spanish government itself often issued ordinances or instructions to
recognize, codify, and reproduce what it deemed to be the best practices already in use, as
well as integrate them into its long-term imperial vision.
In 1502, governor of the Indies Nicolás de Ovando laid out a grid-like plan for the
Indies’ new capital, Santo Domingo. While keeping the common lands, agricultural plots,
and central market that typified much older Spanish towns, Ovando otherwise sought to
establish a capital that was highly functional, aesthetically attractive, and reflective of
Spain’s growing state authority. Sixteenth-century historian Gonzalo Fernández de
Oviedo described its infrastructure, complete with stone buildings, wide boulevards, and
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Figure 2: Santo Domingo, planned by
Nicolás de Ovando in 1502. René M.
Lemoine has argued that this successful
town layout was the model for a number
of other Spanish Atlantic towns,
especially those of New Spain, and
ultimately directly influenced the
development of Philip II’s Laws of the
Indies in 1573. Ovando had earlier
helped establish the early Spanish
frontier town of Santa Fe, Granada, in
1492, and planning similarities likely
existed between the two. Originally
from Fernando C. Goitia and Leopoldo
T. Balbás,eds., Planos de ciudades
iberoamericanas y filipinas existentes en
el Archivo de Indias (Madrid: Instituto
de Estudios de Administración Local,
1951), reproduced in Lemoine, “The
Classical Model of the SpanishAmerican Colonial City,” The Journal of
Architecture 8.3 (2003): 355–68, at 360.

churches, as rivaling that of Barcelona. Ovando focused Santo Domingo around a central
plaza mayor, complete with a public market, the main cathedral, and government
buildings (figure 2). He also provided for gardens, port facilities, and a hospital.185 Other
communities, some following Ovando’s framework, began developing elsewhere in the
Spanish Indies. In response, in 1513 Ferdinand II issued the first formal ordinance on
imperial town planning, likely based on Santo Domingo itself.186 He provided these
instructions to Pedro Arias Dávila, the new governor of Panama, who, in 1519, would
apply a combination of Ferdinand II’s ordinance and Santo Domingo’s successful
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precedent to establish Panama City. From these experiences, in 1523 Ferdinand II’s
successor, Charles V, expanded and reissued the ordinance.
Indigenous Mesoamerican urban planners likely also influenced Spanish efforts to
establish new planned towns. Some important pre-Columbian towns as Tenochtitlán had
been laid out in grid-like format. Jeremy Mumford has argued that the arriving Spaniards’
“most immediate examples of urban grids were those of indigenous civilizations,” and,
even if they did not credit indigenous plans, would have undoubtedly recognized the
value of their grid-like organization.187 The 1524 map of Tenochtitlan, for instance,
submitted by Hernan Cortés, but most likely drawn by an indigenous artist from their
own respective point-of-view, revealed broad boulevards, vast central plazas, and a canal
system that led the conquistador himself to compare it to Venice.188
Some two hundred permanent communities were established in New Spain over
the next fifty years.189 Many, but not all, were laid out in broadly similar frameworks.
Surveyors and administrators’ own journeys, experiences, and discourses with one
another, locals, and with officials back in Spain undoubtedly facilitated this phenomenon.
The surveyor Alonso García Bravo, for instance, both studied Santo Domingo’s
organization and was a protégé of Dávila. In the mid-fifteenth century, he laid out México
City on the ruins of Tenochtitlán, as well as Veracruz and Antequera.190 Such
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contemporaries as Bravo’s assistant, Bernardino Vázquez de Tapia, the architect Martín
de Sepúlveda, and Alonso García Albañil worked on both Mexico City and other New
Spain communities. In 1550, Mexico City resident architect and planner Toribio de
Alcaraz and the then-Viceroy of New Spain, Antonio de Mendoza y Pacheco, drew up
instructions for the latter’s successor, Don Luis de Velasco, explicating a standard
architectural framework for new towns’ convents and churches. The style was replicated
throughout México to enhance the Roman Catholic church’s real and symbolic
authority.191
Surveyors and town administrators moved not only between American projects,
but between Spain and its empire, reshaping towns in coastal Iberia, the West Indies,
Mexico, and South America. In so doing, they blurred the line between what earlier urban
historians simply had delineated as ‘Spain’ and ‘New Spain,’ or what John Reps had
arbitrarily distinguished as “European planning on the eve of American colonization,”
and “the Spanish towns of colonial America.”192 They increasingly became “expert
mediators,” interlocutory go-betweens attempting to shape a Spanish world that stretched
from Iberia to the Americas and even the Philippines.193
In the mid-sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, for instance, the Antonelli
family circulated the Spanish Atlantic world from the Iberian Peninsula to the West Indies
and Central America, testing, applying, and replicating urban civil and defense designs.
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Born and trained in Italy, then the center of urban planning design, Giovanni Battista
arrived in Toledo in 1559 to serve Philip II.194 In 1561, he published one of the first
practical manuals on town fortification design, Epitomi delle Fortificationi Moderne, in
which he proposed that both army encampments and more permanent communities
should be laid out as grids, and be strategically positioned to control such important
geographic features as coastlines, ports, rivers, and hills.195 Amongst other towns,
Giovanni laid out Bernia, near Alicante. The project proved, however, to be a failure:
“His too strict adoption of the theoretical model,” Sandro Parrinello and Silvia Bertacchi
have argued, “contradicted all the considerations made in his treatise,” notably his call to
prioritize and be flexible towards local geographies.196
Giovanni’s brother, Battista, trained under him and Vespasiano Gonzaga, and
evidently had learned much about his brother’s successes and failures. He ultimately
helped to lay out or expand the Spanish towns of Cartagena, Alicante, and Peñiscola,
before traveling to New Spain to undertake the development and fortification of
Cartagena des Indias, Panamá, Chagres, Portobello, and finally Havana. In 1586, with
other family members, he completed Havana’s famed Castillo de los Tres Reyes del
Morro and Castillo San Salvador de la Punta.197
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Reports, accounts, and individuals routinely circled back to the court of Philip II
and his ministries. In 1573, Philip II’s government codified many of what they believed
to be the best urban methods then in practice in the Spanish Atlantic world and merged
them with their visions for a more powerful, unified imperial state. The Laws of the
Indies would become the first comprehensive effort at establishing a unified imperial
urban framework. The one hundred and forty-eight ordinances detailed nearly every
aspect of selecting, laying out, developing, and managing new colonial towns.
Sites were to be selected that possessed healthy air, prodigious and diverse flora
and fauna, and a “good climate” without temperature extremes.198 The land should be
arable, “With an abundance of fruits and fields,” and with access to clean drinking
water.199 There should be an plentiful, locally-available building materials: stone, mud,
wood, and precious metals for commerce, crafts, ships, and other purposes.200 Mountains
were to be recognized for their military strategic value as well as their protective qualities
against excessive winds, fog, and storms. Towns were to be constructed at middling
altitudes if possible—not too high so as to avoid the major winds, but also not too low in
the valleys, “Which tend to be unhealthy,” and ideally face leeward, with the mountains
to the west or east.201
The Laws of the Indies were initially less supportive of port towns.
Administrators throughout the Spanish Atlantic worried about piracy, especially in the
West Indies and along Mexico’s Gulf coastline. Surveyors were to choose a port site only
if the harbor was particularly deep and well-suited for protecting, unloading, and
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replenishing mercantile and naval vessels, and could be easily connected with interior
towns.202
Many of the ordinances concerned government administration, religion, taxation,
judicial affairs, and even land distribution. Here, at least three longstanding Medieval
concepts persisted: common pasture lands, maintaining the Roman Catholic church in the
town center, usually next to the central market, and the cadastral-style equitable
agricultural land plot laid out further outside the town proper.203 Ordinance ninety also
included a curious, but critical instruction: “the rest of the grounds and territory should be
divided into four parts: one for the person in charge of building the town, the other three
should be subdivided into thirty lots for the thirty neighbours of the town.”204 This
directive legitimized the surveyor or architect’s ability not only to erect a sizeable
property for themselves in the town they created, but, by placing their property in a
central location, to present themselves as a critical agent of its survival and success.
Indeed, the ordinances directed that those who “succeeded in carrying out its settlement”
were to be henceforth known as hijosdalgo, or “illustrious men of known ancestry.”205
This, in effect, confirmed what was then already occurring throughout the Spanish
Atlantic world: individuals like Bravo and the Antonellis were using their experiences
both to establish formal state-led imperial town planning networks, and taking advantage
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Figure 3: A proposed network hierarchy of sixteenth-century Spanish Atlantic urban planning.

of these opportunities to reinvent themselves as “persons of noble ancestry and known
ancestry.”206
Each grid plot was to be precisely laid out. Each settler would receive at least one
of each type of a standard lot size: an agricultural peonia plot fifty feet wide and one
hundred feet long and a residential caballeria plot one hundred feet wide and two
hundred feet long. Settlers could purchase or obtain multiple plots, but only up to a
maximum of five peonias totaling 25,000 square feet (~0.57 acres), and three caballerias
totaling 60,000 square feet (~1.4 acres). This was to ensure sufficient and equitable land
and resource access. 207
The plaza mayor, or main square, was to be placed in the town center. If the town
had a harbor, then it should be placed at “the landing place of the port,” to bring
mercantile trade and the local population together, all under the watchful eye of local
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Figure 4: A comparative chart of the Laws of the Indies (1573), metropolitan colonies (1670s), initial grand
modell design (1670s), and Sébastien de Vauban’s ville nouvelle framework, as outlined in his collective
Oisivetés (1690s). Sourced from Oisivetés; “the City Planning Ordinances”; and The Ashley Cooper Plan.

administrators.208 Squares themselves should be no smaller than 60,000 square feet, and
no larger than 425,600 square feet, closely dependent on the town’s overall size.209 The
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town’s architecture should be cohesive and aesthetically attractive.210 Unattractive or
unhealthy industries, such as fisheries and tanneries were to be moved to the edge of
town, either near the water or the hinterland.
The official network structure established to actually lay out new towns has never
been properly examined. But it may have been organized as follows (figure 3). In a major
town, one or two alcaldes, commissioned with royal assent, oversaw a cabildo
comprising regidores (councilmen), alguacil mayor (constable), and the escribano (scribe
or notary). Ostensibly, the official surveyor or architect attached to the community would
have held a role on the cabildo, subordinate to the alcaldes, and may have had a more
direct subordinate line to the monarchy or ministry itself.211
The scattered, inchoate responses to the relaciones geográficas—the first
systematized European effort to collect, centralize, and analyze imperial geographic
knowledge— between 1577 and 1583 shed light on the array of towns established
throughout the Spanish Atlantic that had broadly ascribed to these planning principles.
That being said, most of them had developed years before in relationship to each other,
rather than having explicitly ascribed to specific Laws of the Indies directives. But the
relaciones geográficas responses also highlighted towns’ wide variety, notably, the
persistence of indigenous urban practices and the need to adjust idealized grid plans for
local topographies and exigencies. These maps reflected the difficulties of simply
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imposing grids onto diverse geographies and indigenous cultures, instead highlighting
varying degrees of assimilation and contestation.212
Seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century French and English planners likely
heavily relied on the Laws of the Indies as they fashioned their own practices (figure 4).
Vauban, especially, was happy to copy others’ ideas if they had proven successful.
However, even though their later frameworks shared numerous similarities, it is still not
yet known how they obtained copies, or their precise means of copying.213 A number of
possible explanations exist. René Lemoine has mentioned that the French urban surveyor
Amédée-François Frézier, later responsible for several towns in Saint-Domingue, visited
Santiago in 1712 while on a reconnaissance mission to study Spanish towns and
fortifications in South America.214 But this was five years after Vauban’s death, and at
least fifteen years after he codified his own urban planning principles in Les Oisivetés.
Frézier’s journey, therefore, suggested that other, previous French surveyors had
journeyed through the Spanish Atlantic world, observing, recording, and reporting on
their towns’ layout, organization, and functions. Conversely, a number of Spanish and
Dutch surveyors likely entered French and English service, bringing their accumulated
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Figure 5: A hypothetical interpolation model suggesting how a French surveyor or officer—like AmédéeFrançois Frézier in the 1710s—might have traveled through the Spanish Atlantic world observing and
recording the infrastructure, layout, and operations of planned communities. The information to calculate
each known coordinate position and date would be drawn from primary diary, correspondence, and
cartographic records, and would be analyzed through QGIS TimeManager or an equivalent GIS program.

knowledge with them. Another possibility is that sufficient information about the Laws of
the Indies and Spanish imperial towns had simply entered public discourse by the 1650s.
There are several means of further researching this relationship, including an
examination of surviving manuscripts and journals describing the Laws or Spanish
Atlantic communities in French, British, and Dutch archives; identifying copies of
relevant books and maps in surveyors’ and administrators’ personal libraries; and,
through the advanced digital interpolation process outlined in Chapter One, Seeing Like a
Surveyor, reconstructing individual surveyor or administrators’ journeys throughout the
Spanish Atlantic world to unearth when and where they passed through and observed
planned towns (figure 5).
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Figure 6: Peter Martel, “Anvers. – A new plan of Antwerp,” 1746, based on the work of Gilbert Van
Schoonbeck, 1548-55, BnF-CP, GED-1188. Schoonbeck’s nieu stadt is highlighted on the left side.

The Dutch Influence

As Spain expanded its empire, its Dutch provinces struggled for freedom. In
1568, William of Orange began a revolt against Spain, leading to the Eighty Years War. In
1581, after expelling the Spanish from most of the region, William formally declared the
United Dutch Provinces’ independence. Spain nonetheless continued to battle the Dutch
in Europe, the Mediterranean, and in the Atlantic and Indian oceans until it finally
recognized the Netherlands as an independent nation-state in the 1648 Treaty of
Westphalia.
The Dutch were—and remain—particularly sensitive to planned urban
organization. They possessed little land, and what land they did control was largely at or
below sea level. No less importantly, their economic and geopolitical strength almost
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entirely relied on mercantile trade, requiring extensive port facilities. To achieve these
goals, in the seventeenth century, the Dutch became some of the finest town planners in
early Modern Europe. The French and the English studied and envied Dutch urban port
planning and land reclamations methods, and routinely hired Dutch surveyors to help
them on their own projects.215
As early as 1548, Gilbert Van Schoonbeck had designed and implemented the
overhaul of Antwerp’s urban organization, establishing an approach such subsequent
Dutch towns as Amsterdam later followed. (figure 6). Rather than enacting piecemeal
improvements within the existing town (as many planners had done elsewhere in Europe)
or razing it altogether to start afresh (the dream of such utopian planners as Alberti and
Palladio), he followed a more middling path. Schoonbeck proposed a new district, or nieu
stadt, laid out on a grid adjacent to the existing Medieval town; its buildings’ architecture
reflecting the latest in Dutch humanist style. Drawings of the period evoked an idealized
space. But his design also reflected very real, localized requirements. Schoonbeck
augmented the nieu stadt with canals that flowed in and out of the River Scheldt and ran
the entire length of the district, permitting canal boats to bring goods directly to
merchants’ warehouses. This, he hoped, would cut transport costs and increase efficiency.
It was not a coincidence that Schoonbeck was a hydraulics expert.216 As water
management was essential to Dutch society, many Dutch surveyors’ improvements to
practical town planning involved enhancing canal and lock systems, port designs, and
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Figure 7: Inset of “Plan de la ville de Louisbourg avec les fortifications du costé des terres,” c.1730,
BnF-CP, GE C-5186. While dated by the BnF to 1730, this was probably drawn by Jean-François de
Verville between c.1721-24. Verville applied a Cartesian geometric grid to subordinate and control both
Louisbourg’s hilly geography, and unplanned original settlement patterns into a more rigid, stateadministered order.

land reclamation and drainage processes. These developments permitted Dutch engineers
to expand towns, recover agriculturally-productive land, centralize and increase the
efficiency and profit from ports and merchants’ districts, and to use such traditionallyundervalued land types as strands, or beaches, in creative ways to expand, strengthen,
and enhance communication between towns.
Many of these improvements will be examined in greater detail in Chapter Four,
Copying and Improving. Here, however, it is important to note two key points. First,
many, but by no means all of these improvements were designed, improved, or at least
promoted by the polymath Simon Stevin. As an intimate of Maurice of Orange, the leader
of the Dutch rebellion against the Spanish, Stevin came to wield significant influence
over Dutch engineering and planning during the first two decades of the seventeenth
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century.217 Second, the designs he and others successfully promulgated impressed
Holland’s chief rivals, notably France and England.
In 1618, Two years before Stevin’s death, a young René Descartes had joined
Maurice of Orange’s army. There, under the direction of Isaac Beeckman, a protégé of
Stevin, he studied military architecture and the principles of surveying and planning.218
He may have also seen some of Stevin’s unfinished work on the usefulness of order,
symmetry, and mathematics in urban planning, then in Beeckman’s possession.219 In the
early 1620s, he travelled to Munich, Paris, and Venice, studying these cities’ Renaissance
improvements while working on various military and scientific research projects, before
returning to the Netherlands in 1628.
Descartes was particularly interested in the grid’s role in urban development and
in controlling space. He argued that the grid constituted an ideal expression of precise,
quantifiable geometric order. It provided administrators with the ability to precisely
calculate block sizes and intersections through coordinate systems. On paper at least,
administrators and surveyors could calculate and adjust these grid coordinates in order to
‘subordinate’ nature to their patron’s requirements—whether increasing crop yields or the
width and appearance of boulevards—and establish an apparently superior, human-made
urban geography (figure 7). Descartes’ coordinate system reflected the gradual fusion of
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urban planning with cartography, surveying, and scale, permitting the “abstract”
permutations, uncertainties, and ‘wildness’ of natural geographic space to be controlled
through “objective” mathematical order, and, by extension, official requirements and
visions.220

First Steps: France and England, c.1600-1660s

Early seventeenth-century French government officials gradually turned to town
planning as a means of expanding the emerging state. In 1601, King Henri IV announced
his intent to reimagine Paris, in many ways still a dirty, fire-prone medieval city, into a
symbol of royal authority, French humanism, public services, and beauty.221 Over the
next decades, Parisian officials tore down medieval walls and deteriorating, clustered
buildings. They widened and straightened boulevards, forced unplanned, winding streets
into ordered grids, and overhauled the city’s infrastructure and architecture. Bridges were
constructed across the Seine, private and public gardens designed and opened, and a
flurry of public works established. This revolution in Parisian urban planning not only
succeeded in recreating Paris arguably as the most creative and ornate capital in Europe,
but significantly enhanced the Bourbon monarch’s central real and symbolic authority
over the city.
The grid gradually became a foundational component of seventeenth-century
French urban planning projects. The jardin à la française, for instance, a garden style
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intended to evoke humankind’s ability to order, control, and refashion ‘wild’ nature, was
designed around the grid. The jardin style ultimately would be replicated throughout
France and the French Atlantic world as part of a larger trend known as rus in urbe; an
effort to bring the countryside into town life in a managed fashion for the betterment of
urban populations.222 Architects worked to blend these spaces ever more harmoniously
with residential, commercial, and administrative buildings.
Civil and military authorities believed that they could more effectively monitor,
control, manage, and respond to local needs through a grid-based framework. Unlike
László Munteán and Jill Grant have argued, however, this process was not always driven
by draconian or oppressive motives.223 Even if this framework in reality did not fully
ascribe to what Peter Marcuse has described as the grid’s ideal “‘democratic’ aspect,” “in
which all parcels are created exactly and alike,” it did possess nonetheless some equitable
aspects. It permitted the easier development and centralization of public works, ports,
canals, and transport links. The grid was also believed to improve public health. As early
as the mid-sixteenth century, Spanish officials like Herrera had begun advocating for the
grid. They argued that separating separate buildings from one another, increasingly the
quality and quantity of rus in urbe green spaces, widening and straightening streets, and
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centralizing markets all decreased the spread of illness.224 Herrera’s work influenced
subsequent French approaches in this regard, as encapsulated in Nicolas Delamare’s
Traité de la Police (1705-1738).225 At least on paper, too, the grid also promised the
possibility of equitable agricultural and urban land allocation.
The planned community of Richelieu exemplified these early French efforts. In
1624, Armand Jean du Plessis, first Duke of Richelieu, now cardinal and Louis XIII’s
chief minister, embarked on a major initiative to develop and unify French insitutions,
promote the king’s gloire, and, of course, ensure his own commanding position within it.
By 1631, he felt sufficiently strong politically to begin redesigning his Indre-et-Loire
estates into a magnificent urban visual manifestation of his real and symbolic power.226
To plan and build his new château and town (to be called Richelieu), he hired his favored
architect, Jacques Lemercier. Lemercier was a veteran planner who had designed (or was
then designing) the Palais-Cardinal in Paris, the Sorbonne’s chapel, and the Louvre’s
Pavillion de l’Horloge.227 By employing the same urban designer to apply the same
principles on his estate as had been applied to Paris’s newest symbols of state authority,
through town planning Richelieu could demonstrate an ostensibly seamless extension of
royal power. Nearly every aspect of Richelieu’s layout was precisely calculated and
considered. A Dutch-inspired drainage system was implemented to provide for public
drinking water and effluence and improve the surrounding land for agriculture and future
urban growth. The town’s grid was calculated on exact, standardized pavillons of ten
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toises (roughly 19.5 meters) that were used to measure nearly everything, from individual
window size to town gate design to the positioning of government buildings. Nearly all
buildings were constructed of the same stone, which enhanced the apparent scale of the
town’s size and provided it with a cohesive architectural impact. Despite being
constructed in long, attached rows (which may not have been advantageous for public
health), each house was provided with a large personal garden. These gardens, each
evoking a miniature of the town’s larger spatial plan, provided the sensation of nature, of
the rural, even in the town center.228 Despite its nominally small size and population,
Richelieu came to represent, as Christian Jouhard has argued, a “totality” of
“representation” and “visibility”; a whole that unified urban design with state authority
and a national, royal aesthetic.229
In the British Isles, meanwhile, a similar experimentalism in planned urbanization
had slowly begun to take shape. In the early seventeenth century, private London
companies had received royal sponsorship to undertake the construction of several new
communities in Ulster. The London companies had intended these towns as clear
manifestations of English Protestant authority and controlled economic and social life.230
Poet and author Edmund Spenser, writing on these towns in 1596, had argued that
“Nothing doth sooner cause civility in any countrie then many market towns…nothing
doth more stay and strengthen the country then such corporate townes…Nothing doth
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more enrich any country or realme then many townes.”231 Such new towns as
Londonderry and Coleraine were laid out in grids, with the main market, Protestant
chapel, and local mayoral office—all aspects of still-incipient English administrative
authority—placed in the central square.232
As Audrey Horning has demonstrated, these new towns were not only intended as
means of English authority-making, but also as sites of at least some urban
experimentation. Nevertheless, local residents appear to have resisted change. Francis
Bacon had called for the implementation of an “open field system,” where town residents
would work on communal local agricultural fields instead of traveling further out of the
town center to work on their own plots. But most new residents in Londonderry,
Coleraine, and elsewhere persisted in purchasing and farming individual lots. London
companies, too, found that actual day-to-day management was difficult; most landowners
continued to work their lands with little oversight from a central mayoral office. Growth
in these new towns, too, was slow. London companies found it difficult to attract large
numbers of English settlers, which resulted in sizeable numbers of empty or rotting plots.
Other prospective settlers instead emigrated to Virginia, Bermuda, Barbados, or
Newfoundland. From these early efforts, English officials and private investors alike
learned that they needed to do more than simply lay out a new town. They needed to
actively attract settlers and businesses, construct a safe and productive port (Coleraine’s
port was considered dangerous and fell into disrepair, and its principal quay, damaged in
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the Civil War, was not properly rebuilt until 1679), and erect buildings that were closer in
quality and comfort to older, wealthier communities in England and Scotland.233
While in many ways a failure, this early effort to establish planned colonial towns
did nonetheless result in several successes. First, towns like Londonderry, Coleraine,
Belfast, and the reconstructed Carrickfergus eventually became Ulster’s principal
commercial towns, even if their development was much slower and more expensive and
complicated than the companies had ever expected.234 Second, the Ulster Plantation
experience trained a number of surveyors in urban planning who would later disperse
further out into the English Atlantic world.235 Finally, London companies, with royal
assent, did at least try to partially codify the basic town principles being applied at
Londonderry, Coleraine, Belfast, and elsewhere. Like the Spanish, they sought to affirm
what they believed to be successful practices (such as a grid layout and centralized
market and administration), while also “encourag[ing]” future urban development.236

The 1660s: A New Impetus

Mid-seventeenth century strife nearly wrenched both England and France apart.
Between 1642 and 1651, England and its nascent colonies were ravaged by a civil war
that caused havoc as far afield as Ireland and Virginia.237 The war resulted in a
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Republican government, which lasted until the monarchy’s restoration in 1660. In 1648,
meanwhile, nobles in France rose up against the monarchy’s efforts to centralize its
authority. The Fronde dragged until 1653, when the young Louis XIV finally overcame
the nobles’ insurrection.238
By the early 1660s, the monarchy had been restored in England, and Louis XIV
had emerged triumphant in France. But the French and especially English states remained
small, deeply indebted, and fractured. Each, too, possessed only a scattering of poorlyorganized overseas outposts in North America, the West Indies, and the Indian Ocean.
Most, but not all, were under the control of various private colonial companies, not the
French or English state. Early settlements in these colonies, notably Boston and Québec,
had developed without a coherent long-term spatial, administrative, or economic plan.
Instead, they had evolved according to local exigencies.
But events of the 1660s, however, would give new impetus to urban planning.
Especially in France, King Louis XIV and his ministers would seek to use urban planning
as a means of centralizing and expanding the state, enhance economic productivity,
strengthen the army, navy, and merchant trade, and cement borders and a national
identity.239 Although England’s state apparatus remained small until well after the 1688
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Glorious Revolution, new private and quasi-state urban planning projects were
established, some with very long-term consequences.240

France

In 1661, Cardinal Jules Raymond Mazarin, the powerful advisor of the young
Louis XIV, died. The young king seized the opportunity to attain sole leadership over a
country still recovering from the Thirty Years’ War and the Fronde. He removed
Mazarin’s circle from power, most importantly the ambitious Controller-General Nicolas
Fouquet, and replaced them with his own loyal ministers, notably Fouquet’s successor,
Jean-Baptiste Colbert.241
Colbert had first come to prominence as an astute treasurer, auditor, and
administrator under Mazarin’s guidance. During the early 1650s, when Mazarin was in
exile during the Fronde, Colbert had entered Louis XIV’s inner circle. Colbert began to
attain enormous political and economic power. Soon after Mazarin’s death, Louis XIV
appointed Colbert as superintendent of buildings (1661), comptroller-general of finances
(1664), and secretary of the navy (1669), and ultimately as his minister of commerce,
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minister of colonies, and personal minister of the palace. Colbert and Louis XIV shared a
vision for a strong, centralized, and efficient nation-state, with the Bourbon monarchy at
its core.242 Above all, they valued projects, information, and initiatives that would
promote the king’s gloire, and, by extension, French identity and power. Colbert poured
funds and patronage into new scholarship, research, and entrepreneurship. He established
the Académie royale des sciences (1666), expanded the Académie française, founded or
began professionalizing numerous civil and military departments, and created vast
intelligence networks and archives.243
Louis XIV and Colbert were particularly interested in space: its representation, its
usefulness, and, most importantly, how it could be employed and manipulated to further
the interests, authority, and symbolism of the French state. When, for instance, in June
1680, Colbert sent Marc Payen to overhaul the urbanization and fortification of
Martinique and Saint-Christophe, he reminded him to make judgments that would bring
gloire to France and to the king.244 They sought, in particular, to define France’s
geopolitical borders and cement control and the strength of its frontiers, the vast, inchoate
zones adjacent to neighboring countries and the Atlantic and Mediterranean where
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borders remained fractious and porous, loyalties were divided, and France found itself
almost constantly at war.
Frontiers were closely tied to the reach of the state and its real and symbolic
control over space.245 As the Spanish had learned a century earlier, Louis XIV and
Colbert soon realized that cartography, surveying, and town and fortification planning
were essential means of visualizing and legitimizing the authority of the French state
through defining and securing its borders and frontiers, and could provide enormous
economic, social, and economic insights.246 In 1669, Colbert directed Giovanni
Domenico Cassini to undertake the first comprehensive topographic-trigonometric survey
of France, in order to affirm the extent of and collect information on the state’s territories,
help define its borders, and, through the very presence of the surveying teams involved,
extend the reach of the state itself.247 Degrees of formal, state-sponsored training soon
elevated mapmakers and surveyors to prestigious positions with scientific and social
communities.248
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Colbert recognized the role establishing new or reimagining existing towns could
play in affirming and extending control over France’s frontiers with its rival neighbors
and its extensive, but poorly defended and managed coastlines.249 He first determined to
fortify and urbanize the strategic Atlantic and Mediterranean coasts. Doing so, he hoped,
would achieve several ends. It would provide new, protective bases for his planned
expansion of the French Navy and merchant marine. Their purpose-built nature would
better support and enhance trade with France’s expanding American, West Indian, and
South Asian empires.250 No less importantly, by selecting his most loyal and talented
surveyors and architects from the Académie, Colbert could assume more direct authority
over nearly every aspect of the new towns’ planning and construction. From 1669, the
same year Cassini was hired to execute the first complete trigonometric survey of France,
Colbert and his planners—Nicolas de Clerville, François Blondel, François le Vau, and
the young Vauban—began creating or reimagining a number of “metropolitan colonies,”
towns so-described by Josef Konvitz to emphasize their newness, planned nature, largelymigrant population, and strategic purpose to ensure French authority over the surrounding
hinterlands. The metropolitan colonies ultimately included four completely new Atlantic
and Mediterranean towns: Brest, Rochefort, Lorient, and Sète. Other, existing port towns,
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Figure 9: Rochefort’s key planning components, many of which would be reproduced in other so-called
“metropolitan colonies” and further afield, in the French Atlantic world and beyond: (1) central grid; (2)
carénage (boat construction and repair facilities); (3) naval arsenal and armory; (4) ropery; (5) gardens;
(6) central square; (7) rudimentary canal; (8) hospital. Map: Anon., “Plan de Rochefort bâtie en 1669,”
BnF-CP, HED-4325.

notably including the Channel and Atlantic ports of Dunkirk and La Rochelle,
respectively, were reimagined, their medieval centers refashioned into physical and
symbolic expressions of French humanism and the centralizing state. Colbert and his
surveyors’ experiences with these initial new, planned towns would prove instrumental in
subsequent colonial planning elsewhere in the French Atlantic empire and beyond.
As had occurred in the Spanish Atlantic a century previously, Colbert’s designers
did not simply draw up a plan and rigidly execute it for all four new towns. Initially, only
Rochefort—intended to be France’s principal Atlantic naval port—was expected to be
fully planned. Its spatial organization resulted from a series of conversations and detailed
proposals between De Clerville and Colbert himself. In 1667, De Clerville had first
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Figure 8: Nicolas de Clerville initially proposed Lemercier’s dual-square framework of Richelieu (left)
for Colbert’s planned port town of Rochefort. The idea was turned down in favor of a simpler grid but
more ornate gardens, likely because Colbert wanted to distinguish his schemes from those of his
predecessor. Left image edited by Scott and Brown, Architects; right image “Rochefort, 1666 or 1667,
plan by De Clerville. Bibliothèque nationale, cartes et plans Hydro 53/1/3,” reproduced in Josef W.
Konvitz, Cities & the Sea: Port City Planning in Early Modern Europe (Baltimore, MD: The John
Hopkins University Press, 1978), 107.

proposed a plan based on Richelieu, replete with two symmetrical squares, one on either
side of the town. But Colbert ultimately rejected this design in favor of a more restrained
grid, albeit with a considerably more ornate jardin à la française adjacent to the ropery.
Konvitz has suggested that this was because Colbert prioritized a utilitarian design over
everything else. But it is equally as plausible that Colbert’s rejection of the Richelieu
dual-square framework and approval of the ornate garden suggested that his desire to
break with his predecessor, Richelieu’s legacy and leave his own mark on his own
planned town (figure 8).251 This exchange revealed three key insights into Colbert’s
method of imperial urban planning. First, the plan was not simply imposed; it instead
resulted from negotiations between the state’s ideal, as expressed by the chief minister,
and local, on-the-ground realities, as expressed by the chief surveyor. This process of
balancing state and local requirements resulted in a town plan that, while still exacting,
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aesthetically appealing, and clearly evocative of the king’s gloire, was also attentive to
the naval arsenal’s bespoke requirements and the town’s surrounding topography.
No less importantly, such close collaboration evidenced the beginnings of a new
paradigm in imperial urban planning: a direct, hierarchical relationship between the
French chief minister and the surveyor in a state imperial urban planning project, one that
entirely excluded private colonial companies. This had evidently previously occurred in
the Spanish Atlantic, although the precise nature and development of these relationships
has yet to be properly examined. Finally, De Clerville’s conscious borrowing of town
plan elements from Richelieu suggested that surveyors were actively examining existing
planned communities for best practices and ideas. The development of this state-led
urban planning network hierarchy will be examined in Chapter Three, Networking.
As the English companies had tried in Ulster, albeit belatedly and with only
partial success, Colbert and his planners drew up charters for the new and reimagined
towns. Rochefort’s plan, administration, and purpose were outlined in the brief 1669
document. The new town was laid out on several grids, each possessing wide boulevard
streets, centralized administration buildings (including the hôtel de ville), stone-faced
entrances to the naval and merchant dockyards, extensive dock and canal facilities, and
gardens in the jardin à la française style. Its port was carefully positioned to provide
access to both the town center and the waterfront. Its central square was placed near the
arsenal port itself, both to maximize state connectivity with and authority over the port,
and to fashion a pleasing aesthetic for arriving naval and commercial vessels. The
spacing between the Brittany stone buildings was intended to reduce the threat of fire and
the spread of disease (figure 9).
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But as Colbert’s planners worked on Rochefort, several issues arose. First, since
they had intended for Rochefort to be France’s principal Atlantic naval port, they had not
put the same level of considered planning into Brest, Sète, and Lorient. Instead, they had
initially imagined them as mere resupply and repair communities that would serve
Rochefort and Marseille. But by 1672, geographic realities had begun to set in.
Rochefort’s Charente River was “too difficult to enter and leave, too shallow” for the
larger first-rate ships Colbert had ordered to be constructed for his expanded French
navy.252 To compensate, Colbert and his planners quickly moved to re-plan the other three
towns—especially Brest—that had already begun to grow in a relatively haphazard way.
The young Vauban, now more closely involved in Colbert’s inner circle, re-examined
each town’s geography and carefully adjusted their respective plans to account for local
topography.253 This renewed effort resulted in four towns (especially Brest) that shared a
common, Rochefort-based, urban planning framework. Rochefort itself remained an
important administrative, naval, and commercial center through the eighteenth century,
but Brest would gradually assume greater influence as a major port capable of handling
first-rate ships.
The metropolitan colonies’ experience evidenced important trends and shifts. The
informal, state-led network arrangement that Colbert had established with his planners,
especially De Clerville and Vauban, had evidently worked. If anything, by pressuring
Blondel, Le Vau, De Clerville, and Vauban to compete and collaborate with one another,
Colbert ultimately achieved more successful urban plans than the individual planners had
initially envisioned. As we will see in Chapter Three, Networking, Colbert and Vauban,
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whom Colbert appointed to succeed De Clerville as director of fortifications in 1677,
would swiftly extend and formalize this network hierarchy overseas to the West Indies
and Canada. These metropolitan colonies, which would eventually incorporate Dunkirk,
La Rochelle, and Saint-Malo, amongst others, would also become closely related to one
another (and Richelieu) in organization, trade, and families with these overseas planned
towns.
It was no accident that De Clerville had looked to Richelieu, and not a traditional
cathedral town like Beauvais or Chartres, when he decided to lay out two symmetrical
squares in Rochefort’s center. As Konvitz himself had noted, despite being in
metropolitan France, they were frontier towns, at least two weeks’ away by post.254 They
were designed not to ‘face inward’ to Paris but express in both very real and symbolic
ways France’s future state expansion; domestic towns affirming the country’s maritime
borders and a first step in Colbert’s effort to gradually unify the French Atlantic world.
Under the common authority of Colbert’s increasingly vast Ministry of the Marine, these
first metropolitan colonies directly influenced the subsequent design, organization, and
administration of Louisbourg, Port-Royal, Québec, and other French American towns.255
Vauban himself was a polymath who sought to radically reform fortification and
defense, urban organization and taxation, transportation, and administration. His success
lay in reimagining and centralizing many of France’s cities and towns, strengthening and
defining its borders and fortifications, and professionalizing surveying and
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engineering.256 “It is safe to conclude,” A. J. B. Johnston has argued, “that Vauban
marked more landscapes and more streetscapes in France than anyone before or since.”257
By one estimate, he directed the construction, reimagining, or expansion of over one
hundred and sixty communities, ranging from small market towns to major cities,
participated in over one hundred and fifty sieges, and advised Louis XIV and his chief
ministers on issues as diverse as domestic and colonial governance, forestry, port and
river facility management, taxation, and even pig-rearing.258 Vauban’s talent lay not in
creating entirely new planning concepts, but rather incorporating and refining various,
existing methods, from fortification design and street layout to taxation, into cohesive,
successful spatial arrangements that were attentive to both local priorities and
geographies, and the loftier, idealistic aspirations of Louis XIV.259 He accomplished this
on a scale no other contemporary could. He was not afraid to copy and improve on
others’ ideas; he held Dutch port and land reclamation methods, Italian fortification
techniques (especially the Trace Italienne model), and Spanish urban management
techniques in particularly high regard.260
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Vauban recognized new and redesigned towns as essential to strengthening
France’s frontiers and gradually affirming the state’s borders.261 They formed vital nodes
in his pré carré program: a series of defensive rings around France’s interiors, each
punctuated by new, redesigned, or refortified towns and garrisons. Its purpose was at least
fourfold: to enhance the state’s authority over its frontiers; develop its urban
infrastructure increase the speed and ability in which France could defend itself during
war; and gradually assimilate the frontiers into what David Bitterling has described as a
coherent “French space.”262 The metropolitan colonies of France’s Atlantic and
Mediterranean coasts were intended as the first examples of “un nouvel urbanisme”;
strongholds of multiple, interconnected, ideally unifying pré carré rings that would
ultimately stretch out across the French Atlantic world to the West Indies, North America,
Senegal, and beyond.263 In this context, we can conceive Fort-Royal, Basseterre, Québec,
Montréal, and Louisbourg as components of outer pré carré rings. Like their metropolitan
colony brethren, each town ultimately would be intended to extend and affirm ‘French
space.’
Much like Philip II’s overhaul of Cádiz and Puerto Real, the metropolitan
colonies were intended to become the gateways to France’s expanding empire, as well as
possessing some administrative oversight for them. The comparison with Spain is apt, for
the Laws of the Indies’ ordinances appeared to have deeply influenced Colbert and
especially Vauban. While the exact means by which they learned the Laws remains
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unknown, both men routinely copied others countries’ methods and practices, even from
rivals. Colbert and Vauban, for instance, were enamored with Dutch port town planning
practices. “It will be a great advantage,” Colbert wrote to his cousin and Rochefort
administrator Charles Colbert de Terron, “if you can make of it [Rochefort] a second
Sardam [Zaanstreek] of Holland.”264 Like the Laws of the Indies, Vauban only codified
his colonial urban planning methods much later, after decades of practicing, applying,
and improving ideas throughout France and its empire, either personally or through his
many protégés. When he did finally write them down in from the mid-1680s, in a series
of treatises collectively known as the Oisivetés, his colonial urban planning principles
both echoed Spanish ordinances and his own years of experience to develop France’s
own imperial urban framework.
Vauban had initially resisted codifying his urban planning and fortification
principles because he preferred on-the-ground decision-making. Having learned from
such early difficulties as Rochefort’s Charente River dilemma, he had distinguished his
town designs from his predecessors by becoming being increasingly attentive to local
geographies and exigencies.265 “The art of fortification,” he wrote, “does not consist in
rules and systems, but uniquely in good sense and experience.” Upon seeing Mannheim’s
fortifications in 1688, for instance, he decried, “They have fortified [it] as one would
fortify on pleasure a piece of paper, without having any regard for the Neckar or Rhine
Rivers, of which they have not taken any advantage.”266 Nevertheless, contemporaries
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organized his methods into three “systems,” delineated both by rough chronological order
and magnitude of scale.267 The first layer in effect mirrored the traditional Trace Italienne
(star fort) with an emphasis on cannon defense, offense, and trajectory. The second, later
system, and arguably his most original, comprised the tour bastionnée, or bastion-shaped
tower complex, creating a defensive infrastructure that would be applied throughout the
French Atlantic and copied by rival states. The third system, which appeared in the
1690s, constituted further, more elaborate modifications.268
Vauban was most interested, however, in urban planning as a whole, not just town
fortifications. In his Oisivetés, he drew on his accumulated experience to explicate what
components and features he believed the most successful new towns should possess.
Many of his practices echoed the Laws of the Indies. Towns should be laid out in grid
form, with a central square hosting the central market, church, and administrative
buildings. When selecting a location, planners should identify sites with bountiful flora
and fauna, forests and resources for both the town’s development and the repair and
sustenance of docking naval and commercial vessels. Towns should be positioned on a
south-facing slope, albeit not too high up or too low down, to receive the most sunlight
and the greatest protection from heavy winds and rains. Surveyors should not only lay out
equitable agricultural tracts but should first measure their depth and soil quality to ensure
its arability. Slopes prone to avalanches and mudslides should be avoided altogether, and
marshland was suitable only if first properly drained. The geography within a ten-mile
radius of the planned town should be exactingly examined and recorded, so as to better
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understand its topography, possible expansion routes, and defensive strengths and
weaknesses. Each town required a court, a tax structure, administrative hierarchy, and
fortifications. Lands should be set aside for poor settlers, as well as a civil hospital.
Industries that were believed to be detrimental to the public health should be zoned in a
particular location near the water, and away from the town center. Finally, but no less
importantly, the town should be aesthetically pleasing, and reflective of the state’s
gloire.269
But Vauban made important distinctions, modifications, and additions as well.
Vauban detested private colonial companies, and from the 1670s onward, had closely
collaborated with Colbert and his successors to restrict their activities. In his Oisivetés, he
railed against what he believed to be private companies’ inability to properly manage
colonial towns and their interference with the expanding state’s reach and authority. Such
entities, he argued, maximized profit over providing town populations with the
agricultural, social, defensive, legal, and commercial amenities they needed. In his
experience, only the state was capable of undertaking colonial town planning projects of
any substantial size and scale.270
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The Laws of the Indies had not taken sustainable environmental development into
account, only stating that sites with rich woodlands, animals, and soils should be used for
new towns. But in the century since the flurry of town construction in the Spanish
Atlantic, Europeans had fostered a deeper interest in colonial environmentalism. This
interest—and new efforts to protect and sustainably use colonial natural environments—
had matured in parallel with the expansion and multiplication of European colonies
throughout the Atlantic and Indian worlds.271 Two factors had influenced this
development. First, from the mid-seventeenth century, individuals like Richard Ligon had
begun to realize that colonists’ rate of wood, freshwater, coal, and arable soil use far
outstripped most new colonies’ available resources, effectively condemning them to
failure.272 Woods, for instance, were needed to build homes, ships (especially naval
ships), and for warmth. In 1661, Colbert had instituted a national freeze on nonauthorized woodcutting; in 1669, the year he embarked on the metropolitan colonies
program, he made the ban permanent.273 Writing some thirty years later, Vauban heartily
agreed. Such wanton consumption of colonial woods especially had unnerved him. He
forcefully argued for the careful protection and considered, sustainable use of forests,
with long-term planning to ensure that sufficient wood would be available throughout the
French Atlantic for ships, houses, heat, and protection.274
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Scientific inquiry also had spurred deepening concern for sustainable
environmental planning. An array of amateur scientists had begun using expanding
empires as laboratories, identifying new flora and fauna and examining their medical,
physiological, and aesthetic functions. Colbert’s Académie des sciences sent expeditions
across the Atlantic and Indian worlds in search of new plants and wildlife, collecting
valuable geographical knowledge and extending the state’s reach in the process.275
Because of piracy and their interests in resource mining and subordinating the
Mesoamerican populations, the Spanish ordinances had urged planners not to construct
port communities unless absolutely necessary, instead preferring “good access and outlet”
to nearby water and land routes.276 Nevertheless, several vital port towns had been
constructed before the ordinances were disseminated, notably Acapulco and Veracruz, to
promote Spanish Atlantic and Indian ocean trade and facilitate commerce with interior
towns. But in the century since, as piracy had gradually declined and maritime trade had
burgeoned, the port town had become the primary form of colonial urbanization. Both
Colbert, Vauban and their English private counterparts would eschew Spanish concerns
and embrace port town planning.
Although the Laws of the Indies had assigned the town surveyor an important lot,
and even afforded them the honorific title hijosdalgo, Vauban spelled out in much more
exacting terms the surveyors’ critical functions in colonial town planning. In so doing, he
envisioned them more or less as how we today would conceive of urban planners,
centuries before the term gained any use. Surveyors were to undertake the planning,
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implementation, and even administration of new and reimagined colonial towns. They
were to “exactly observe” and account for local geographies and residents’ needs; select
new settlements based on air and water quality, vessel and fishing access, land arability,
the ability to irrigate and drain land and construct canal systems, and defensibility;
identify and successfully exploit lands suitable for grazing and for the planting of such
commodities as tobacco, sugar, spices, and indigo; and zone forests and other lands for
conservation to suit the long-term needs of the navy and the local community.277 Chief
surveyors, in particular, were to comprise an important, official intermediary position
between high officials as ministers of state and local administrators, at once working with
town officials and reporting back observations concerning the formers’ decisions and
behaviors. Vauban did not, however, explicate on surveyors’ social or economic position
in the way that the Laws, albeit however perfunctorily, had so done. How surveyors
themselves took advantage of France’s efforts to develop a unified imperial urban
framework for their own survival and gain will be more closely examined in Chapter 5,
Ascending.

England

Oliver Cromwell had not expressed much interest in imperial town planning,
either in Ulster or in the Americas, during the brief Commonwealth period (1653-58), nor
did his restoration successor, Charles II.278 Nevertheless, 1660s England also experienced
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the beginnings of a new era in town planning. Like France, England had undergone
decades of conflict, including a civil war, before finally achieving a measure of peace and
stability following the monarchy’s restoration in 1660. In the restoration’s wake,
contemporary, mathematically-oriented and humanist-inspired urban plans slowly
became mainstream for new, colonial town projects.279 The newly-established Council of
Foreign Plantations recognized, as had officials in Spain and France, that new colonial
towns were both “a basis for colonial prosperity” and, even more importantly,
“represented clear authority in otherwise highly contested frontiers and territories.280
Private company leadership over colonial town planning would remain the norm,
however, until the still-small and fairly weak English state began to undergo sweeping
reforms and expansion in the decades following the 1688 Glorious Revolution.281
In September 1666, an enormous fire swept through the City of London,
destroying nearly all of the original city within its walls. While horribly destructive (the
death toll is now believed to be much higher than the original dozen or so originally
reported), the fire also provided a valuable opportunity to reconceive England’s capital
plan. It became the catalyst of what Robert Tittler has described as the “English urban
renaissance.”282 Some of the humanist and scientific revolutions’ leading proponents,
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including Christopher Wren, John Evelyn, Valentine Knight, and Robert Hooke
(themselves influenced by urban ideas emanating from continental Europe), submitted
proposals for how London should be rebuilt. While the plans differed in some respects,
they all jettisoned the medieval “tangle” of tightly-packed, curved streets in favor of a
Cartesian grid with square parks, carefully-orchestrated architectural views highlighting
English power, and new public works systems.283 But none of their proposals ultimately
were accepted. To appease city officials eager to quickly rebuild the city and rehouse its
inhabitants, Charles II approved the reconstruction of London on its existing Medieval
framework.284 Nevertheless, these intellectuals’ ideas would strongly influence
subsequent English (and later British) colonial town plans. Richard Newcourt’s plan in
particular, with an emphasis on geometric regularity and balance between commercial
and residential zones and public spaces, influenced William Penn and Thomas Holme’s
1685-89 plan for Philadelphia.285

London’s governors, perhaps inadvertently, had also

recognized the surveyor’s increasingly important role in urban planning. Instead of
awarding city’s reconstruction to a traditional master building guild, the governors
established a formal planning committee, led by Wren, Hooke, and the surveyor Edward
Woodroffe. In so doing, the governors set a new precedent in England where learned
individuals who possessed specialized knowledge in mathematics and surveying, instead
of craftsmen, were entrusted with the planning, laying out, and development of major
urban projects.286
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As London was being rebuilt, in 1670 a group of proprietors established a colony
named Carolina on the southeast North American mainland.287 The project was the
brainchild of Anthony Ashley Cooper, first Earl of Shaftesbury, and his chief advisor,
John Locke. The two men had argued for a carefully planned and managed colony,
centered on planned towns, notably Charleston. While officially a “royal” project,
Shaftesbury and Locke’s scheme was largely private in nature; Charles II provided royal
assent, but little else.288
Classical, Renaissance, and contemporary debates on town planning all
influenced Shaftesbury and Locke. Like other intellectuals and architects, they were
enamored with the classical grid’s promise of centralized authority, social control,
economic efficiency, and aesthetic cohesion. Both, too, had been strongly shaped by
utopian and reformist debates of the Renaissance and seventeenth century alike
concerning citizenship, the role of government, and their relationship with each other.289
Locke later argued in his Two treatises on government (1689) that citizens entered a
“social contract” with the state, negotiating particular rights and responsibilities in
exchange for securities and welfare. The planned city, and especially the grid, was
particularly well-suited to such a paradigm.290
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The plan Shaftesbury and Locke drew up, which they named the grand model,
theoretically embodied these principles. The grand model also echoed the earlier Laws of
the Indies. As with Vauban, the precise process by which Shaftesbury and Locke had first
learned of Laws, how they came into their hands, or their discourse around it, has not yet
been studied. Thomas Wilson has acknowledged that connections between the two
frameworks evidently existed but did not critically compare or examine them.291
As had been earlier explicated in the Laws of the Indies and practiced both before
and after in Spanish Atlantic communities, new colonial towns were to be positioned on a
slope or hillside, so as to be protected from high winds or the humidity of valleys.
Surveyors were to examine the soil for its arable qualities, and to establish new towns no
closer than two-and-a-half miles from the nearest Native American site, so as to minimize
possible friction. Each town was to be laid out on a grid of square blocks measuring 600
feet per side, or 360,000 square feet. While each Carolina town was to possess a central
square similar to the larger Spanish communities (360,000 square feet to versus a
maximum of 425,600 square feet), Shaftesbury and Locke expected that their towns,
especially Charleston, would eventually become more densely populated. Compared to
the Laws, prospective settlers could expect to receive a town plot less than half in size
(between 60 to 75 feet by 280 to 285 feet, or 16,800 to 21,375 feet squared), and were
required to build a two-story house of at least 16 by 30 feet, or 480 feet squared, per
floor, for a total of 960 square feet minimum. The individual was also assigned an
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equitable amount of agricultural land outside the town center and along the riverfront (if
available).292
Like Vauban, Shaftesbury and Locke had wanted to ensure that every new town
was constructed on or very near to a major waterway or ocean, in order to ensure
maritime commerce, easy naval defensibility, air quality, and drinking water access.
While still extant, the piracy threat that had so plagued sixteenth-century Spanish designs
was diminishing, and port towns had become seen as essential to claiming a firm entry on
the vast North American mainland. In the West Indies, they were, with very few
exceptions, the only option. Unlike Vauban or the Spanish however, the Carolina
Company did not nominally codify the town surveyor’s responsibilities and privileges.
The Carolina grand model was relatively successful, although, like most colonial
planned towns, took decades to become fully realized.293 It was, however, one of only
several contemporaneous town planning schemes private companies and local
governments were then testing throughout the eastern seaboard colonies and the West
Indies. In 1662, for instance, the crown governments of Virginia and Maryland had
passed “An act for new townes,” a rudimentary town planning ordinance that required
new settlements to be laid out in equitable grid plots and centered on a public square. But
these ordinances remained in paper form only for years. Successive ordinances in 1669,
1671, and finally 1679—the last a directive from the English Board of Trade and
Plantations—to “build towns upon ever river, and especially one at least on every great
river,” “failed to produce the desired results.” Only around 1680, when the proprietary
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authorities finally provided some funding, did local Maryland residents actually begin
laying out small grid towns under the terms of this ordinance.294 The grand model itself
directly influenced James Oglethorpe’s Savannah project (1733). The Shaftesbury family
was involved in the Georgia Company’s scheme, and its secretary, Benjamin Martyn,
thanked them for the Carolina model. It may have also inspired Holmes’ Philadelphia
plan.295
During the sixteenth century, Spanish surveyors, administrators, and architects
operating throughout the Atlantic world gradually developed a coherent set of imperial
town planning practices and methods. Officials like Ovedo, Herrera, and the Antonellis
intended that their practices would enhance the monarchy’s reach, influence, and gloire,
better control frontier spaces, and increase economic profitability. In 1571, Philip II
partially-codified these methods into the Laws of the Indies, the first recognizable
European imperial urban planning framework. Meanwhile, in Holland, Dutch architects
and intellectuals experimented with new and creative means of planning and reshaping
port towns. They emphasized the importance of canals, wharf designs, and grids in
creating more functional communities.
French and English officials, intellectuals, and entrepreneurs observed these
Spanish and Dutch developments with interest. From the early seventeenth century
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onward, and especially from the 1660s, both the French state and English private
companies undertook early imperial urban planning schemes.296 In France, Colbert and
his chief surveyors laid and out and developed a series of metropolitan colonies: purposedesigned Atlantic and Mediterranean port towns intended to extend and affirm the reach
of an emergent French nation-state, test the latest town planning principles, and
reconceive the relationship between government and surveyors. While the English state
in the 1660s did not launch any immediately analogous imperial urban planning projects
of similar size or scale, several proprietary companies tried to implement their own
experimental visions. In Carolina, for instance, Shaftesbury and Locke laid out their
vision for a grand model: a master urban plan intended to facilitate most aspects of
community organization, governance, and socioeconomic life.
For France, the metropolitan colonies initiative would constitute the first major
step in the evolution of an imperial urban planning framework. Over the next century,
these experimental ideas gradually would be reproduced, improved, repackaged, and, in
some cases, codified into a more cohesive, unified set of practices by increasingly stateled networks of surveyors and administrators operating across the Atlantic world. In the
next section of Evolution of a Framework, Chapter Three, Networking analyzes how the
expanding late-seventeenth and eighteenth-century French state established bureaucratic
imperial urban planning networks in an effort to manage, centralize, and control practices
and practitioners. In Chapter Four, Copying and Improving, we will explore how imperial
surveyors and administrators within these networks actually applied, reproduced, and
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improved practices on a town-by-town level over time and space to create a cohesive set
of urban planning guidelines.
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Evolution of a Framework II:
Networking

“I am very much surprised that you have not replied article-by-article to the
instructions which I gave you and that you have not answered my letters,” Colbert
scathingly wrote in a December 20, 1670 letter to Antoine Pélissier, director of the
Compagnie française des Indes occidentales in Fort-Royal. “Do not fail to do so as soon
as you receive this letter.”297 His patience with the director and the company had worn
thin. Fort-Royal and Basseterre, according to Colbert’s faithful deputy Blondel who had
visited the West Indies in 1667, were disorganized and in need of repair, re-fortifying, and
developing.298 But in this moment came an opportunity for intervention. Colbert and
Vauban had first learned in Rochefort, Brest, Sète, and Lorient that town planning could
be an important means of expanding the French state, improving its administration, and
remolding it in the image of Louis XIV’s gloire. Over the next few years, the two men
moved to reduce or eliminate the role of private colonial companies in town planning,
and develop, test, standardize, and reproduce a set of urban planning practices and
administrative structures and that they believed would best realize their visions for new,
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ordered, controlled, and aesthetically-pleasing imperial towns. Soon, Pélissier and the
Compagnie française would be replaced by surveyors who directly answered to Colbert
and Vauban.
This chapter examines how the expanding French state gradually replaced
traditional, proprietary company urban planning networks with its own, more centralized
bureaucratic hierarchies. It argues that Colbert and Vauban first established state-led
micro-networks between them and such new imperial town projects as Fort-Royal. From
the 1680s, Colbert, his son, and Vauban began to connect these micro-networks together
into a more centralized, unified Atlantic-wide macro-network that answered to an
expanding Ministry of the Marine (figure 1). By the 1720s, the Ministry of the Marine
had largely institutionalized this macro-network infrastructure. But in such projects as
Louisbourg, this bureaucratic infrastructure could prove to be stifling and restrictive.
Throughout this chapter, I also examine British responses. Observant of these
trends, in the wake of the Treaty of Utrecht, a group of British civil and military officials,
led by Marlborough, the Townshends, and John Armstrong, established their own stateled surveying network structure, a Board of Ordnance, and a corps of engineers, directly
modeled on those created by Vauban. They first sought to gain valuable intelligence on
Dunkirk, one of the French engineer’s most successful metropolitan colony/pré carré
communities. A generation later, the Board tried to implement its own bureaucratic
network structure at Gibraltar in an effort to enhance state control over the town’s urban
planning.
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Figure 1: As part of a broader effort to reduce or eliminate private company involvement in colonial town planning schemes, Colbert and Vauban gradually
replaced the traditional proprietary structure (left) with a more bureaucratic structure (right). This hierarchical administrative structure was not fully
bureaucratic, but rather a hybrid, possessing elements of both traditional patron-client systems and the fully state-led model that they aspired to achieve.
Created in Mindnode Pro.
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The development of a centralized, state-led network infrastructure conveyed a false sense
of productivity, harmony, and centralization that, while “effectively created and
maintained,” were never more than partially successful.299 While these networks certainly
provided the expanding state with an imperial civil infrastructure of loyal subordinates
theoretically able to lay out and develop towns, they never operated anywhere as
efficiently or dutifully as planned. At Louisbourg and Gibraltar in particular, the structure
facilitated competition and resentment. These realities spurred local administrators to
develop their own, local, and not always legal methods for enhancing their own
socioeconomic and political authority and influence. Surveyors, in particular, used the
opportunities these imperial urban environments presented, where local exigencies, small
populations, and sheer geographic distance limited the state’s authority, to leverage their
own careers and personal lives—a trend that will be explored in Chapter Five, Ascending.

In Transition: State Bureaucracy and Network Structures

The state-led urban planning network structures that developed in the lateseventeenth and eighteenth-century French Atlantic worlds possessed hybrid
characteristics. In some respects, they retained the traditional informal patron-client
relationships based on loyalty, kinship, and family that had dominated earlier planned
town projects. As the state expanded however, officials sought to gradually codify,
centralize, and even professionalize such networks into more directly subordinate
systems. How do we explain this transitional development?
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Figure 2: Weber’s Dichotomy and Rule & Trotter’s modifications. Original chart by Peter
Burke, History and Social Theory, 2nd ed. (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2005), 30,
reproduced in John C. Rule and Ben S. Trotter, A World of Paper: Louis XIV, Colbert de Torcy,
and the Rise of Information State (Montréal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2014), 20.
Modified by Benjamin J. Sacks.

Max Weber has argued that the implementation of a bureaucratic, versus a purely
patrimonial system, involved the development of several key attributes. A bureaucratic
state possessed authority over a “fixed area” defined by boundaries, which it
administered through formal hierarchical networks. Individuals operating in these
networks were “full-time officials” with formal training. Superiors submitted “written
orders” down through the formal hierarchy to lower-ranked officials to execute. If an
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issue or request arose, these lower officials could submit written responses back up the
hierarchy.300
Weber offered a dichotomous arrangement: administration via either a patrimonial
or bureaucratic framework. John Rule and Ben Trotter, however, have proposed a more
nuanced explanation, one that examined the transition, or “degrees of bureaucratization”
that occurred in late seventeenth-century France and later elsewhere, as expanding states
shifted from a patrimonial to a more fully bureaucratic paradigm. This hybrid state-led
patron-client model possessed formal hierarchical networks with official titles and
delineated responsibilities, but its expectations and actual operations still relied on
dynastic, loyal families who needed ministers’ powerful patronage to succeed, and in
practice delegation of authority was ill-defined at best (figure 2).301 Similarly, while in
both France and later England, semi-official training schools and means of career rotation
and advancement had been established by the early eighteenth century, neither state
founded official academies for surveying and engineering until the 1740s.
As introduced earlier, networks are comprised of nodes, or the actors, locations,
and projects involved, and their edges, or relationships, with each other. But individuals
within networks can also be examined by their strength, defined by their relative
centrality, the number of their connections, and the influence they possess over them.
Some individuals can enjoy elevated strength by being connected to other actors in
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Figure 3: Kerry Ward and Mike Burkhart, respectively, have argued that historical private or state largescale network development required several key steps. First (A.), existing or new micro-networks are
assembled and gradually standardized (if and as needed). They are then (B.) increasingly linked together
by the strongest network actors into a more centralized macro-network system. These graphs from
Burkhardt, “Networks as Social Structures in Late Medieval and Early Modern Towns: A Theoretical
Approach to Historical Network Analysis,” in Andrea Caracausi and Christof Jeggle, eds., Commercial
Networks and European Cities, 1400-1800 (London: Pickering & Chatto, 2014), 13–44, esp. 19–28

multiple ways. For instance, a high-level administrator can communicate with a surveyor
through either the official hierarchy, or directly. In so doing, they maintain a more
powerful, centralized position within the network than others. Scott Weingart has referred
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to this as a network’s power-law property: “a small number of nodes have an
exceptionally high degree [of connections], whereas most nodes have very low
degrees.”302 Analysis of a particular network’s structure and organization can provide
valuable insight into the division, flow, and degree of centralized or devolved authority
within a project, administration, or between private and public entities—or even between
an informal group of friends and colleagues.
Large networks can be divided into a minimum of two hierarchical levels: micronetworks and macro-networks. Micro-networks, while potentially powerful, only
comprise a relatively few individuals. In turn, they usually form components of much
larger macro-networks. Kerry Ward and Mike Burkhardt, respectively, have argued that
historical large-scale network centralization, whether private- or state-led, often
comprised several key steps. The centralizing agent (or agents) first established new or
assembled existing micro-networks throughout their sphere of influence and interest. The
state or private agent then gradually standardized and “amalgamated” these micronetworks into a more formal, structured, and centralized system or framework (figure
3).303
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The Norwoods: An Example of a Private Urban Planning Network

In the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the establishment and development
of new colonial towns in the fledgling French and English empires largely fell to private
corporate, not state interests. Although some of these projects were officially “royal,”
they usually received little actual state support except royal assent, sponsorship, and a
modicum of funding. In reality, they were often run by their proprietors as personal
fiefdoms, with varying degrees of local government, and little appetite for any direct state
intervention. If the crown appointed governors, they often experienced antagonistic
relationships with local populations and companies alike.
Within this context, surveyors themselves rarely held any official military or civil
title or rank, did not have to complete formal training programs, were often hired on a
project-by-project basis, and only occasionally directly worked for high state officials
(except for those officials personally invested in company schemes) apart from the local
governor. Their professional and personal lives almost entirely depended on patronage
relationships; private agents subject to company proprietors, shareholders, and governors
who often possessed complete authority. The careers of the Norwood family of surveyors,
active between 1613 and the first decade of the eighteenth century, revealed much about
how a private company-led town planning network was actually organized and
functioned during this period.304
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Figure 4: The micro-network of Richard Norwood, c.1617. Norwood was almost entirely beholden to
Governor Daniel Tucker’s whims. His survival and success depended on his ability to ally and serve
Tucker, his colleagues, and the proprietors. The Crown and the English state played a minimal role in
Norwood’s work. Created in Mindnode Pro.

On first glance, the Norwood family network was beguilingly simple. Richard
Norwood, Bermuda’s founding surveyor, had two sons, Matthew, a mathematician,
mariner, and astronomer, and Andrew, who followed his father into town and country
surveying.305 But despite its seemingly diminutive size, this network actually represented
one of the most successful private town planning dynasties in the seventeenth century
English Atlantic world. In 1612, the Virginia Company established Bermuda’s first town
at St. George’s, a tiny island immediately east of the main island. Principally concerned
with its mainland American colony, however, the proprietors put little thought into
planning the town. Its shelter from Atlantic winds, not space, had determined its location.
Governor Richard Moore, fearing Spanish attack, was more concerned with fortifications
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than organized urban development.306 In 1615, the Company transferred Bermuda to the
newly-formed Somers Islands Company. They appointed former Jamestown merchant
Daniel Tucker as its new governor and sent with him instructions to divide Bermuda into
four hundred twenty-five-acre parcels. But they left it up to Richard Norwood, a recent
arrival who had observed port town design in Holland, to actually divide and allocate the
land (figure 4). In 1616-17, Norwood executed the survey and planned a central east-west
road to connect the main island.
As a hired company surveyor seeking patronage and funding to survive, Norwood
moved quickly to develop a close working relationship with Tucker. Tucker evidently
liked the young surveyor, and together they planned a new settlement, named Tucker’s
Town, which unfortunately struggled to develop until the end of the seventeenth century.
But such an alliance also had its dangers. Local residents began to criticize Tucker’s
narcissistic, dictatorial qualities. Soon, they turned on Norwood, accusing him of having
withheld the best lands for the governor and himself. To save his reputation, in 1617
Norwood fled to London to defend his honor in front of the Company’s directors. He
succeeded in maintaining his innocence, but with the survey completed, his services were
no longer needed, and Norwood found himself out of work. In the absence of a formal
state urban planning network structure, or even a private entity on the scale of the East
India Company, he had no way of being assigned to another town project or survey.
Instead, he turned to the private market for his survival.307
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Fortunately, Norwood proved to be an adept salesman. While teaching
mathematics, he aggressively promoted his survey, and published the first version to
some commercial success in 1622 (appendix C1).308 Following John Smith’s publication
of The Generall historie of Virginia, New-England, and the Summer isles in 1624, he
capitalized on its publicity to publish an updated, exacting copy of his map with John
Speed.309 He followed this with a series of books including Trigonometrie, or, the
doctrine of triangles and The Seaman’s practice that proved successful; the latter was
reprinted well into the eighteenth century.310 In 1638, he returned to Bermuda in a private
capacity to become its schoolteacher, and continued to publish on mathematics,
surveying, navigation, and architecture.311
When Norwood returned to Bermuda, he brought his two sons with him. Both
shared his father’s intelligence. Matthew took an interest in mathematics and astronomy.
After becoming a mariner, he eventually returned to London on his father’s behalf to
promote and protect the family’s interests. Under his direction, the Seaman’s practice, for
instance, was available for sale as far as Boston as late as the 1680s. Andrew, meanwhile,
followed his father into surveying and town planning.312 When, in 1661, the Company
rehired Richard to re-survey Bermuda, Andrew became his apprentice. Following its
completion, the two men again had to find work in a private capacity. Andrew spent the
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Figure 5: Governor Francis Lovelace’s patrimonial administrative network and its relationship to the
Cortelyous and Norwoods in New York and Bermuda, c.1672. Andrew’s connections with Dudley
Lovelace, Jacques Cortelyou, and Robert Ryder positioned him well when Francis fell from favor
following the brief Dutch recapture of New York in 1673-74. Lovelace’s replacement, Edmund Andros,
was arguably even more authoritarian than his predecessor, but evidently approved of the existing urban
surveying Norwood-Cortelyou network. Created in Mindnode Pro.

next five years developing commercial and land contacts in Bermuda, Barbados, and
Jamaica.313
In 1669, Francis Lovelace, the new governor of New York, wrote to Bermuda’s
governor, Samuel Whalley, to invite Bermudans to resettle in Manhattan, Staten Island,
and the Hudson River Valley. Each arrival was promised lands for a house, gardens, and
farmland.314 Andrew was part of the small cadre who chose to emigrate to New York
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before 1672.315 It was a calculated choice. As a trained surveyor, he undoubtedly believed
that his services would be prized in the newly-English colony, especially by Lovelace,
who, in turn, could serve as a powerful patron.
On his arrival, Andrew found himself in a similar position to that of his father on
arriving in Bermuda fifty years previously. Like Bermuda, New York was a proprietary
colony, albeit exclusively run by the appointees of James, Duke of York, instead of a
corporate body. the English state involved itself little in its actual operations. Power was
almost exclusively invested in the governor, who could govern as he saw fit, with little
recourse for critics except an appeal to the Crown. Andrew moved swiftly to secure his
position. He introduced himself to Lovelace, likely presenting himself as Richard’s son.
Writing in 1679, Charles Wooley, reverend to Lovelace’s successor, Edmund Andros,
described him as the “Son of the Famous Mathematician of that name (figure 5).”316
In 1671, Lovelace asked Andrew to assist New York City’s surveyor, Jacques
Cortelyou, to survey and plan a new community on Staten Island named Nieu Dorp to
replace the inadequate site of Oude Dorp. Pleased, in 1672 Lovelace bestowed on
Andrew the title of chief surveyor of Staten Island and awarded him one hundred and
fifty acres of choice land facing Manhattan and adjacent to the governor’s own land.
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Lovelace also directed Andrew to collaborate with the governor’s brother, Dudley, and
surveyor Robert Ryder. The three evidently became firm friends.317
In 1673, the Dutch navy briefly ejected the English from New York. Lovelace was
repatriated to England in disgrace. But Dudley remained in high regard. When English
control resumed in 1674, his friend and the new governor Andros transferred Francis’s
lands to Dudley.318 As a loyal friend of Dudley, Andrew, in turn, received two hundred
and forty-seven acres of Lovelace’s seized estate in 1676.319 Throughout the 1670s,
Andrew and his deputies, Ryder and Peter Wells, undertook the survey, planning, and
development of Staten Island, including the laying out of several new settlement clusters
on either side of Oude and Nieu Dorp, around Great Kill, and on some ninety-seven acres
along the northeast shore.320 Andrew undoubtedly continued collaborating with Jacques
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Cortelyou, and, according to Wooley’s 1679 account, also apprenticed Stephanus Van
Cortlandt, Jr., of the powerful Cortlandt family, in the art of surveying and planning.321
Sometime in 1680, Andrew permanently relocated to his plantations in the
English division of St. Kitts. There, he applied his talents to surveying both the English
and French sections and may have met his French counterparts the Payen brothers and
Benjamin de Combes. Almost nothing is known about the production or circumstances of
his survey, apart from the fact that Norwood described himself as the island’s surveyorgeneral, and he broadly visualized what its settlement centers of French Basseterre and
English Brimstone Hill looked like. He also identified a new town division called
“Nicholas Town Division,” located roughly where Nicola Town and Mills Estate
presently exist, although no yet-known evidence survives to determine whether he
proposed or planned it. He signed his will at St. Kitts on April 24, 1684 and may have
died soon thereafter.322
While the careers of Richard and Andrew Norwood evidenced how self-motivated
town planners could survive and even thrive under company patronage, they also
reflected the weak authority of the central state Like his father, Andrew rarely directly
interacted with any high-ranking member of the English state; while nominally “royal”
governors, Lovelace and Andros had been proprietary appointees. His relatively high
status in New York was entirely dependent on his family existing, self-made reputation,
his own talent, and most importantly, his ability to ally with the right local leaders at the
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right time, from the Lovelaces to Cortelyou and Andros. His career, status, and
livelihood, including his surveying position, title, and responsibilities, entirely depended
on the governor’s mercy. Andrew Norwood’s experience, in particular, would come to
stand in contract with a contemporaneous French state-led initiative then underway
throughout the Atlantic and, in particular, in the West Indies.

An Early French State-Led Network: Colbert and the Payens

When Andrew Norwood reached St. Kitts in 1681, he would have initially seen a
lush, beautiful island, replete with rich, fertile soils, and peaked by Mount Liamuiga, a
stunning dormant volcano.323 But the Saint Kitts that he saw from his boat, perhaps the
perspective colorfully visualized in a contemporary French perspective, belied an island
ripped apart by uncertainty, strife, and international politics (appendix C2).324 The tiny
island, only eighteen miles long by five miles wide, had been divided into thirds by the
competing English and French factions. The French, based at Basseterre, controlled the
western and eastern thirds; the English held the middle. Complicating matters further,
Spanish privateers, sailing in small, fast pirogue (or piroque) canoes, harassed both
constituencies.325 St. Kitts was also still recovering from a vicious 1666-67 war that had
destroyed much of the island, its towns, and plantations, and was ravaged by malaria and
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other tropical infectious diseases. It is still unknown whether he met the Payen brothers,
Marc and Germain, operating in Basseterre and nearby Fort Royal, Martinique, but the
island’s diminutive size and the GIS interpolation model suggests that it was likely
(appendix C3).
Both the Norwoods and the Payens specialized in urban and country surveying.
Both families’ survival, too, depended on patron-client networks.326 But the networks of
the Norwoods and the Payens were very different. While the Norwoods had almost
exclusively operated in private colonial environments, the Payens were official state
agents, sent by France’s leadership to curtail private interests’ power, centralize and
enhance state control over urban and fortification development, and enhance Louis XIV’s
gloire. Their patron was Versailles itself; more specifically, Colbert, Vauban, and the
increasingly vast Ministry of the Marine.
In the wake of the metropolitan colonies experience, Colbert and Vauban
gradually moved to expand their control over urban planning training, architecture, and
projects elsewhere along France’s frontier and in its fledgling colonies. In 1671, as
construction on the metropolitan colonies was still underway, Colbert had appointed
Blondel as the founding director of the Académie royale d’architecture. They established
it to promote and “disseminate and orthodox aesthetics of building”; an effort to
standardize architecture throughout the French state’s new and reimagined towns.327
Vauban began cultivating a group of surveyors and engineers—many of them
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Huguenots—in his fortification, town planning, surveying, and administrative
techniques.328
They soon moved their attention to the French West Indies, where proprietors had
turned private colonial company towns and islands into personal fiefdoms. On French
Saint-Christophe for example, Philippe de Lonviliers de Poincy, a protégé of Richelieu,
had sought to establish the island as his own kingdom in all but name. When he arrived,
he had brought with him a hundred-book-strong library, including two copies of Antoine
de Ville’s Les fortifications de Chevalier de ville couvert de mesme (1636) and, more
tellingly, his treatise on government, De la charge des gouverneurs des places (1639). In
the latter book, De Ville had described colonial governors as “represent[ing] the person
of the King.” Their position, he argued, was greater than even the king’s generals. Poincy
evidently took this at its fullest meaning.329 Taking advantage of weak and remote state
authority and regulation, he poured company funds into constructing a miniature
Richelieu, complete with an enormous mansion halfway up “Monkey Hill” named the
Château de la Fontaine (appendix C4).330
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Writing in 1671, John Ogilby described Poincy’s vast estate.331 Visitors were
presented with magnificent gate and a lush central courtyard, dominated by a three-story
stone-and-brick square mansion. All the rooms had been decorated in the latest Parisian
Baroque fashion, including redwood floors and cedar paneling, and received ample
sunlight and fresh air. Water pipes brought in local freshwater from the ghauts, the valley
channels running down Mt. Liamuiga. On a plain within full sight of the Château, a
sweeping grid community named “Angola” housed some nine hundred slaves. From the
Château’s roof, trumpeters would call Basseterre’s residents to the orange tree-lined
courtyard to hear the latest news or directives from Poincy, who made announcements
from the upper balcony.332 Poincy’s deputy, the engineer François Le Vassaeur,
possessed similar delusions of grandeur. In 1642, he took fifty Huguenot followers to
seize English-controlled Tortuga, then installed himself as the island’s absolute ruler.333
Their deaths, as well as a 1663 fire that conveniently wiped out nearly all of
Basseterre, provided Louis XIV and Colbert with an opportunity to assert the Crown’s
authority over Saint-Christophe, Martinique, and Guadeloupe. In 1664, Colbert
established the Compagnie française des Indes occidentales, with himself at its head, in a
conspicuous, concerted effort to reassert the Crown’s authority, and to increase the
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islands’ productivity, organization, and security.334 He banned Dutch interlocutor
merchants (resulting in a brief, failed Dutch effort to recapture Martinique in 1674),
assumed direct responsibility for duty and tariff control, and attempted to enhance profits
and clamp down on widespread embezzlement.335 Blondel’s intelligence identified ideal
sites to construct fortifications and towns and revealed islands rich in economic
promise.336 Most importantly, his observations underscored the haphazard, even
“medieval” state of existing urban and military development, as had been developed by
the original private companies, at Basseterre and Fort-Royal. This assessment proved
vital in inducing (and providing yet another excuse for) Colbert, Vauban, and their agents
to even more forcefully intervene.337
Colbert shut down the Compagnie in 1674. While successful in some respects,
especially in supplanting the Dutch interlocutors with French agents, he had come to
realize that he could more effectively assert control (and, most importantly, reduce the
islands’ crippling debts) by cutting out the middleman completely. Director Pélissier had
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consistently failed to report to Colbert, and corruption was rife.338 Having ensured some
stability, the state in the French West Indies could now directly cooperate with merchants
and slave traders, without the need for a monopoly company.339 To cement control,
Colbert and Vauban soon moved to overhaul the islands’ fledgling towns and
fortifications.
In 1677, Colbert and Vauban sent a team of trusted individuals to Martinique,
Guadeloupe, Grenada, and Saint-Christophe to oversee the development of towns and
fortifications. Charles de Courbon, the Count of Blénac, was appointed governorgeneral.340 His deputy and intendent of Martinique, Jean-Baptiste Patoulet, had served as
a deputy to Jean Talon, intendent of New France, and had been involved in Jean
Bourdon’s plan for the development of Québec City.341 Benjamin de Combes temporarily
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joined them. He had recently overhauled Dunkirk’s urban development, fortifications,
and port; his success and proven expertise in Dutch land reclamation, canal, and harbor
techniques, had brought him Vauban’s admiration.342 In 1677, Colbert and Vauban sent
him on an Atlantic tour to oversee developments at Québec, Montréal, and the West
Indies, and to provide advice and intelligence as necessary. 343
But Combes’s appearance, while important, was only intended to be temporary.
Colbert and Vauban also sent the Payen brothers to the West Indies with instructions to
assume a more permanent, managerial presence in overseeing the urban and fortification
development of Fort-Royal and Basseterre. Their instructions included a number of the
considerations Vauban would later discuss in his Oisivetés. 344 Marc arrived at Fort-Royal
in 1680, before continuing on to Basseterre, where he oversaw its planned development.
Colbert and Vauban then ordered him to Fort-Royal, Grenada, before moving him to
oversee the establishment of a new port town in Northern Saint-Domingue named Le
Cap-François. 345 He had died in Saint-Domingue by 1694.346 Nicolas may have
collaborated with Marc on all of these projects until his death in 1688, but Colbert kept
342
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their brother, Germain, more firmly situated. On June 7, 1680, he directed him oversee
Fort-Royal’s overhaul and expansion into a Vaubanian style fortified town.347 He would
spend the next twelve years ensconced in his work, turning Fort-Royal into one of the
West Indies’ best-fortified communities.348
It remains difficult to discern with real precision the individual operations of each
brother, as all three frequently signed their letters simply as “Payen,”349 Regardless, their
correspondence with Colbert and his associates, especially during the 1680-1683 period
evidenced two key traits: their training under Vauban’s tutelage, and their strenuous
efforts to satisfy Colbert’s micromanagement and bring some order and control to
fledgling French West Indian fortified towns. How Combes, the Payens, and the latter’s
successor, Jean-Baptiste Caylus applied and further developed Vauban’s teachings in the
French West Indies between 1680 and c.1700 will be explored in Copying and
Improving. Here, however, it is important to note that Combes arguably was a
significantly better protégé of Vauban than the Payens.350
If, as William Deringer has argued, the British began to conceive of quantification
as a particularly powerful means of governance and authority in the early eighteenth
century, the French state of Colbert and Vauban had recognized this paradigm much
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earlier.351 The Payens were expected to tabulate nearly every aspect of their projects,
down to “le prix de chaque toise cube de massonnerie [sic],” which, in 1680, they
calculated at sixty livres.352
They clearly heeded Colbert’s 1670 warning to Pélissier criticizing him for
“hav[ing] not replied article by article to [my] instructions.” Between 1680 and 1682
alone, the Payens submitted at least twenty reports to Colbert, enumerating each existing
bastion, shop, and dock in exhaustive detail.353 Although Colbert’s questionnaires have
not survived, the brothers evidently replied to each of his many questions, dividing each
succinct reply with a horizontal slash. Each letter could contain twenty or thirty concise
responses (appendix C5).354 Through these reports, in combination with the visual maps,
the Payens, in effect, sought to recreate the world of each site as comprehensively as
possible, as if to transport Colbert from his state offices to Fort-Royal itself. In his
October 27, 1680 report for instance, one of the brothers proposed in precise detail, down
to the exact cost, his plans to the minister as though he were with Colbert himself,
pointing out his ideas and making lists as the two walked on the promontory, or along the
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strand into town. “Behind the old wall of the left shoulder of the royal battery, [you will
find] six embrasures” to be repaired and expanded (1886 livres); “to fix [that] passage,
and a door to enter the round cannon batteries…” (512 livres); “extend the fortifications
up the hills” (1160 livres).355
The Payens also sought to provide a certain level of standardization to their maps,
with some success. As with grids and homogeneous architecture, the standardization of
cartographic symbols and scales constituted an important step which allowed maps to
perform as powerful administrative documents while also conveying a sense of objective
order and gloire. Regularization of cartographic symbols, then, can be understood as part
of a larger process of administrative network organization and formalization. Likely
practicing a method first established or practiced by Vauban, the Payens used red to
denote existing buildings and roads, and yellow to visualize proposed projects to great
effect. This method was not only practiced by nearly every other subsequent French town
planner, but later adopted by British surveyors as well. The Payens also sought to
standardize their cartographic scales along the Cartesian grid. They scaled most, but not
all of their maps at either seventy toises (for Fort-Royal) or one hundred and fifty toises
for Basseterre.356 Standardizing their scales—a rarity amongst surveyors at the time—
provided significantly better administrative usability, and evidenced too, the success of
French cartographic science.357 Their scale standard survived them for some years, at
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least, as demonstrated by their successor, Jean-Baptiste Caylus, who continued its use in
his 1698 proposal to greatly expand town of Fort-Royal.358
The Payens also practiced other, more creative means of standardizing, scaling,
and quantifying their maps all while promoting the king’s gloire and their own loyalty
(appendix C6). At the end of March 1682, they produced a map entitled Plan
géométrique du fort à faire au cartier de la Basseterre de l’Isle de St. Christophle. They
ultimately produced three versions of this map. The first depicted Basseterre’s recent
urban development, along with proposals for overhauling some of its fortifications. At the
end of March 1683, however, the Payens presented Blénac with an embellished version,
adding two inter-island-sized vessels, roughly to scale, in the lower left-hand corner.359
That year, they also submitted an additional version with even more, larger ships featured
on the lower left-hand corner; the biggest being primarily copied and scaled from
Germain’s 1681 Fort-Royal plan.360 Their inclusion, like regularized measurements and
colors, reflected more than just the Payens’ efforts to promote the French navy and
merchant marine –and, by natural extension, the gloire of Louis XIV. They represented a
specific desire both for accuracy, and for a certain realism as well, through a
standardization intended to accelerate and enhance the reading, interpretation and
comparison of these documents by the officials who sat, thousands of miles away, at
Versailles and Fontainebleau.
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Figure 6: The Versailles-French West Indies urban planning micro-network, c.1680. Colbert and Vauban
ensured their centrality in the network (their network strength) through multiple communication paths
between themselves and their subordinates (in red). This network was supported by its sweeping
bureaucracy, evidenced through dozens of reports, inquiry responses, and increasingly standardized maps
and statistics. As will become evident in Chapter Five, Ascending, however, such official networks did
little to prevent surveyors and administrators from finding local ways of enhancing their own
socioeconomic and political influence and wealth. Created in Mindnode Pro.

As part of their effort to establish a formal urban planning network, Colbert and
Vauban used Combes and the Payens as key intelligence agents. In this capacity, the
surveyors were trusted individuals whose training, responsibilities, and relationship with
the state allowed them effectively to monitor the French West Indies’ small, but growing
civilian and military town populations as well as the intendants and governors, and in
particular, Blénac.361 In April 1680, Patoulet and the Payens, who appear to have at least
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unofficially allied themselves, were informed by Colbert that, while they must
subordinate themselves to all of Blénac’s demands, they could report to the minister if
and when all attempts to persuade him from overreaching his authority had failed.362
And, indeed, the over-confident Blénac often resisted Patoulet and the Payens’ respective
efforts to check his authority.363
As demonstrated by a graphic visualization of the network as it existed in 1682,
although there may have been personality differences between Patoulet and the Payens on
the one hand, and Blénac on the other, the surveyors formed a critical part of a
remarkably direct urban planning network that stretched from Fort-Royal and Basseterre
straight to Colbert’s offices at Versailles and Fontainebleau (Figure 6). This network’s
apparent strength and efficiency was due in many respects to Colbert himself: his
micromanagement, his efforts to centralize and expand state authority through the
conception of the King’s gloire, and the loyalty (and no doubt trepidation) he and Vauban
instilled in such subordinates as the Payens, who relied entirely on him for their
patronage, influence, and wealth.
In 1682, the ailing Colbert moved to tighten and secure this loyal state-led micronetwork, better connect it with other micro-networks, and protect his own legacy. He
ensured that his son, Jean-Baptiste, the Marquis of Seignelay, was appointed as his
successor, and promoted Patoulet to intendant of Dunkirk, then one of Vauban’s most
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Figure 7: In 1682, the ailing Colbert moved to tighten each micro-network’s connections with one
another and help secure his legacy in frontier and imperial urban planning. This section of Colbert’s
much larger macro-network shows how the appointment of the Bégon family enhanced urban planning
and administration links between the West Indies and Québec micro-networks. For a theoretical
background, refer to figure 2, from Mike Burkhardt, “Networks as Social Structures in Late Medieval
and Early Modern Towns: A Theoretical Approach to Historical Network Analysis,” in Andrea Caracausi
and Christof Jeggle, eds., Commercial Networks and European Cities, 1400-1800 (London: Pickering &
Chatto, 2014), 13–44, esp. 19–28. Created in Mindnode Pro.

important ongoing urban projects. In this capacity, Patoulet would oversee his old West
Indian colleague, Combes, by now Vauban’s Dunkirk project director.364 Colbert kept
Blénac, but appointed Michel Bégon as the governor-general’s immediate deputy for the
Windward Islands. Bégon was one of Colbert’s closest, most trusted, and capable
deputies; his wife, Marie Charron, was Bégon’s first cousin.365 His was part of a larger
flurry of appointments that saw the loyal Bégons and their extended family assume some
the most important positions of authority across the French Atlantic empire, including his
brother-in-law, Jacques de Meulles, as intendant of New France.366 In elevating this
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family, Colbert, his son, and Vauban began to tighten each micro-network into a slightly
more centralized, cohesive macro network (figure 7).
In 1684, after a brief sojourn in Marseille, Bégon returned to the region as
intendant of Saint-Domingue, and, in 1688, became intendant of Rochefort. In this latter
appointment, he attained enormous influence over all of the French Atlantic colonies and
could apply his significant learned experience in West Indian commerce and politics.
Bégon’s interlocutory position at Rochefort meant that from 1688 the majority of
important documents, issues, and rumors passed through his office on its way to
Versailles. An ardent and engaged town builder who delighted in spatial planning and
gardening, Bégon used his position as an opportunity to expand and strengthen the town,
and to reconstruct many of the existing structures in impressive stone according to the
most recent architectural principles espoused by his recently-deceased colleague,
Blondel.367 His role and interest in town planning therefore strengthened the VersaillesRochefort-West Indies network, putting a loyal, highly-intelligent, and respected
administrator in a central node. In 1691, Caylus, another Vauban pupil, replaced the
Payens, with instructions to further develop Fort-Royal. In so doing, he set in motion
another generation of this particular town planning network.
The development of the Versailles-Rochefort-West Indies micro-network
evidenced several larger important trends. It was only one of multiple, structurally
identical micro-networks Colbert and Vauban simultaneously developed from the late
1670s across the Atlantic world and even beyond. As Webb and Burkhardt had both
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respectively argued, this process constituted the first major step in a process of large
state-led macro-network centralization and institutionalization, at least in those
possessions controlled by the crown, and not by a private colonial company. As will be
examined in Chapter Four, Copying and Improving, such a network structure was
necessary to permit the exchanges between higher state officials and surveyors required
to develop, implement, and refine an imperial urban planning framework.
Colbert and Vauban’s development of such networks also led to a gradual
centralization in surveyors’ training. In the 1670s and 1680s, the Académie royale
d’architecture, Blondel’s treatise, Cours d’architecture ensiegné dans l’Académie royale
d’architecture, and Vauban himself had provided this instruction.368 In 1691 Vauban
formally codified his network of surveyors and engineers as the corps du Génie. An
official school, the titular École royale du Génie would not be established until 1748,
however—seven years after its British counterpart had been founded at Woolwich.
Nonetheless, the corps did provide a formal, hierarchical avenue for surveyors to be
selected, trained according to both Vauban’s own personal standards and those of the
state, and rotated between frontier and colonial town projects.369 From the late 1690s
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onward, the establishment or redevelopment of French frontier and imperial towns would
be led by corps surveyors who ostensibly possessed standardized training, rank, and
loyalty.

A British Response: Observing Dunkirk

In the wake of the Nine Years’ War and the War of the Spanish Succession, a
group of individuals in government and in the field loyal to John Churchill, the first Duke
of Marlborough formed some of the first state-led imperial urban planning networks since
England’s earliest—and ultimately unsuccessful—effort at Tangier. Directly modeled on
Colbert and Vauban’s infrastructure, this first network obtained valuable intelligence on
Vauban’s metropolitan colonies/pré carré communities and established the first British
surveying corps. This laid the initial groundwork for a more centralized and sophisticated
structure based within the Board of Ordnance that would be applied in Gibraltar in the
1740s and 1750s, and throughout the Atlantic world after the Seven Years War.370
In 1685 Marlborough, then an increasingly important figure at the court of
Charles II, was appointed governor of the Hudson’s Bay Company, a position he would
hold for the next seven years.371 Interested in securing a firmer colonial foothold through
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towns, he soon ordered the Company to reinforce and expand existing settlements and to
lay out a new one on the Bay’s southwest coast. This settlement initially failed, but the
town that would eventually be successfully re-established there in 1717 was named in his
honor.372 It proved to be one of several experiences that would spur his interest in frontier
and imperial town planning.373
In 1704, Marlborough’s friend James Butler, second Duke of Ormond, and the
talented engineer Holcroft Blood introduced Marlborough to the young James
Armstrong.374 In 1695, Armstrong had begun his career serving under Ormond, and had
quickly impressed the elder officer with his expertise in planning, fortifications, and
surveys. In 1698, Ormond had hired the French Huguenot engineer Jacques Wybault to
personally train Armstrong in Vauban’s methods and techniques.375 In so doing, Ormond
and Armstrong tapped into the sizeable Huguenot diaspora that had settled in England
throughout the seventeenth-century, and especially after the revocation of the Edict of
Nantes in 1685. Despite being nominally protected under the Edict of Nantes (1598), the
French state had continued to persecute the Huguenots, especially after their defeat by
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Richelieu at La Rochelle in 1627.376 Vauban, however, had prized the Huguenots’
knowledge and networks, and had trained a number of them in engineering, civil and
military town planning, and surveying.377 When his remaining Huguenot surveyors were
expelled during the revocation, many fled to England, Holland, and across the Atlantic
world. In this way, as Michèle Virol has argued, they transferred their accumulated
specialized knowledge on fortification and town planning practices with them. They
found employment especially along Britain’s maritime borders and rapidly expanding
frontiers, and were ultimately important to the development of eighteenth-century British
planned imperial towns.378 During the War of the Spanish Succession, Armstrong,
Wybault, and their colleague, Thomas Lascelles, served with distinction in
Marlborough’s forces on the Continent. Marlborough was particularly impressed with
Armstrong, and in 1711 commissioned Enoch Seeman to paint a portrait of them together
which was later hung at Blenheim Palace.379 For the rest of their lives, the three men
remained devoted servants of Marlborough and his Whig allies.380
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In 1709, Charles, second Viscount Townshend, entered Marlborough’s circle as
the chief British diplomat at The Hague. Like Marlborough and Armstrong, Townshend
was interested in Continental town planning, land reclamation, and port techniques, as
well as the strengthening of British state authority. He was also high steward of King’s
Lynn, a small, but strategically-located port town on England’s southern North Sea coast.
After the Treaty of Utrecht and a period spent in exile while the rival Tories were in
power, in 1714 Marlborough and his allies returned to government. In 1709, Charles,
second Viscount Townshend, entered Marlborough’s circle as the chief British diplomat
at The Hague. Like Marlborough and Armstrong, Townshend was interested in
Continental town planning, land reclamation, and port techniques, as well as the
strengthening of British state authority.381 He was also high steward of King’s Lynn, a
small, but strategically-located port town on England’s southern North Sea coast. After
the Treaty of Utrecht and a period spent in exile while the rival Tories were in power, in
1714 Marlborough and his allies returned to government. They set about to establish a
state-led urban planning network and a corps of engineers, both directly modeled on the
French framework managed by the Ministry of the Marine.
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Figure 8: After his return to favor in 1714, Marlborough and his key allies established an initial semiformal urban planning network centered around his closest and most trusted engineering surveyors: John
Armstrong, Michael Richards, and Thomas Lascelles. Between the three of them, they would provide
critical intelligence on Dunkirk, one of Vauban’s foremost pré carré/metropolitan colony frontier towns,
establish England’s first Corps of Engineers (modeled on Vauban’s corps du Génie, and, in collaboration
with Townshend, found the first semi-official surveyors’ training establishment at the Town of London
drawing room. Created in Mindnode Pro.

Figure 8 represents Marlborough’s network as it existed in late 1714. The new
king, George I, re-appointed Marlborough as captain-general, colonel of the First Foot
Guards, and Master-General of the Ordnance. Townshend was appointed secretary of
state for the northern department, responsible for domestic affairs and relations with
Protestant countries. Marlborough, in turn, elevated Armstrong to the position of chief
engineer of England, and another of his allies, Michael Richards, as surveyor-general of
an expanded Ordnance and the founding director of an official corps of engineers
modeled on Vauban’s corps du Génie. Notably, however, this corps was distinct from the
army hierarchy. This would create a perennial problem for later surveyors such as James
Montresor, who struggled for equal recognition with military officers in the eyes of the
British political and social establishment. Like the French corps too, surveyors would not
be trained at an official academy until Armstrong established the Royal Military
Academy at Woolwich in 1741. Instead, they would be trained under Townshend,
190

Armstrong, and Richard at the Corps’ headquarters in the Tower of London’s Drawing
Room.382 These first efforts, however, proved to be important first steps in a gradual
process of networking and centralization.
The Treaty of Utrecht had transferred Gibraltar and Minorca—“and in particular
over the town, castle, harbour, and fortifications of the bay of Minorca, commonly called
Port Mahon”—to British control.383 But it also required the demolition of Vauban’s
northernmost “metropolitan colony”: Dunkirk. Eager to learn as much as possible about
this town, Marlborough and Townshend sent Armstrong and Lascelles (along with
another Whig ally, James Abercrombie) to oversee its reduction and to gather as much
intelligence as possible about its spatial organization, fortifications, civil layout, ports,
docks, canals, and land and water management systems.384
Dunkirk was situated at either an extremely advantageous or dangerous location,
depending on whether the observer was French, English, or Dutch. For France, Dunkirk
was a mercantile and naval stronghold, ideally situated between Dover and Rotterdam. It
was near valuable fisheries and protected large, fertile lands. For the English and Dutch,
that position threatened the security of some of their most important ports. Owing to its
geostrategic location, it had long been contested between England, France, Holland, and
Spain. James Howell, writing in 1664, perhaps summarized the situation best: “It hardly
be parrallelld in Story, That any place of such Defence, as Dunkirk pretends to be, had
more various turns of Fortune, and change of Masters in so short a revolution of time;
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Figure 9: The Townshend-Armstrong urban planning intelligence-gathering network, georeferenced in
Palladio. The highlighted box visualized the near-daily communication between Townshend, Walpole,
and their ministers and Armstrong, Lascelles, and Abercrombie on nearly every aspect of Dunkirk’s
design, infrastructure, organization, and deconstruction.

For this if the Fifth New-Master that Dunkirk hath had in less than the compass of XX
years [sic].”385 During this period, Dunkirk became a city-state of sorts; confident
Dunkirker privateers and ‘black-marketeers’ operated with some independence, taking it
on themselves to harass and promote trade to their own benefit.386
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Armstrong and Lascelles’ experience at Dunkirk, and the port town’s impact on
urban planning elsewhere in the Atlantic world, will be examined in Copying and
Improving. This intelligence-gathering network nonetheless constituted an early British
state effort to replicate France’s then-maturing imperial urban planning network. A direct
line was established between the surveyor-planner, key diplomats and administrators, and
the state’s chief ministers, rather than between the surveyor and a private company, with
the state taking only a very tangential interest. Armstrong became directly accountable
not to a London corporate patron, but ultimately to the gloire of George I himself—
which, in daily practice, meant Marlborough, Townshend, and their ally Robert Walpole,
then Chancellor of the Exchequer.387
Their nearly daily communication, transmitted in a packet ship devoted to that
purpose running between Dover and Dunkirk, revealed the government’s intense interest
in Dunkirk’s configuration, strength, economic, mercantile, and naval assets, as well as
Armstrong’s admiration of Dunkirk’s land reclamation and canal port infrastructure
installed by Vauban and Combes, who themselves had copied the practices from the
Dutch (figure 9). They also quantified their reports, analyses, and proposals on Dunkirk
to a much more comprehensive and exacting degree than their Norwood or even Ulster
predecessors; the statistical detail and style of many of their responses favorably
compared to the Payens’ reports (appendix C7).388 In Armstrong’s case, this was likely a
result of his assiduous education under the French engineer Wybault.
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Like the Payens and Cayluses before them, Armstrong and Lascelles were
intelligence agents, reporting not only on Dunkirk’s situation, but also on the behavior,
conversations, personalities, and loyalties of their British and Dutch colleagues. And, as
had been earlier established in Colbert and Vauban’s framework, individuals could—and
were—removed if they were deemed unsatisfactory. Dunkirk’s first military governor
John Hill, for instance, was quietly ‘promoted’ back to London after Armstrong
confidentially criticized his laziness and incompetence in a series of scathing reports.389
Armstrong’s ability to take swift advantage of this much more direct, centralized,
state-driven urban planning and policy network soon paid dividends. In 1716, the
government, responding to Armstrong, Marlborough, Townshend, and Richards,
established a formal corps of engineers modeled on Vauban’s corps du Génie. The
following year, Townshend reserved a suite of rooms in the Tower of London, to be
devoted to teaching corps surveyors destined for imperial and overseas service, in the arts
of surveying, cartography, town planning, and fortifications (appendix C8).390
Armstrong remained in state service for most of his life. In 1741, as a principal
director of the Ordnance, he asked its director-general, John, second Duke of Montagu, to
establish a formal school of engineering and surveying. The Royal Military Academy,
with courses in surveying, planning, geometry, and fortifications, was founded months
later. Armstrong died the following year.391
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Successes and Shortcomings: Louisbourg and Gibraltar

The Colberts, Vauban, and their surveyors had laid the foundations of a
formalized, state-led imperial urban planning framework. But it would take at least
another generation for such a framework to fully mature. In the first half of the eighteenth
century, an expanding and bureaucratizing Ministry of the Marine centralized and refined
this network infrastructure in such important Atlantic towns as Louisbourg. They
circulated experienced corps surveyors between imperial sites and negotiated with them
over the minutiae of imperial town planning and surveyors’ professional and personal
lives. Maps, administrative records, surveys, and scales slowly became standardized,
albeit inconsistently. From the 1740s, new, official schools of surveying and engineering
were established. Meanwhile, in an effort to better control Gibraltar’s urban development,
the British Board of Ordnance tried to establish its own urban planning micro-network
modeled on the French framework. It was even led by a Huguenot-descended corps
surveyor named James Montresor. The experiences of surveyors and administrators’
operations at Louisbourg and Gibraltar in this period demonstrated both this type of
network’s stability and very real problems.
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Figure 10: The Louisbourg urban planning micro-network, c.1722. Created in Mindnode Pro.

Louisbourg

The ink was still drying on the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713 when Louis XIV and his
chief advisor and minister of the marine, Louis Phélypeaux, the Comte de Pontchartrain,
decided to develop Île-Royale as an important French Atlantic outpost to counter the loss
of Acadia to the British. It was ideally positioned along the Gulf Stream and the fish-rich
Gulf of St. Lawrence, and between Atlantic France, the Saint Lawrence River towns of
Québec, Trois-Rivières, and Montréal, and the large French population still in Acadia.392
Later that year, Louisbourg was established on Île-Royale’s eastern coast. Its initial
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growth however, was rapid and unplanned: “[un]license[d]” and “independen[t].”393 In
1716 Vauban’s successor, Claude François, Marquis d’Asfeld, directed Jean-François de
Verville to properly develop the town according to Vauban’s principles.394
Verville was a talented, but cocky and opportunistic surveyor and planner, a point
that will be further examined later in Chapter Five, Ascending. But his appointment
reflected how Colbert and Vauban’s development of state-led urban planning networks
was maturing even then. Verville had joined and been trained through the formal corps du
Génie in 1704 and risen through the ranks at French frontier towns, before being posted
to supervise the development of an overseas planned community. He arrived as part of a
larger, official hierarchy that included lieutenant-governor Joseph de Saint-Ovide, the
financial commissary Jacques-Ange le Normant de Mézy, and two non-corps assistant
surveyors with local knowledge, René de Couagne and Pierre-Jérome Boucher.395 In
theory at least, this structure, as visualized in figure 10, possessed multiple
communications links that enhanced the authority of the King’s officials in France and
Louisbourg, and provided a check and balance within each micro-network. When, for
instance, Verville insisted on returning to France every autumn –ostensibly to promote
Louisbourg, but more likely to avoid the town’s harsh winters– a clear delegation of
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Figure 11: In 1724, Maurepas slowly eased out the hotheaded and imperious Verville by taking advantage
of the existing micro-network hierarchy. He ‘promoted’ Verville back to Valenciennes, a pré carré town in
northern France, and sent his replacement, Verrier, to study under him for a year. By inserting Verrier into
the network (above), Maurepas effectively curtailed Verville’s authority without offending the corps du
Génie and gave time for other local authorities to get to know Verrier. Created in Mindnode Pro.

authority existed: Couagne and Boucher assumed his responsibilities, reporting to both
Saint-Ovide and Mézy, and as needed, to Pontchartrain’s successor, Jean-Frédéric
Phélypeaux, comte de Maurepas.
Members of this network from Couagne up to Saint-Ovide, much like their
predecessor web in the West Indies, continually provided intelligence on their colleagues
to Maurepas, who was soon made aware of Verville’s idiosyncrasies and corruption.396 In
response, Maurepas gradually moved Verville out of the Louisbourg micro-network. In
396
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1724, to ensure a smooth transfer of authority and practices, he appointed the experienced
and loyal Étienne Verrier as Verville’s deputy. The following year, Maurepas ‘promoted’
Verville back to the pré carré town of Valenciennes, where he could be more closely
controlled (figure 11).
Verrier, like Verville, was a corps engineer and surveyor who had gained
experience in a French pré carré frontier town, in this case La Rochelle and Rochefort. As
one of Bégon’s last deputies, he may have been involved with expanding the towns
infrastructure and gardens. Maurepas may have considered Verrier’s connection to the
Bégon family in sending him to Louisbourg, for in 1724, Bégon’s son, Michel de la
Picardière, was intendant of New France and resident at Québec. If this was indeed the
case, Verrier’s appointment would have supported the existing familial administrative and
surveying relationship between the Louisbourg and Québec urban planning micronetworks.397
By the 1730s, the Louisbourg micro-network looked stable, at least on paper. It
was also marked by its relative longevity. The key urban surveying team—Verrier,
Couagne, their sons, Claude-Étienne and Michel, respectively, and Boucher—remained
in place until Louisbourg capitulated to British and New England militia forces in 1745.
Arguably, it lasted even longer. When Britain returned Louisbourg to France in 1749,
Maurepas asked Boucher, the last surviving original member of its micro-network, to
manage the town’s reconstruction. And, following Louisbourg’s second, and final capture
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Figure 12: A false stability. The efficiency and stability the Louisbourg urban planning micro-network
suggested belied deep structural problems. Created in Mindnode Pro.

in 1757 (and ultimate destruction in 1763), Maurepas’ successor, Étienne François, Duc
de Choiseul directed Michel Couagne to plan, lay out, and develop Louisbourg’s
offspring successor town of Saint-Pierre on the islands of Saint-Pierre and Miquelon. In
so doing, it was evident that the ministry hoped to provide continuity, order, authority,
and a common vision, even during a period of immense international instability caused
by continuing hostilities between France and Britain in the Atlantic world.
But beneath the apparent strength and stability of this micro-network lay deep
structural problems (figure 12). While Maurepas had successfully eased out Verville from
his post with the more loyal and competent Verrier, he struggled to contain Saint-Ovide
or Mézy. While Saint-Ovide was nominally in charge of Louisbourg, the micro-network’s
multiple communications avenues between the ministry and the town meant that Verville
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and especially Mèzy became increasingly emboldened to question and countermand the
governor’s authority or complain to Maurepas. Their near-constant bickering resulted in
woeful operational inefficiencies, a problem amplified by Louisbourg’s geographical
remoteness from both European France and from Québec and Montréal. Saint-Ovide’s
privateering background, too, repeatedly reared itself. By the late 1720s, complaints
against his profiteering off local trade had reached the point where Maurepas considered
replacing him. But his longstanding familial ties with the French court, and knowledge of
Louisbourg’s exigencies prevented the minister from removing him until 1737.398 Mézy,
for his part, was an almost incompetent comptroller, and was widely suspected of
embezzlement. Verrier’s repeated complaints finally resulted in Mèzy’s recall in 1731.
For the surveyors themselves, other structural issues abounded. The very nature of
the state-led patron-client network’s design could just as greatly hinder the careers of
urban surveyors as it could support them. When Maurepas asked Boucher to return to
Louisbourg in 1749, he had not actually appointed him as the town’s new chief surveyor
and engineer, but rather as its interim head, until a new corps-trained superior could
arrive in the form of Louis Franquet.399 As non-corps workers, Boucher and Couagne
were unlikely to be appointed as Louisbourg’s chief surveyor, or to be circulated
elsewhere in the French Atlantic urban administrative framework.400 The Louisbourg
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micro-network’s relative stability, ironically, kept Verrier, Boucher, and Couagne trapped
in Île-Royale. Maurepas valued their accumulated experience, loyalty, and predictability
far too much to rotate them out with other surveyors unfamiliar with Louisbourg’s local
geography, social relations, and exigencies. For years, Verrier requested to be promoted
back to France, but his pleas largely fell on deaf ears. Not until the British forcibly
repatriated him to France following their capture of the town in 1745 did Verrier
eventually succeed in obtaining a domestic appointment.401 In response to such
hierarchical rigidity, Verrier and his colleagues throughout the Atlantic world often took
matters into their own hands to improve their recognition, quality of life, and influence,
with diverse consequences. Their efforts will be more deeply examined in Chapter Five,
Ascending.

Gibraltar

As Verrier and his subordinates worked to develop and manage Louisbourg in the
1730s and 1740s, his British counterpart at Gibraltar found himself in an increasingly
analogous situation. James Montresor was the product of the same Huguenot diaspora
that had influenced Marlborough and Armstrong in the 1710s. His grandfather and father
had emigrated from France in the 1680s and had been naturalized for their services to
England in 1699.402
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Figure 13: The Gibraltar urban planning micro-network in the year of the Bland Enquiry (refer to
Chapter One, Seeing Like a Surveyor). Although this network chart is simplified, it nonetheless
highlights similarities with the Colbert-Vauban patron-client structure in development in France since
the 1670s. It, too, however, also shared some of the French model’s inherent problems, leading
Montresor to frequently take matters into his own hands, and plead to be promoted elsewhere. Created
in Mindnode Pro.

In 1731, Montresor was appointed by the Board of Ordnance to study under
Gibraltar’s chief engineer and surveyor, Peter Laprimaudaye. The Board’s instructions
evidenced both its expanding authority and its interest in establishing and centralizing its
own various state-led urban planning micro-networks modeled on that employed by the
French Ministry of the Marine. Echoing Colbert’s language fifty years previously,
Montresor was reminded to closely “Observe and follow such Orders and Directions as
you shall receive from me [the Duke of Argyll] or the Master General of the Ordnance for
the time being.”403 Montresor spent the next ten years rotating between Gibraltar and
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Mahón, gaining experience in both towns’ civil and military organization and operations,
before being named chief engineer in 1747.404
Montresor’s ascension occurred during a period of tremendous change in
Gibraltar. Its population had begun rapidly increasing in the years following Spain’s
failed 1727 siege. Much of this population increase was due to immigration from nonProtestant countries; by the 1740s, the Rock had become a home for Jews, Moors, and
Roman Catholics eager to capitalize its strategic commercial advantages, as well as its
sizeable military garrison. This, in turn, was placing tremendous strain on the town’s
Spanish-era, continuously-damaged infrastructure. These issues increasingly concerned
British ministers in London, who wanted to enhance their authority over the towncolony.405
Within this context, under the Board’s direction Montresor’s responsibilities and
position soon became analogous to that of Verrier. Indeed, as illustrated in figure 13, by
the late 1740s the Gibraltar urban planning micro-network shared a nearly identical
structure with its French counterparts. To what extent this was consciously copied from
French imperial urban planning micro-networks is unknown. But the Board’s origins in
Marlborough and Armstrong’s initiatives, its use of Huguenot and Dutch surveyors, and
the widespread circulation of Vauban’s principles suggested that it was likely on the
Board’s mind as they moved to centralize their networks.
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Much like Verrier, and even the Payens a generation previously, the Board
increasingly required Montresor to precisely document, quantify, and physically visualize
his operations and proposals in ways that the Norwoods had never been required to. Apart
from the land enquiry he undertook alongside Governor Humphrey Bland, in 1749 alone
he drew up and submitted exacting proposals for stores necessary for the upkeep of the
town and garrison, reported on his efforts to receive nearly £1,000 from residents for
various property projects, documented repairs, extensions, sales, and his judgements on
various property disputes.406 His maps, too, increasingly ascribed to ‘standardized’
principles taught at Townshend’s Tower school and, after 1741, Woolwich, and likely
copied rote from Vauban’s methods. In his 1752 “New Plan of the City of Gibraltar,”
Montresor applied a standard scale, and, like Verrier and the Payens before them, used
yellow to highlight newly-finished or proposed projects, and red to show existing urban
structures.407 Like Verrier, too, and even the Payens before them, Montresor routinely
reported to the Board intelligence and observations on Gibraltar’s governance and
mercantile and military communities. Apart from reports detailing military officials and
even Bland himself, in 1753 Montresor was sent on a six-month trip to France, ostensibly
to recover his health, but actually to learn about France’s latest civil and military urban
practices and to report his findings back to the Board.408
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Through its official network, the Board controlled both his salary and his annual
budget and approved all projects. While this hierarchy certainly proved to be an
important means of centralizing authority over Montresor’s work and that of the Gibraltar
urban planning micro-network, it also reflected a key structural problem. Much as
Verrier, Couagne, and Boucher were even then experiencing in Louisbourg, the
inflexibility of the anatomy of the Gibraltar network meant that Montresor found himself
in almost constant argument with the Board. Officially, Montresor was supposed to
propose a project to the Board and await its approval and budgetary allotment before
commencing work—a process which could take months.409 In reality, because of local
exigencies, the need to quickly repair or build new structures, and Montresor’s own
desire to promote his talents, the surveyor often executed projects first, and only then
notified the Board of its necessity, with an attached request for reimbursement. Irritated,
the Board often reminded him to prevent embezzlement and to follow procedure.
In July 1752, for instance, Bland had ordered an end to Spanish traders bringing
their wares over to sell. The town and garrison soon ran out of the bricks and tiles so
important for repairs and new construction. Realizing the need to swiftly fix the issue,
Montresor took matters into his own hands. Without notifying the Board, he negotiated
with local Spanish authorities for the purchase of 13,300 “Seville Tyles” and 52,800
bricks at a cost of 712 Spanish Dollars, 4 Rys, and 12 Q, which had, he later argued,
“accidently c[o]me in there [Gibraltar].” “He hoped for the Board’s approbation.” While
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nominally approving of his forthrightness, the Board also revealed its irritation and even
fatigue, and directed him to consult with local officials first, before pushing ahead, or
writing to the Board itself:

That he be acquainted the Board approve of his having Bought the Bricks and
Tyles mentioned as it was a Case of necessity but that he is reminded that he is not
invested with any Authority by h[i]mself of buying any Materials whatsoever and if any
such cases should happen all the Respective [local] Officers are to consider the
expediency thereof and judge of the Reasonableness of the Prices which they are to enter
into their Minutes and certifie the Bill before the Engineer Orders the payment.410

As Verrier and Couagne had accomplished at Louisbourg, Montresor trained his
son, John, in the field at Gibraltar and Mahón. In so doing, he established another
generation of a surveying family within the Board’s network that could be, theoretically
at least, entrusted with its vision and operations. At first, John’s rise within the official
ranks went according to plan, at least as far as the Board and his father, James, were
concerned. He aided in the second and final capture of Louisbourg, and, in September
1759, assisted General James Wolfe in defeating the French on the Plains of Abraham.411
After the war’s end, he was posted to New York. But John, much like such other
contemporary urban surveyors as Verrier came to represent the limits of such state-led
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patron-client urban planning networks. His pleas for regular pay and a promotion went
largely unheeded by the Board, who wanted to keep a surveyor with local knowledge of
American urban and rural life, geography, defenses, and relations posted in the Thirteen
Colonies for as long as possible. Like Verrier, John took matters into his own hands. He
created an enormous personal debt of some £50,000 to furnish a lavish lifestyle, and
eventually wound up dying in debtors’ prison in 1799. His dramatic rise and fall starkly
evidenced the need for reform in this network structure, with greater oversight and
centralization, as well as better recognition and paying for surveyors and engineers so as
to temper their desires to embezzle or seek additional forms of income, prestige, and
influence.
Between the 1670s and the 1750s, the expanding French state gradually
established and then centralized bureaucratic imperial urban planning networks
throughout the Atlantic world. In doing so, they sought to reduce the influence of private
companies in town planning, and to increase and eventually unify the state’s oversight in
the laying out, spatial organization, and development of new and reimagined colonial
towns. Buoyed by their “metropolitan colonies” success, in 1677, Colbert and Vauban
sent teams of surveyors to French colonies in the hopes of developing planned
communities that would better reflect the king’s gloire and France’s naval and mercantile
ambitions through cohesive planning and zoning. Unlike the Norwoods of Bermuda and
Staten Island, these surveyors were employed not as short-term proprietary company
employees, but as state agents directly responsible to the Ministry of the Marine and
ultimately Colbert and Vauban themselves. Individuals like Combes and the Payen
brothers were expected to fashion new urban plans, observe and report on their fellow
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administrators, and precisely respond to Colbert and Vauban’s requests. In the 1680s, the
expanding Ministry of the Marine began to tighten and centralize these micro imperial
urban planning networks into a larger, more cohesive, and centralized framework of loyal
families who moved between such towns as Fort-Royal, Dunkirk, and Québec. A further
centralization occurred in the 1690s, when Vauban established a formal corps du Génie
centered on his personal tutelage and methods.
A generation later, Marlborough and his Whig allies in government and in
military engineering and surveying sought to observe and begin to replicate Colbert and
Vauban’s bureaucratic network paradigm. In the wake of the Treaty of Utrecht, they
established their own corps of engineers and an initial network, led by John Armstrong,
that collected intelligence on Dunkirk and other Vauban-designed port towns. This
hierarchy laid the groundwork for a more streamlined, bureaucratized network charged
with managing Gibraltar’s development in the 1740s and 1750s.
The development of state-led imperial urban planning networks resulted in mixed
consequences. By eliminating or marginalizing the role of private colonial companies,
and employing full-time surveyors, the expanding French state could indeed take a more
direct role in the process of planning new or reimagining existing imperial towns.
Surveyors in the field, in turn, could more directly and easily negotiate their ideas and
experiences with state officials than ever before. As Chapter Four, Copying and
Improving, will demonstrate, these state-led networks greatly facilitated the town-bytown transference, reproduction, improvement, and refinement of imperial urban
planning practices. But these networks’ apparent simplicity, centrality and order belied
serious structural problems as well. Surveyors and other administrators in Fort-Royal,
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Louisbourg, and Gibraltar used their line of communication to gossip about and critique
one other. Instead of being rotated and promoted through theatres with some regularity,
surveyors like Verrier and Montresor were ordered to stay in their post for years and even
decades. Chapter Five, Ascending, will examine in greater detail how these tendencies
instilled resentment, competition, and corruption amongst corps surveyors, and
hopelessness amongst their non-corps deputies and assistants.
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| 4 |

Evolution of a Framework III:
Copying & Improving

Chapter Three examined how first the expanding French state began developing
state-led patron-client networks in order to establish new and reimagine existing colonial
towns throughout the Atlantic world that ascribed to their visions. These networks were
necessary for facilitating a more direct relationship between government officials and
urban surveyors in the field, and for gradually testing, developing, and reproducing a
standardizing set of urban planning practices that could ultimately be applied elsewhere
in the French Atlantic world. Networking also recounted some of the ways in which the
early-eighteenth-century British state tried to observe, learn from and reconstruct this
French bureaucratic infrastructure in Gibraltar.
Copying & Improving examines at a town-by-town level how individual
surveyors, in negotiation with their superiors, actually used these networks to experiment,
reproduce, and refine urban planning concepts and practices over time, space, boundary,
and language. In an age of porous, inchoate boundaries, surveyors and administrators
routinely copied ideas from one another, even borrowing other nations’ experts and
expertise to achieve their aims.412 Over time, from these multiple, often simultaneous
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initiatives, the expanding French state took an increasingly important role in fashioning a
set of relatively standardized, unified imperial urban planning framework.413
While surveyors’ experiences in laying out or reimagining towns as diverse as
Bermuda, Staten Island, Dunkirk, Louisbourg, and Saint-Pierre varied, several common
characteristics became apparent. Urban planning practices and concepts were not
unidirectionally disseminated from center to periphery. Instead, each town’s organization
resulted from a negotiation between the surveyor in the field and with their superiors,
both local administrators and higher officials, and with their town’s local exigencies and
geographies.414 Surveyors especially came to learn that theoretical methods could not
simply be ‘imposed’ on the landscape; while the same fundamental components were
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Figure 1: The Norwood family urban planning network, c.1617-1684. Richard and Andrew Norwood were
responsible for the parent community of Bermuda (itself a possible offspring of Ulster plantation towns)
and its offspring community of Staten Island. They also partially influenced Shaftesbury’s
Carolina/Charleston grand model and may have been involved in the English division of St. Kitts.

often applied, from canals and docks and central squares and grids, each part had to be
adjusted accordingly to satisfy local needs, spaces, and relationships. The results ranged
from highly successful to fatally flawed. The set of imperial urban practices that they
ultimately helped to create, then, were guidelines at best, a broad framework that needed
to be flexible and attentive to local geographies, social relations, and economic
requirements as well as grander imperial visions, in order to be successfully applied in
the next generation of new towns elsewhere in the French and later British empires.
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Refining Grids and Cadastral Plots: Norwoods in the Seventeenth-Century Atlantic

Chapter Three examined the development of a key private town planning network
in the seventeenth-century Atlantic world. The Norwood network resulted in the
establishment and growth of the parent community of Bermuda, itself a partial offspring
of Ulster towns and Jamestown, Virginia, and its own offspring communities, certainly on
Staten Island, as well as at least tangentially on St. Kitts and at Charleston, South
Carolina (figure 1).415 While the Norwoods operated in an almost exclusively private
colonial world, they nonetheless helped spread and refine several urban planning
practices that would eventually find considerable use elsewhere in French and British
imperial urban planning initiatives.
In 1616 the Somers Isles Company had tasked Norwood with dividing Bermuda
into sufficient plots for all proprietors and expected renters. They largely left it up to him,
however, how to actually apportion the land. Norwood, who had received mathematical
training in Holland and possessed hands-on experience working on his parents’ Stevenage
farm, divided the islands into eight 1250-acre tribes, or parish districts. He then
subdivided each tribe into fifty equitable twenty-five-acre cadastral plots. Norwood
elongated many of the plots so as to maximize each residents’ access to water, the central,
planned east-west road, and the best soils. He also left some lands unassigned to permit
the development of St. George’s, and laid out a new grid town named Tucker’s Town. He
415
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had planned the latter in an effort to correct for St. George’s initially haphazard,
unplanned growth, the result of the previous governor Richard Moore’s primary concern
for defense against Spanish pirate attacks, not urban organization. Tucker’s Town, it was
hoped, would to bring a sense of order, calm, and central authority to Bermuda’s
subsequent urbanization.416 Apart from Tucker’s Town itself, whose growth did not begin
until the late seventeenth century, Norwood’s plan proved remarkably successful. By
1623, three hundred and twenty-one of the four hundred plots were being improved and
developed, with residents traveling to St. George’s for commercial, social, and
administrative business.417 The success of his division lay not in its originality—such
plots had been used in England and France since the medieval period—but in its
deliberate, carefully-considered application. Its relative success in the 1617-30 period
was magnified when contrasted with Jamestown, an unplanned town that had barely
survived, and would have very much been on the mind of Norwood and the Company
directors.
After his successful 1617 defense in London of his conduct, Norwood turned to
teaching, writing and self-promotion, and surveying to maintain an income. He
successfully printed and distributed copies of his Bermuda survey, highlighting his
equitable plot method, throughout England and Holland. Modified versions were
reprinted well into the eighteenth-century, until Thomas Hurd’s survey finally supplanted
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it.418 In 1635, Norwood again applied his equitable cadastral grid technique, this time as
part of a project to divide up the North Riding of Yorkshire, negotiating between Galtres
Forest lands owned by Charles I and local Sheriff Hutton’s properties.419
After the English monarchy’s restoration in 1660, the Somers Isles Company rehired Norwood and asked him to undertake a new survey to identify Bermuda’s
development. His new map, completed with his son and apprentice, Andrew, evidenced
how local residents had developed their own settlement clusters throughout the island, in
effect suburbs of St. George’s, to enhance their social and economic lives. These clusters
included Tucker’s Town, Pembroke Village, Somerset Village, and Flatts Village,
amongst others. This tendency had actually served to gradually pull the center of public
life away from poorly-organized St. George’s itself, and towards the center of Bermuda
and these settlement clusters. This reality eventually would be recognized in 1788, when
Governor Henry Hamilton called for establishing a new capital (ultimately named
Hamilton) that ascribed to a common imperial framework of grids, port and dock, central
square, and raised government buildings overlooking the rest of the town, its port, and
approaches.420
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Sometime before 1672, Andrew relocated to Manhattan and Staten Island. Staten
Island shared a number of similarities with Bermuda.421 By land area, it was roughly only
twice the size of its Atlantic counterpart, possessed good agricultural soils, the promise of
straightforward irrigation, and an ideal location along the Gulf Stream.422 Over the next
decade, Andrew would apply his father’s methods practiced in Bermuda on Staten Island,
turning the latter island into a direct, offspring community of the former. He would also
collaborate with Manhattan’s Dutch surveyors to lay out and develop the towns clustered
around Manhattan and the head of the Hudson River, undoubtedly exchanging ideas and
practices on town planning, land reclamation, and port management.
On his arrival, governor Francis Lovelace asked him to assist Manhattan’s
surveyor, Jacques Cortelyou, the son of a French Huguenot émigré to Holland, in laying
out a new community on Staten Island. Staten Island’s sole existing settlement, Oude
Dorp, had been quickly constructed on poor land by the Dutch some years previously,
and had since fallen into disrepair. Cortelyou and Norwood laid out the new town,
appropriately named Nieu Dorp, further inland on better soil in an egalitarian grid. It
evidently was designed to play a similar role as St. George’s had been intended on
Bermuda: a primary settlement center for the larger Staten Island community, itself
awaiting proper planned settlement. Impressed, in July 1672 Lovelace named Norwood
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Figure 2.
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as Staten Island’s surveyor, and directed him, with assistance from Robert Ryder, to
survey and lay out the rest of the island.423 For the next decade, Norwood surveyed,
mapped, and laid out several settlement clusters across Staten Island. Figure 2, Andrew
Norwood’s Staten Island, c.1671-1680 is the first attempt to reconstruct what Staten
Island looked like from a planning perspective c.1680. Surviving records and map
fragments permit us to recover the island’s eastern and southeastern sections, as well as
South Point, historically known for being owned by Christopher Billop, a lieutenant of
Governor Andros and later the site of a failed peace conference between British and
American revolutionary forces.424
Andrew Norwood’s Staten Island revealed at least two key points. First, as
evidenced in the laying out of Nieu Dorp, Norwood would have learned much about
Dutch urban planning practices from Cortelyou. This was important for a number of
reasons. Cortelyou himself was a proud Cartesian, both in urban planning and in
philosophy. In 1680, Dutch Labadist visitors Jasper Danckaerts and Peter Sluyter
described Cortelyou “as a good Cartesian and not a good Christian.” Dutch Long Island
minister Domine Van Zuuren concurred, adding that Cortelyou was “a man of good
understanding, especially in philosophy and in the mathematics of Descartes.”425
Courtelyou’s planned communities reflected this admiration for Cartesian geometric
order. Although he did not lay out Manhattan, Cortelyou had planned at least two other
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neighboring towns before Norwood’s arrival: New Utrecht, on the tip of western Long
Island, and Bergen, now in eastern New Jersey. Both were laid out in tight, precise
Cartesian grids, with small central squares incorporating a small market, church, and
administrative office.426 No less importantly, reproducing a successful method practiced
in Holland, Cortelyou and his assistants had constructed a series of inland docks inserted
into Manhattan’s shoreline, running up into its road grid. This approach was effectively
inverted from the English method, most infamously demonstrated at Tangier, where long
moles were constructed out into the harbor from the shoreline. The advantage of the
Dutch method lay in its utility for merchants: by placing many inland docks (similar to
modern slipways) at the terminus of streets and in-between commercial houses, goods
could be quickly loaded and unloaded from vessels, reducing costs and hopefully
increasing profitability (appendix D1).427
More broadly, Norwood’s collaboration with Cortelyou shone light into both the
increasing collaboration and competition between the English and the Dutch throughout
the Atlantic world and beyond.428 While they evidently worked together, shared a religion
and, after 1672, the same governor, Norwood would have likely been interested in
learning from and ultimately supplanting the Dutchman as chief surveyor in the region.
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Indeed, Cortelyou, like other Dutch officials, was ultimately replaced by an English chief
surveyor after his death in 1693.
Second, Andrew’s planned organization of Staten Island had strongly evidenced
his training under his father in Bermuda. Like his father, he had laid out property lots in
long, broadly egalitarian plots, carefully accounting for balancing acreage that could be
immediately useable with those lands that were initially too marshy to be improved
without prior drainage. Like Richard, too, he had ensured that most elongated tracts
possessed access both to the Atlantic or Hudson shoreline and to a new, central east-west
road that connected Billop’s western lands with the eastern dock connecting Staten Island
with Manhattan and Long Island. Danckaerts and Sluyter similarly praised his road,
noting that by 1679 it had become “tolerably good” with a mixture of English and Dutch
settlers who divided their time between Nieu Dorp, their farms, and Manhattan.429
(appendix D2).
In 1680, Andrew permanently relocated to the English third of St. Kitts. Very little
is yet known about his time there, but he did produce a single, island-wide survey in
1684. He may have contributed to re-developing England’s principal town, Sandy Point;
the next major survey of the island, executed by Anthony Ravell after the Seven Years
War, revealed a relatively small, but orderly town laid out in the elongated plot, road, and
coast structure that Richard and Andrew Norwood would have practiced a century
previously. But this connection remains speculative.430
429
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Figure 3: Richard Norwood’s Bermuda plan, c.1662, as popularized by Joan Blaeu, in his Atlas Maior, 11
vols. (Amsterdam: 1665), XI, 103. This version courtesy NLS, EMW.X.017.

What was the impact of the Norwoods’ designs beyond their immediate activities
in Bermuda, Yorkshire, and Staten Island? Arguably, Richard’s equitable plot division
method was their most influential legacy on contemporary and subsequent planned town
projects in the seventeenth and early eighteenth-century Anglo-French Atlantic world. As
introduced earlier in the dissertation, the cadastral survey plot was of medieval origin. As
a result, it is difficult to measure the specific, direct impact of Richard’s applied version
on other projects. However, there is evidence to suggest that it had at least some
influence, both on the gradual, longer-term development of a British imperial urban
framework, and on individual British and French surveyors’ designs.
We know about Norwood’s design, in part, because whether deliberately or
inadvertently (map copying without attribution was rife) his proposal was well publicized
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and circulated. Bermuda was gradually recognized by seventeenth-century
contemporaries in England and on the continent as an economic and social success, a
conclusion Norwood himself had likely helped to instill.431 Apart from its 1622 and 1624
printings at varied scales and details with John Speed, Norwood’s map achieved
relatively wide notoriety throughout seventeenth-century England and continental Europe
thanks to the well-connected Dutch Blaeu and Hondius families of cartographers and
printers. In 1630, Willem Blaeu re-published Norwood’s map in his first world atlas,
followed in 1636 by Henry Hondius’s version in his Mercator’s Atlas.432 The map held a
prized place in subsequent editions of their respective atlases, culminating in Blaeu’s
famed 1665 Atlas Maior (figure 3).433 The map was usually accompanied by descriptions
detailing the island’s beautiful climate, prodigious agricultural output, and strategic
position just off the Gulf Stream between Western Europe, North America, and the West
Indies.434 By the mid-seventeenth century, the Blaeu family atlases, in particular, had
become an international production and distribution operation; “a European project that
involved…networks of monarchs, ministers, map makers, merchants and mathematicians
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for whom geography and cartography were routes to state knowledge.”435 It had
become—and become known by contemporaries as—an outlet to showcase some of
Europe’s finest cartographic work. Charles Withers has argued that, from surviving sales
catalogues and library records, the Blaeu atlases reached the Dutch, German, Italian,
English, Scottish, and Italian markets; it was prized both by Europe’s richest families as a
luxury item, and by its various diplomatic corps and colonial companies for its sweeping
presentation and knowledge.436 In France the Sanson family and in England Herman Moll
based some of their work on the Blaeu maps. While it is difficult to draw too much of a
conclusion from two atlas series, the inclusion of Norwood’s plan in both books does
nonetheless suggest the circulation Norwood’s map achieved over the course of the
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.437
A century later, Verville and Verrier may have been influenced by Norwood’s
successful application of this method in his own planning at Louisbourg. In 1724-25, they
laid out plots for Louisbourg residents around Louisbourg Bay. The plots broadly
ascribed to the same principles the Norwoods had practiced: roughly equitable land
acreage (when accounting for immediately useable land versus marshland that required
drainage), and road and water access within relatively easy reach of the town center.438
Again, the precise degree of influence is impossible to measure, given that French settlers
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in the St. Lawrence River Valley had divided their land along similar lines. But the two
corps engineers likely would have been aware of Norwood’s successful work.439
A more direct influence can be inferred between the Norwoods and the broader,
gradual development of a cohesive British new town framework. In the 1640s
Shaftesbury, as a governing member of the Somers Isles Company, would have been
deeply familiar with Norwood’s Bermuda work. Indeed, he may have been involved in
directing Norwood to execute the latter’s 1662 Bermuda survey, and used the information
provided in preparing his own ordinances for the grand model layout in Carolina and
especially at Charleston.440 After two largely unsuccessful settlement efforts in Carolina,
in 1670 Shaftesbury, now also chief governor of the Somers Isles Company, brought
experienced landowners from Bermuda and Barbados to Carolina to finally jumpstart the
latter’s growth. Carolina proved to be a popular destination for Bermudians; Andrew had
been part of a much smaller minority who had emigrated to New York. Indeed,
Norwood’s Bermuda plan and Shaftesbury’s Carolina Plan shared similar characteristics:
equitable agricultural land tracts with water and road access tied to grid-based towns (the
latter albeit only partially implemented in seventeenth-century Bermuda). In that sense,
then, Charleston and the grand model could be understood as constituting at least a
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partial, conceptual offspring community of Bermuda. Shaftesbury Carolina plan, in turn,
influenced subsequent private efforts in Savannah and Philadelphia, and later state-led
schemes through the Board of Trade and the Board of Ordnance.441

A Metropolitan Colony and its Transatlantic Influences

In late 1671, as Andrew Norwood began working with Jacques Cortelyou to lay
out and develop Staten Island, on the other side of the Atlantic Vauban had ordered his
protégé Benjamin de Combes to transform Dunkirk into one of France’s new stateplanned metropolitan colonies. Vauban hoped to turn the strategically located, but
difficult-to-control privateering community into a major port town that would instill
English and Dutch awe and control all mercantile trade through the Channel. Examining
Dunkirk’s rise and fall is important for several reasons. Its transformation into one of
France’s most impressive Atlantic towns—a metropolitan colony—required the
application of an international—albeit overwhelmingly Dutch—set of urban port
planning principles, highlighting Colbert and Vauban’s willingness to copy and improve
what they and their surveyors had deemed to be the best methods, irrespective of their
national origins. Dunkirk’s initial success (as well as at its sibling towns of Rochefort and
Brest) also led Vauban to send Combes on a mission throughout the French Atlantic
world and even beyond to replicate Dunkirk and the metropolitan colonies’ most useful
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components. Finally, examining Dunkirk’s demolition under Anglo-Dutch control
between 1713 and 1727 provides us with valuable insight into how Marlborough’s early
British state-led urban planning network sought to better understand Vauban’s methods
and even begin to reproduce them elsewhere.

Dunkirk: A Model for Export?

From the late sixteenth century onward, control over Dunkirk shifted between Spain, the
rebellious Spanish Dutch provinces, France, and even England. Dunkirkers themselves
took advantage of this fluid authority to develop a semi-independent privateering
economy centered around its sea channel, le canal du havre, and its complex series of
protective strands and dangerously shallow approaches.442 Concerned both about shoring
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Figure 4: Michel Florent van Langren’s Canal Marianne: first proposed by the Dutch planner in
1653, it would not be realized until French Dunkirkers constructed it in 1715. Iterations of it later
appeared in proposal form elsewhere in the French Atlantic. See Description particulière du grand
changement que la sable ou banc de Mardyck a fait depuis l’an 1624 jusques au temps present 1653
(Brussels: François Schovardts, 1653), 1–5. A presumably earlier manuscript version is held at BnFCP, GED-6166.

up Dunkirk’s defenses and enhance its mercantile economy, in 1637 Spanish King Philip
IV’s government had turned, ironically, to their few remaining Dutch allies for guidance.
Recognizing Dutch expertise in port town development, they asked Michel Florent van
Langren to offer solutions.443 He proposed to construct an enormous canal several miles
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inland from the Channel, connecting Dunkirk with its neighboring suburb of Mardyck.
His “Canal Marianne,” named in honor of Philip IV’s second wife, was intended to
protect and service Flanders’ merchant fleet and the Spanish Armada, drain surrounding
marshland and drive Dunkirk’s westward growth, and threaten nearby English and Dutch
ports (figure 4). Philip IV’s advisors, however, instead chose to expand neighboring
Graveline’s harbor, a scheme which quickly soured. Costs soared, and construction
stopped after Spain’s disastrous loss to the Dutch navy in the 1639 Battle of the
Downs.444
After France captured Dunkirk in 1645, Mazarin, too, turned to Dutch expertise in
attempting to transform Dunkirk. In August, he asked Balthazar Gerbier, one of Holland’s
most creative urban thinkers and polymaths, to submit his ideas. In collaboration with the
well-connected Jean François Tortarolis and Jean Vanden Broek, superintendent of
finances of Holland, they proposed a new type of structure “which had not yet been
practiced in France”: a series of sea forts to protect the town and its harbor (figure 5).
Erected far out onto the strand, each tower would possess cannon facing three hundred
and sixty degrees and include living spaces for the crew. “This,” Gerbier proclaimed,
“was the fort that Maurice, Prince of Orange would have constructed.”445
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Figure 5: The original
1645 Dutch plan for
Dunkirk’s defense, later
copied and improved by
polymath French planner
Sébastien Le Prestre,
Marquis de Vauban and
his protégé, Benjamin de
Combes at Dunkirk and,
on paper at least, FortRoyal. See “Dessein d’un
fort de bois proposé a
faire devant la rade de
Dunkerque, 1645,”
MAR/D/2/1, AnF-M.

Maurice’s mentor, and most likely the actual inspiration for Gerbier’s design, had
been Simon Stevin, arguably seventeenth-century Holland’s greatest town planner and
inventor. As introduced in Chapter Two, Stevin, as director of Maurice’s waterstaet water
management ministry, had been responsible for much of Holland’s early seventeenthcentury port town development. Apart from sea forts, Stevin had improved, promoted or
experimented with four key port town components that Vauban would later implement at
Dunkirk and elsewhere: the mitered gate, large-scale sluices and canals, inland wetdocks, and beach transport.446
Mitered gates permitted both the construction of complex, large-scale sluices and
deeper, larger inland wet docks (appendix D3). Late fifteenth century discharge gates had
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been relatively simple affairs: one or two sets of doors, aligned perpendicularly to the
canal sides, that were opened or closed to let water levels rise or fall, and to allow traffic
through. The problem with this design lay in the straight, ninety-degree angle of the
doors. At this angle, water pressure gradually weakened the doors, particularly at the
center point where the two doors met. After years of sustained pressure, or after a
particularly bad storm, the doors could break. The mitered gate, however, first designed
and implemented in the 1560s, but not widely adopted until Stevin popularized them
through his Nouvelle maniere de fortification par escluses (1618), instead formed a
chevron- or wedged-shaped door facing the seawater when closed.447 As the seawater
rose, either from the normal tides or because of a storm, the increased pressure would
force “the gates more tightly closed, rather than forcing them open as it would tend to do
if they formed a flat wall when closed.”448 This design shift resulted in a simpler, more
capable, and sound design, and could be built larger and in greater quantity. This design
was implemented in a number of Dutch cities, including Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and
Antwerp.449
However much inspired by Stevin and successful Dutch port towns, however,
Gerbier’s proposal was not implemented. Geopolitical events intervened. In 1652,
Spanish forces recaptured Dunkirk, only to lose it again in 1658 to an allied Anglo-
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French force. England sold the town back to France in 1662.450 From then on, however,
Dunkirk began to feature more prominently in the expanding French state’s urban
planning initiatives. In 1666, as negotiations continued over Rochefort’s plan, Colbert,
Vauban and, from 1671, Dunkirk’s chief surveyor, Benjamin de Combes, laid out their
initial vision for a reimagined Dunkirk.451 The town’s existing fortifications were be torn
down and reconstructed according to Vauban’s latest Trace Italienne bastion framework.
The docks, port, and canal itself were to be widened and strengthened with jetties that
John Armstrong would later describe as of “the Dutch style.”452 The docks and canals
were to consist of large, triangular stone dykes that would rise well above the high-water
market, and internally filled with fascines—long, tightly-bound bundles of brush, wood,
and other dry materials already widely implemented in Holland (figure 6).453 The canal’s
basin, too, was to be designed according to Dutch precedent, using a mortar nineteenthcentury urban architect Edward Cresy described as “made from Dutch tarras.”454 Tarras,
or trass, was a type of pozzolana, a volcanic ash-based material rich in pumice. The
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Figure 6: “Vue des anciennes jettées de Dunkerque,” c.1714, BnF-CP, GED-7355. Armstrong or
Lascelles—or one of their French counterparts—may have been responsible for this exacting cutaway
diagram.

Romans had first successfully developed a pozzolana-based mortar, but it was the earlyto mid-seventeenth-century Dutch who had further enhanced the pozzolana’s underwater
durability, in order to make it much more useful for canal and port construction.455
Apart from the canal itself, Vauban and Combes implemented an intricate grid of
irrigation and drainage streams on Dunkirk’s outskirts known as the criques, intended to
reclaim land for agriculture and potential urban growth to the town’s western flank
(appendix D4).456 He resurrected Gerbier’s 1645 proposal and implemented it almost to
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the letter, ultimately erecting five stone sea forts around Dunkirk’s sea entrance: the large
Risban, and the smaller Château Gaillard, Château Vert, Château d’Espérance, and Fort
Revers (appendix D5).457 Dunkirk’s port was to be completely rebuilt and reconstructed,
incorporating the same Dutch-style inland slipways Cortelyou and his contemporaries
had constructed in Holland and Manhattan, and mitered-gate ship docks (appendix D6).
Vauban and Combes added a modified grid to the east of the existing town (appendix D7)
and enhanced it with stone administrative and commercial buildings and new gardens that
ascribed to Blondel’s cours d’architecture, itself intended to promote royal gloire.458 By
the 1690s, Dunkirk, like Rochefort and especially Brest, had been transformed into a
formidable, aesthetically impressive merchant and military town, a potent manifestation
of Colbert and Vauban’s urban planning program.
Much of Dunkirk’s strong Dutch urban planning influence during this period had
resulted from two factors. Both Colbert and Vauban had long admired Dutch port town
planning practices; Colbert, indeed, had hired Dutch engineers to assist in Rochefort’s
development.459 Too, as had taken place between Colbert and Rochefort’s chief planner,
De Clerville. Dunkirk’s actual development had resulted not merely from edicts
emanating from Versailles, but rather from Vauban’s strong relationship and continual
correspondence with Dunkirk’s chief surveyor, Combes. Combes had spent his youth as
an apprentice of famed Dutch admiral Michiel de Ruyter, and had learned first-hand
Dutch canal, harbor, and land reclamation techniques. In his correspondence, he extolled
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Dutch practices, arguing that their successful port towns demonstrated both the
“maintenance” and the promotion of a “good state.”460 Combes shared Vauban’s vision to
transform Dunkirk into an impressive French port town, but he also shared his mentor’s
attentiveness to adjusting theoretical urban planning practices to the realities of local
geographies and exigencies. In 1679, for instance, Vauban and Combes considered
whether to resurrect Van Langren’s Canal Marianne port idea. But local merchants feared
that the new canal and port system would draw too much on the water table, effectively
beaching their commercial ships during low tide. After discussing and negotiating the
issue between themselves and the merchants, Vauban and Combes decided to re-shelve
the concept.461

Atlantic-wide Replication: The West Indies and England

Pleased with his initial success at Dunkirk, in 1676 Colbert and Vauban placed
Combes on temporary leave in order to send him on an Atlantic tour to advise on the
planning of incipient French state-led town projects in Canada, the West Indies, and West
Africa. His journey would take him to the Québec, Montréal, Fort-Royal, Basseterre, and
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Figure 7: Benjamin de Combes’s urban planning expedition throughout the expanding French Atlantic
world, 1677-78.

Gorée, off present-day Senegal (figure 7).462 Dunkirk had prepared Combes well for this
task; Cresy later described Dunkirk as “the great school for engineers, and present[ing]
more examples for study than any other in Europe.”463 But what had Combes actually
learned? What principles did he take on his voyage?
At Dunkirk, Combes (in consultation with Vauban) had applied, or would apply on
his return, a number of key urban planning practices that later urban planning scholars
would identify as the core tenets of a generalized French imperial urban framework.
Apart from the standard grid, Combes had gained invaluable experience in the
development of port facilities, notably how to best employ canal, dock, wharf, gate, and
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land reclamation systems. He had overseen the construction of the latest bastion-style
fortifications espoused by Vauban, especially the circular bastion fort design, and had
applied (and would continue to apply on his return to Dunkirk) Blondel’s state-approved
architectural principles to Dunkirk’s town center and arsenal.
Combes arrived in the West Indies sometime in 1677, and immediately began
advising Blénac, Patoulet, and the Payens on the best town layouts for Martinique and
Saint-Christophe. He was especially interested in planning Fort-Royal, intended as the
French West Indies’ new capital. Combes’ proposals, completed in March 1678,
evidenced how he had used his accumulated knowledge from Dunkirk and the other
metropolitan colonies in envisioning the Caribbean port town, while also taking
advantage of the opportunities laying out a completely new town afforded (figure 8).464
At the foot of the fortified peninsular promenade he placed an initial grid centered on a
jardin du roi similar to those in Dunkirk’s center. This grid, in turn, faced a large
triangular, dual-use central esplanade. Combes deliberately designed it in this fashion for
two reasons: in peacetime, it could serve as a multifunctional public space; but during
periods of conflict it could provide an open space for cannons to fire without damaging
surrounding homes or barracks.465
Combes proposed a much larger, central town grid to the esplanade’s immediate west.
This grid would possess the parish church, the Jesuit convent, shops, and the homes of
some of the island’s chief landowners, including the Valmenieres, Turpins, and Mareuils.
Their houses, as well as the self-described palais of lieutenant-general Blénac, the
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Figure 8: Benjamin de Combes’s proposal for the laying out of Fort-Royal, Martinique, March 1678.
This map was amended and affirmed by the Comte de Blénac in December 1681. “Project de la ville à
construire au cul-de-sac de la Martinique avec la contrescarpe du Fort-Royal,” 1678-1681, ANOM,
13DFC27A.

barracks, and the fort itself were all to be constructed according to Blondel’s royalapproved architectural principles (appendix D8).466 Recognizing its importance especially
to local soldiers and civilians, he also placed a tavern in the town center.
Combes’s most notable proposal, however, and the one with which he had the most
recent experience at Dunkirk, was to suggest the creation of a canal system that would
encompass the new town. His system comprised three components: a deepening of the
bay’s natural stream to encompass rowboats and piroques—this would serve to protect
them during inclement weather and make it easier to deliver goods and people; a central,
straight canal to receive rainwater from the Pitons du Carbet range, permit transportation
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of goods, and run off effluence; and a tributary, square-shaped canal to provide
freshwater for a new hospital.467 To better protect Fort-Royal, he likely suggested the
construction of a circular bastion cannon tower, much like Dunkirk’s sea forts, except on
land (appendix D9).468 Combes’ proposals for Basseterre were considerably more modest.
He suggested replacing the basic earthen walls with a beach slope-based set of bastions
and walls, much like he was then erecting at Dunkirk.469
His proposals accomplished, Combes left for Gorée, and, ultimately, back to Dunkirk
to resume his duties there in March 1678. He left his proposals with Blénac, the Payens,
and Patoulet. By 1681, however, Combes, Vauban, and Colbert were questioning FortRoyal’s progress. In December, Blénac, who had long resisted what he had perceived as
excessive interference from Colbert, Vauban, and their engineers, was forced to accept in
writing on Combes’s map the surveyor’s “plans, briefs, and directives,” and confirm its
application to Colbert himself.470 Over the next decade, the Payens oversaw both towns’
slow development.
When the Payens’ successor, Jean-Baptiste Caylus, arrived in 1694, he submitted a
progress report to the Ministry of the Marine detailing Fort-Royal’s progress. Applying
the then-standardizing color code of red for completed and yellow for planned
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infrastructure, Caylus noted that the civilian town, as first laid out by Combes, had only
been partially completed; relatively few creature comforts or commercial buildings had
actually been constructed. The homes immediately the bay, the tavern, and the parish had
been completed, as well as the Chapel of Saint-Rochelle and its ornate jardin à la
française. But in other respects, the Payens had dragged along the town’s construction.
They had not built the hospital, and only partially constructed an “irregular canal.”
Returning to Combes’s plan, Caylus suggested that a newer, larger canal be built one that
could “facilitate the transport of materials, peoples, and generally everything necessary
for the establishment and subsistence of commercial life.”471 Throughout the 1690s, he
worked to realize many of Combes’s original ideas designed in Blondel’s architectural
style, including stone buildings, an arsenal, and the canal and freshwater system. In his
diaries, Labat confirmed Caylus’s apparently more determined effort to complete the
town during his work there between 1694 and 1703 (appendix D10).
Why did it take so long for Combes’s original plan to be actually implemented? As
introduced in Networking, the sense of efficient and loyal administration Colbert and
Vauban’s West Indian micro-network evoked was in many ways a falsehood. Both Blénac
and the Payens routinely lost their tempers; in November 1681, for instance, Blénac
accused Germain of violence and insubordination, a charge intendant Dumaitz also
levelled as late as 1690.472 The seemingly elegant state-led network hierarchy also belied
the very real problems of seventeenth-century life in Martinique. Disease and conflict
with indigenous islanders and neighboring European colonists was rife, diverting
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resources away from civilian town development and towards fortifications. On
neighboring Saint-Christophe, continual tensions with the English frequently boiled over
into violence. The Payens’ own material and promotional efforts to develop their personal
influence and interests in the West Indies will be more closely examined in Chapter Five,
Ascending.
Meanwhile, back at Dunkirk, Vauban and Combes had enjoyed more rapid success.
Construction continued apace well into the 1690s, turning the town into a formidable
military and mercantile community. Threatened by Dunkirk’s rapid expansion, the
English and Dutch unsuccessfully tried to capture Dunkirk during the Nine Years War
(1688-1697). Their efforts were not forgotten by Dunkirkers; during the subsequent War
of the Spanish Succession, local vessels captured or destroyed nearly one thousand
Anglo-Dutch naval, mercantile, and fishing vessels. In the subsequent Treaty of Utrecht,
Britain and Holland demanded Dunkirk’s deconstruction. Despite Louis XIV’s offer to
pay two million livres to keep the town intact, Marlborough insisted that his trusted
agents, Armstrong and Lascelles, oversee Dunkirk’s reduction to its mid-seventeenth
century size and influence.473
Armstrong’s first tenure at Dunkirk lasted from the summer of 1712 to 1716, when he
returned to England to assist Richards in the establishment of a formal corps of engineers
and a training program at the Tower of London. He quickly became fascinated with the
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Figure 9: An example of John Armstrong’s
fastidious, increasingly quantifiable
observations on Dunkirk’s complex port, town,
and fortification structure. Between 1712-16,
he oversaw the partial deconstruction of
Dunkirk per the terms of the Treaty of Utrecht
(1713). He used the opportunity to gain
valuable insight into the inner working of
Vauban’s metropolitan colony/pré carré
communities. James Abercrombie and John
Armstrong, Jan. 13, 1714, TNA, SP 76/1.

Dunkirk’s port, canals, sea fort, and land reclamation infrastructure that Combes and
Vauban had implemented. The experience proved greatly educational for Armstrong, who
took fastidious notes (figure 9). While publicly insisting on Dunkirk’s destruction or
reduction, Armstrong submitted frequent, confidential reports back to London detailing in
precise detail the size, scale, and operations of each component Vauban and Combes had
designed, from the layout of the land drainage and reclamation channels to the docks and
sea forts.474
In 1714, as Dunkirk’s deconstruction progressed, local residents and officials
pleaded with Armstrong to permit them some port facilities. When he refused, they took
matters into their own hands. Resurrecting Van Langram’s long-shelved Canal Marianne
scheme, they began construction of an enormous canal and port connecting Dunkirk with
neighboring Mardyck. When the canal opened in February 1715, it possessed the latest
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mitered gates and was sufficiently deep to dock, unload, and protect major merchant and
naval vessels. A painting commissioned to celebrate the new canal showed new merchant
houses already beginning to line its sides, while the sun’s rays conveniently shrouded the
town’s recently-destroyed jetties and sea forts in the background (appendix D11). But the
painting, too, suggested a stability that did not exist. Armstrong angrily complained to
Townshend that French authorities had first tried to bribe him to stay silent about its
construction, and, when that failed, tried to bribe him to prevent its deconstruction. Their
offers failed. In 1717, the British and Dutch ordered the canal to be destroyed.475
While discord over Dunkirk would continue on until the Seven Years War, in 1716
Armstrong returned to England as an expert in how to lay out and develop successful,
strong port towns in the Low Countries and Flanders’ marshy, sea-level topography.476
Nearly a decade would pass, however, before he would be able to apply this accumulated
knowledge. In the early 1720s Townshend, in his capacity as high steward for King’s
Lynn, asked Armstrong to draw up proposals for the redevelopment and expansion of the
Norfolk town and the draining of its surrounding marshlands, known as the Fens. This
was not a small request. The King’s Lynn region had long promised considerable
commercial reward to whomever could drain its extensive marshlands, control its strands
and estuary. Developing the port, too, would provide the expanding British state with a
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strategic town at the apex between the Channel and the North Sea. The region’s
topography so closely mirrored that of the Low Countries that some areas were
colloquially referred to as “Holland.”477 In the seventeenth century, the private
“Adventurers” company had attempted to accomplish these goals. They hired a recentlyarrived Dutch engineer, Cornelius Vermuyden, to execute the project. But despite his best
efforts, by the early eighteenth century King’s Lynn and its environs had again fallen into
disrepair.478
Armstrong’s proposals were published in a 1725 treatise introduced by the
cartographic draughtsman and surveyor Thomas Badeslade. In the Navigation of King’sLyn…with the method propos’d for draining the said fen, and amending the harbor of
Lyn, Badeslade reminded the reader of the importance of learning and improving from
previous models and practices:

It now being our Advantage to learn by other Mens Losses; the Condition of the
Country, before they meddled with it ought to be known; and the Effect each Work they
made had on Navigation and Draining…ought to be thoroughly understood, else the
Schemes of ignorant Men in this Affair (otherwise ingenious) shew, how impossible it is
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for the most expert Artists, to lay down the Method that must be follow’d to reinstate
us.479

Armstrong articulated a three-step reform program, evidently fashioned from
what he had learned at Dunkirk, to reimagine King’s Lynn and the Fens. First, the Fens
were to be essentially ‘reset.’ Most of the existing sluices were be demolished, the sand
silt permitted to drain, and the rivers’ natural floodplains allowed to refill. Second, a
simpler, more effective set of sluices and canals, centered on The Great Ouse, were to be
designed and installed. Finally, the port of King’s Lynn itself would be deepened,
widened, and straightened, and a central dock constructed, similar in design (but not in
scale) to that of Dunkirk, replete with two Dutch-styled inland docks.480 But it is difficult
to ascertain whether Armstrong’s proposals were actually realized, especially in the shortterm. A map by William Rastrick, King’s Lynn’s Presbyterian minister in the 1720s and
1730s, suggested that some improvements to the town and its environs had taken place,
possibly including the construction of windmills and at least one dock, but it appears that
Armstrong’s proposed improvements remained in paper form only.
Armstrong’s arguable failure at King’s Lynn, in itself, would suggest that the
circulation and evolution of urban planning principles in the British frontier and empire
was not taking place. But the King’s Lynn episode belied larger trends towards common
practices. Debates over Dunkirk and Gibraltar, amongst other strategic imperial
communities, in British government and public circles evidenced that both state officials
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and members of the public alike were increasingly interested in planned towns as a means
of empire-building. Nowhere was this so literally expressed as in Savannah. In 1733,
after years of planning and promoting in consultation with trustees including the
Shaftesbury family, MP, private entrepreneur, and ally of the Townshends James
Oglethorpe personally laid out the town’s foundation, the planned capital of his new
proprietary colony of Georgia.481 This plan, with its emphasis on the grid, ample water
and road access, and equitable land allocation, was itself a derivation of the Shaftesbury
grand model at Charleston, and by extension, Norwood’s successful layout at Bermuda.
No less importantly, by the late 1720s and early 1730s, in their capacity directing
the corps of engineers, the Tower of London training facility, and through traditional
influence and tutelage, Armstrong and his patron, the Townshends, had begun educating a
new generation of surveyors capable of implementing and improving town planning
practices in the field. These efforts, alongside such other, related influences as the need to
survey Scotland after the 1747 Jacobite rebellion, would gradually, collectively lead the
Board of Ordnance to attempt to replicate the French state’s urban planning network
framework and practices at Gibraltar in the 1740s and 1750s.

Louisbourg Père and Frère

As Armstrong and Lascelles oversaw the deconstruction of Dunkirk and the
founding of a formal corps of engineers, the French were establishing a new generation
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of colonial towns in an effort to recoup their territorial losses in the West Indies and
Acadia. French officials began re-laying out Cap-François (its first incarnation had been
destroyed by fire) as early as 1711. Louisbourg, initially settled in 1713, began to be
planned in earnest from 1717, closely followed by New Orleans from 1718.482 At least on
paper, these three towns shared and improved on many of the town planning principles
that had been earlier practiced at Dunkirk and Fort-Royal: standard grids with centralized
public squares; canal and irrigation systems for land drainage and reclamation, freshwater
collection, and commercial and naval vessels; easily-accessible wharfs and docks; a
hospital for soldiers and civilians; primary boulevards and secondary roads; and bastion
fortifications. Indeed, these principles were evidently more rigidly proposed for this new
generation of colonial towns: Shannon Dawdy has argued that, by c.1713, “engineers and
architects [had] agreed about [the] basic aspects of la ville parfaite.”483 Perspectival
drawings produced of Cap-François and Louisbourg in the 1717-35 period suggested
remarkable architectural and urban planning similarities between the two towns, at least
in idealized form if not in reality (appendix D12).484 Certainly, this was at least in part the
result of enhanced centralization, networking, and training. The men sent to lay out CapFrançois, Louisbourg, and New Orleans—Beausire de la Grange, Jean-François de
Verville, and Adrien de Pauger, respectively—were all corps engineers, loyal disciples of
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Vauban.485 They all were familiar with Blondel’s Cours d’architecture and understood the
need to convey and promote the king’s gloire, even in exotic environments. To
accomplish these goals, Grange, Verville, and Pauger all entered a process of discourse,
testing, reproduction, and further improvement of a unified imperial urban planning
framework with their superiors and their local environments.
Louisbourg’s construction as a civilian and military town has been studied in
detail largely in isolation by the scholars who were in charge of its partial reconstruction
and management as a Canadian national park from the 1960s onward.486 What has not
been examined, however, is how Louisbourg’s urban planning experience informed the
immediate development of offspring towns, especially that of Saint-Pierre, in the mideighteenth-century French Atlantic. The key to recovering these connections lies in the
state-led surveyor-administrator networks and plans responsible first for Louisbourg’s
evolution, and then in the other communities they helped to establish in the wake of
France’s defeat in the Seven Years War.
Despite the near-constant in-fighting that plagued Louisbourg’s urban planning
micro-network, the town’s civil and military development progressed remarkably well,
albeit slowly, over a twenty-year period, with considerable attention paid to a coalescing
imperial urban planning framework. Its remarkably elegant spatial and functional
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organization resulted from frequent correspondence between Maurepas, Saint-Ovide and
Mézy, and especially the surveyors: Verville, Verrier, Couagne, and Boucher. Their
discourse resulted in a circulation of ordinances, plans, and directives responding to both
visions of the expanding state and its surveyors, and local exigencies, needs, and
tendencies.
Louisbourg had been first haphazardly settled in 1713, but it was not until 1717
that Verville was sent to Île-Royale to bring urban order and gloire to the six hundredstrong settlement. A number of the ordinances he, his successors Verrier and Couagne,
and the Ministry of the Marine would produce over the next decade were designed to
both lay out standardized principles that were simultaneously being applied elsewhere
and to pressure local residents into reconfiguring their properties into the approved grid
and wharf structure. In 1722, following negotiations between Verville, Saint-Ovide, and
the Ministry of the Marine, a more comprehensive ordinance was enacted, calling for the
full implementation of a now more-unified imperial framework similar to that then being
laid out in New Orleans, and already well-developed at Fort-Royal. These guidelines
proposed clearly-ßzoned residential, commercial, fishing, and military divisions; offices
for the lieutenant-governor and other staff; several planned jardins à la française, a
hospital; and a large quay, esplanade, fishing facility, and careening area with a mixture
of moles and Dutch-style docks (the latter outlined in a 1734 Verrier plan).487
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Figure 10: Gradually forcing local residents into a standardized framework. Étienne Verrier and JeanBaptiste de Couagne, “Plan d’une partie de la ville de Louisbourg, ou est represente en jaune la correction
que l’on peut faire pour le bien public et pour l’arengement des maisons qui sons bons les alignements de
la rue du quay [sic],” LAC-BAC, H3/240 Louisbourg-1726 (NS) [NMC number damaged].

This ideal plan, however, would need to be adjusted to local realities. A 1720s
map either produced by Verville or Verrier suggested how local residents had initially
resisted having to move their properties into the official plan. One area of the growing
town, in particular—the merchants’ quarter to the immediate south of the port—required
additional negotiation. After considerable discussion, Verville, Saint-Ovide, and the
Ministry of the Marine came up with a solution: they issued an official edict disallowing
any future repairs in that block on buildings that did not prescribe to the official plan.
Local residents could continue to live and work in those buildings for the short-term, but
ultimately would need to rebuild elsewhere.488 By 1726, Verrier was drawing up plans for
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new buildings and organization that would gradually replace the old, pre-planned layout
in the block (figure 10). Verrier’s drawing—and the repair edict—represented a novel
way of rectifying top-down plans with local realities. While the zone’s residents and
merchants ultimately had to move, it provided for a more gradual relocation period with
relatively little disruption and, perhaps more importantly, a means of dealing with future,
similar scenarios.489
But this method apparently did not work everywhere. The powerful fishing
industry had set up its storage, processing, and careening buildings as they best needed
along the major quays, without much attention to Verville or Verrier’s grand plans.
Efforts to get them to move their operations into the surveyors’ grid failed. After much
stress, Verrier and Couagne ultimately simply zoned off the area and let it evolve as the
fishermen required.490 This experience would not be forgotten, especially by Couagne’s
apprentice son, Michel.
Much of Louisbourg’s actual development was undertaken by Couagne. Although
Verrier, as the chief corps engineer at Louisbourg, usually took sole credit for the
numerous plans and drawings his team produced, Couagne was at least partially
responsible for many buildings and structures’ actual design and execution.491 The
buildings he helped Verrier to create—both ultimately realized and those that remained in
proposal form only—evidenced careful attention to French baroque architectural
principles and aesthetic that, while functional, conveyed an elegant yet precise Cartesian
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order, promoted the gloire of Louis XV, and closely ascribed to the increasingly unified
and elegant architecture then being increasingly practiced throughout the French Atlantic
world.492 Nowhere was this perhaps more explicitly connected than in Verrier and
Couagne’s 1741 proposal for the porte de Maurepas: “[The Maurepas gate will
incorporate] four fleurs-de-lis…that will sit on the top of the gate, and worked in white
stone from Rochefort.”493
Some of the projects Jean-Baptiste worked on throughout the 1720s and 1730s
included Louisbourg’s magazin aux vivres, incorporating such refinements as large
windows, symmetrical stone fronts, a large jardin à la française, and a Dutch-style
tarras-lined drainage canal (appendix D13).494 In 1726, the team began planning
Louisbourg’s extraordinary hospital, complete with a two-story cupola that rivaled any
found in the French Atlantic world, and soon began work on similarly ornate citadel,
which incorporated barracks, government offices, and residential suites (appendix
D14).495 In 1724, Couagne was believed to have personally led the design and layout of
Mézy’s residential complex, a suite of buildings that included stores, counting rooms, and
an elegant two-story house with a quay-facing front entrance that set the architectural
tone for other, subsequent buildings.496 Michel would likely have begun his
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apprenticeship around 1738. As a consequence, he would have assisted his father and
Verrier (alongside Verrier’s son, Claude) in the development of the new soldiers’
barracks, the laying out, design, and construction of a large agricultural estate in the
settlement clusters on the north shore of Louisbourg Bay, and in a new hospital wing
incorporating an enlarged kitchen.497
In 1739, the Couagnes also became involved in an effort to build a new, larger
internal port system to protect and service Louisbourg’s growing mercantile trade and
naval flotilla (appendix D15). Much like the system of inland canals and docks
constructed in parts at Dunkirk a generation previously (and first imagined by Van
Langram even earlier), the surveyors’ plan called for closing off a cul-de-sac inlet to the
town center’s northwest with a series of mitered locks and jetties. The man-made basin
could then be used to greatly expand Louisbourg’s existing port in both peacetime and
during conflict and enhance opportunities for expanding the town north.498 Despite the
plan’s promise, it was never executed in practice, as evidenced in a 1758 depiction of
Louisbourg by the departing French.499
The ornateness of these plans, even if not always realized, reflected a broader,
further evolution of an imperial urban planning framework. Towns were no longer
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expected to merely possess the ‘basics’: a relatively standardized grid layout, port
facilities, town and country lots, and central squares, administrative buildings, churches,
and markets. They needed to more fully express the gloire of the king, and, by extension,
that of the nation. Verrier’s 1731 depiction of Louisbourg presented a town that was, on
paper at least, as impressive than Rochefort, itself only fifty years old. The church,
hospital, and government offices, all designed out-of-proportion to Louisbourg’s actual
population size and desolate surroundings, deliberately evoked the town’s real and
symbolic importance to France and its aspirations to become an even more important port
than Rochefort, Dunkirk, or Brest. Such visions were by no means limited to Louisbourg.
Of its sibling towns established around the same time, Cap-Français was aspiring to
become the “Paris of the West Indies,” while New Orleans was being criticized in France
for failing to meet similarly lofty expectations.500 Nor was this trend limited to French
Atlantic towns. Contemporary Philadelphia was then becoming known throughout the
British Atlantic as a commercial and social success; a trend Oglethorpe kept in mind as
he laid out Savannah in 1733.501 Such a development reflected the deepening aesthetic,
economic, strategic, and social unification of French and British towns on both sides of
the Atlantic world.
Jean-Baptiste Couagne died in 1740. The Ministry appointed Michel into the
official army ranks while he gradually assumed some of his father’s responsibilities. After
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Louisbourg’s capitulation in 1745, Michel was repatriated to France. Just over a year
later, he returned to the St. Lawrence River Valley where he worked at Québec and
Montréal.502 He executed extraordinarily detailed studies of both towns. His map of
Montréal, in particular, highlighted his appreciation for its layout and architecture,
especially of the Hôtel de Vaudreuil and the Palais de Monsieur Begon.503 In 1754,
Couagne returned to Louisbourg to oversee the town’s continued redevelopment,
refortification, and expansion, a task cut short by its second, final capitulation to the
British in 1758.
On his second forced return to France, Couagne settled in La Rochelle and
authored comprehensive accounts of Louisbourg, Québec. He also penned his thoughts
concerning the establishment of a new town at Spanish Bay, Île-Royale, as well as on the
need for further training, professionalization, and centralization of engineering surveyors
specializing in town civil and military planning, design, and administration.504
At the Treaty of Paris in February 1763, France ceded to Britain all of its
mainland North American territories, save for the tiny, bleak islands of Saint-Pierre and
Miquelon off Newfoundland’s southern coast. France had been permitted to retain the
islands in order to continue to use traditional fishing grounds, known as the “French
Shore,” earlier protected in the Treaty of Utrecht.505 In the Treaty’s wake, Minister of the
Marine the Duke of Choiseul moved to reestablish France’s Atlantic colonies outside of
the West Indies. He approved new settlements at Saint-Pierre and Miquelon, Kourou, in
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Guiana, and Port Saint-Louis, in the Falkland Islands.506 Ultimately, only Saint-Pierre
would survive.
Only months after the Treaty of Paris was signed, Choiseul appointed Couagne as
the chief surveyor of Saint-Pierre and Miquelon, in charge of laying out its new towns
and assisting its governor, François-Gabriel d’Angeac, in setting up an administration and
an economy.507 Choiseul’s choice had been a deliberate, carefully considered one. He
envisioned Saint-Pierre as Louisbourg’s direct successor; the new home base for France’s
Gulf fishing and merchant industry, and, eventually, for naval vessels as well. To
establish this offspring town, Choiseul needed officials with longstanding experience and
knowledge of the region, its geography and economy, and of local relations.
When Couagne arrived at Saint-Pierre in 1763, he would have recognized a
familiar landscape. The islands’ geography closely mirrored that of Louisbourg and ÎleRoyale. A cul-de-sac harbor, roughly half the width of Louisbourg’s, dominated SaintPierre island, and was protected by several islands. Elsewhere on the island existed
several small, protected bays, notably the Barachois, potentially suitable for
development.508 Miquelon, while rockier, possessed a large, natural low-sweeping
coastline suitable for laying out a new town, and a unique ‘lake’ formed by its proximity
to smaller Langlade island.
Couagne soon set to work laying out Saint-Pierre, relying on a then-advanced
triangular survey of the island’s area.509 His proposed plan certainly aspired to Choiseul’s
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vision to establish a new Louisbourg; for Saint-Pierre to “become a considerable
commercial entrepôt.” (figure 11)510 He selected the northern, largely flat shore of the
island’s bay where, much like Louisbourg’s Rochefort Point, an adjacent low rocky
peninsular promontory would help protect anchored ships. He laid out a uniform grid,
only breaking it near the shoreline where fishing buildings were to be erected. In the
town’s center he designed a government block, itself modeled on Louisbourg’s
administrative zone, incorporating the magazin aux vivres, government office, officers’
barracks, and the offices and residences of the comptroller, chief administrator, and
Couagne himself (appendix D16).511 Although his architectural drawings have been lost,
his surviving colored map and his earlier experiences, as well as those of his father,
suggested that the buildings would likely have been duplicates of those built at
Louisbourg. His dock design, too, would have mostly likely ascribed to the design his
father and Verrier had earlier erected.512 Interestingly, Couagne did not attempt to
micromanage the spatial organization of the fisheries district. His proposal instead
suggested that he had learned from his father’s failed efforts to organize the fisheries’
layout at Louisbourg along its master plan’s rigid gridlines. Instead, recognizing how
fishermen had already begun to construct buildings in a layout that suited their needs
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Figure 11: Lessons learned and practices refined in Louisbourg’s offspring town of Saint-Pierre. Michel de
Couagne, “Plan de la ville de l’isle St Pierre,” Sep. 13, 1764, ANOM, 05DFC7B.

rather than that of a grid, he simply zoned off a relatively large area for them, without
further instruction as to their arrangement (appendix D17).
Couagne’s proposals also extended beyond the new town itself. In September
1764, naval commander Poulin de Courval had observed the arrival of French merchant
ships from Saint-Domingue, Martinique, and elsewhere with concern. The extensive
work required to develop Saint-Pierre’s port had only just begun.513 Needing to unload
their shipments of coffee, sugar, cotton, and other essential goods, the ships soon
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overloaded Saint-Pierre’s small harbor.514 Another, more permanent solution was clearly
needed to be found to better encompass the hoped-for transatlantic trade.
In response, Couagne devised a possible solution. He pulled out his father’s codesigned but never realized 1739 plans for a creating a new port at Louisbourg through
the locking off and channeling of an existing bay.515 In late summer 1765, he proposed to
apply the same method on Miquelon’s Barachois, turning its water basin with Langlade
into a vast protected harbor.516 Miquelon itself could then become an expanded port
facility for neighboring Saint-Pierre proper, facilitating the docking, unloading, and
protection of merchant and navy vessels, and promoting Courval’s hope that the new
town, like Louisbourg before it, would form an important stop along the triangular trade
route between the French West Indies and the metropolitan colony port towns of France’s
Atlantic coast. Couagne’s facility would also involve the construction of a reinforced
canal and jetties using the same Dutch-designed waterproofed wall design applied by
Vauban and Combes at Dunkirk, and evoking Van Lagram’s Canal Marianne of a century
earlier (figure 12).517
On paper, at least, Couagne’s proposals for Saint-Pierre and Miquelon represented
the gradual evolution of a standardizing framework that had been first negotiated at
Rochefort and Dunkirk, reproduced and tested at Fort-Royal and other West Indian
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communities, and further refined and expanded at Louisbourg. Couagne himself had
seemed to recognize his place in this evolution, as evidenced by his 1760-1761 reports
discussing the importance of purposeful design in the French Gulf towns (especially
Louisbourg’s fisheries) and the need to further professionalize urban surveyors.518 Other
imperial officials, too, recognized his experience. In the winter of 1767, just after he
returned to France to assist in the administration of Île de Ré, Couagne was asked by the
governor of Guiana to travel the colony in a desperate effort to shore up the failing Korou
settlement.519 It is unclear, however, if he actually travelled there.
Much like his predecessors’ experiences at Louisbourg and Fort-Royal, local
events revealed both the difficulties involved in actually realizing this imperial urban
framework on a precarious, distant landscape caught up in global Anglo-French tension,
as well as the utility of its relative simplicity. In 1767 French officials, arguing that SaintPierre’s purpose was principally as a fishery, suddenly removed nearly eight hundred
Acadians, many originally from Louisbourg, who had settled in and around the town.
Although this decision was reversed the following year, it temporarily damaged SaintPierre’s development. Acquiring raw materials proved to be a perennial problem: echoing
Louisbourg’s experience, Saint-Pierre found itself persistently without sufficient timber
or stone.520 Despite Couagne’s ornate, exacting plans to turn Miquelon into a major port
facility, his designs, like those of his father, were ultimately shelved. The reasons are
unknown, but it may have been a result of its 50,000-livres proposed
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Figure 12: Like father,
like son: the further
evolution of a key urban
planning framework
component at
Louisbourg (JeanBaptiste de Couagne),
and its offspring town,
Saint-Pierre (Michel de
Couagne). Note the
system’s similarities to
Dunkirk. Top: Étienne
Verrier and JeanBaptiste de Couagne,
“Plan et profils…,”
LAC-BAC H3/250
Louisbourg-1739 (NS)
[NMC number
damaged]; Right:
Michel de Couagne,
“Project pour le
rétablissement du canal
de communication entre
la baie de Miquelon et
le port de cette île,”
Aug. 1, 1765, ANOM,
05DFC9B.
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cost, the Ministry of the Marine’s larger difficulties in establishing new colonial towns in
an Atlantic increasingly dominated by Britain, or, more likely, both.
Nevertheless, Saint-Pierre’s tribulations also demonstrated how the framework
had become a relatively sustainable, coherent set of urban planning guidelines. By 1776,
Saint-Pierre’s population and infrastructure, while small, had stabilized. It possessed
nearly two thousand inhabitants, eighty-nine shops, seventy-nine stables, seven bakeries,
and two forgeries, all organized largely according to Couagne’s original interpretation of
the imperial urban framework.521 Two years later, the British burned down Saint-Pierre,
only for the town and the archipelago to be returned to France in 1783. Saint-Pierre
suffered repeated British attacks in the 1790s, before being abandoned by both countries.
Finally, in 1815, under the terms of the 1802 Amiens Treaty and Napoleon’s
imprisonment on St. Helena, France regained control of the islands.522 On his arrival in
1816, the new commandant, Jean-Philippe Bourilhon, was tasked by the Ministry of the
Marine with rebuilding Saint-Pierre and its fisheries.523 After inspecting the original
town’s site, he declared that Couagne’s original layout had been ideal, and ordered the
construction of the new town on the existing lines. Much of its original layout and
organization remains intact to the present day, even though many of its buildings have
been rebuilt multiple times.524
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Parent and Offspring Towns in the Atlantic World

Recent urban historians have recognized that analogous imperial urban planning
frameworks were applied with increasing frequency in the eighteenth-century French and
British Atlantic worlds. But they have not adequately explained how such models and
practices actually evolved over time and space, especially between imperial sites.
Increasingly formalized hierarchal networks of administrators and surveyors proposed,
tested, reproduced, and improved practices on a town-by-town level on both sides of the
Atlantic. Across multiple sites and in conversation with one another, they gradually
developed a relatively standardized set of practices that were at various times partially
codified or disseminated at many sites through correspondence, ordinances, maps, and
statistics.
This evolutionary process can be reconstructed through surveyors’ increasingly
global lives: their professional journeys and field experiences from one community to
another. Concepts proposed or practiced at an initial parent town were then re-proposed,
applied, or improved at other offspring towns. Through these networks’ transnational
efforts, many of components scholars now identify as essential to French and British
imperial planning frameworks matured, from equitable grid plots to central, public
administrative and commercial squares, and port and dock facilities.
This chapter cannot examine the activities of every surveyor operating in every
imperial urban planning micro-network. It does not explore the contemporaneous
influence of successful and failed planned new or reimagined communities in the St.
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Lawrence River Valley, West Africa, or East Florida, for instance.525 But the experiences
of the increasingly state-led surveyor-administrator networks who are analyzed in this
chapter provides us with a valuable paradigm through which to begin to understand how
this broader evolutionary process occurred through trial-and-error, copying and
reproducing, and multidirectional, multi-sited discourses between local surveyors and
administrators and their superiors in France and England.
The Norwoods were by no means the only early modern surveyors to experiment
with and reproduce equitable land grant plotting in the seventeenth-century Atlantic
world. The idea itself had medieval origins and was simultaneously practiced as part of
the seigneurial system in the St. Lawrence River Valley. Richard Norwood may have
been influenced by schemes in Ulster. But his particular emphasis on providing fair water
and road access to all plot holders proved particularly effective. Bermuda’s success,
acknowledged by contemporaries, evidently helped the Norwoods’ careers and especially
Andrew Norwood’s efforts to re-apply and further develop the approach on Staten Island.
During his lifetime, Richard Norwood’s Bermuda proposal became popularized and
circulated amongst European political and merchant families through its multiple
printings, leading his son, Andrew to reap the family’s name in his own, later proposals in
New York. Bermuda’s strong connections with the Carolina colony through the
Shaftesbury family, too, likely influenced their grand model’s focus on equitable town
and country land granting as well. In turn, the Oglethorpe plan’s recognized derivation,
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especially that of Savannah, from Charleston and the grand model, suggested that
Norwood’s Bermuda plan at the very least constituted a distant relative of both. An
examination of the Shaftesbury and Oglethorpe family libraries could articulate further
links between the Norwoods, Shaftesbury, and Oglethorpe.
Andrew Norwood’s experience in Staten Island reflected the transnational nature
of imperial urban planning discourse: the sharing and improvement of fundamental
concepts. His collaboration with Jacques Cortelyou, a faithful pupil of Descartes’
geometric, mathematically-ordered urbanism, highlighted both Dutch emigres’ broader
civil and military planning involvement in England and its fledgling empire, and English
interest in Dutch port town planning.
As Andrew laid out and managed Staten Island’s development, Vauban’s first
generation of protégés were fanning out across the Atlantic world and beyond through
both private- and increasingly state-led projects. Their purpose was multifold: to bring
what they perceived to be ‘civilized’ urban order to frontier environments; to enhance the
king’s gloire and France’s prestige; to increase economic profitability, especially via
mercantile shipping and fishing; and to centralize authority, especially (although not
exclusively) that of the expanding state. Individuals like Combes and the Payens
experimented with and reproduced grids, port facilities, central squares, and
administrative, military, and commercial infrastructure in France’s pré carré/metropolitan
colony frontier towns and in the new villes of the French West Indies. Combes, in
particular, was enamored with the role canals, docks, and locks could play in enhancing
urban productivity and efficiency. His improvement, application, and reproduction of
these systems, so important in port town design and land reclamation, resulted in their
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inclusion (at least on paper) in a number of subsequent French imperial town plans. In his
on-the-ground testing, application, and discourse of urban planning practices (always in
conversation with Vauban) in locales as diverse as Dunkirk and Port-Royal, Combes, too,
reflected an appreciation for Dutch port town planning and broader European urban
planning ideas.
The work of Vauban and such talented subordinates as Combes drew the attention
of Marlborough and his allies, who were eager to learn more about French, Dutch, and
other European practices. Through such operations as the joint Anglo-Dutch
deconstruction of Dunkirk, Armstrong, Lascelles, and other engineers gained valuable
knowledge concerning how to better develop new or reimagine existing towns within
particular geographical environments. While Armstrong’s own, immediate efforts to
reproduce Combes and Vauban’s Dunkirk infrastructure at King’s Lynn largely failed, his
deep involvement in the earliest iterations of state-led training would both result in and
reflected a new generation of British surveyors capable of implementing civil-military
town plans throughout the expanding empire.
In the French empire the basic tenets of a unified imperial urban planning
framework had become broadly accepted by the mid-eighteenth century. First under
Verville, and especially under the direction of Verrier, Couagne, and Boucher, Louisbourg
became one of the most visible and arguably successful representations of this
framework. Despite in-fighting between officials and the region’s harsh climate, the town
largely developed according to plan. But actual practices continued to evolve as
surveyors and administrators moved from one town to another through an increasingly
formalized civil bureaucracy. Verrier, Couagne, and Boucher responded to Louisbourg’s
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growth, the increasing economic and military demands imposed on it, and the egos of
varied administrators with a flurry of building proposals and practices. Alongside
simultaneous projects at Cap-Français and New Orleans, Louisbourg’ surveyors
demonstrated that, at least in some respects, the imperial town could become as
sophisticated and impressive, if not more so, than some of its European Atlantic
counterparts. The grandeur they aspired to achieve evidenced the gradual unification of
French and British towns and planning networks and guidelines across the Atlantic
through deepening, formalizing multidirectional connections.
Couagne’s son and apprentice, Michel, carried his father’s lessons on to
Louisbourg’s offspring town, Saint-Pierre. In the period between 1763 and 1766, he
sought to recreate the destroyed port town on a windswept, remote island off
Newfoundland’s southern coast. His plans and experiences at Saint-Pierre reflected the
increasing uniformity and centralization of imperial town planning and the surveyors
charged with bringing them to life. Saint-Pierre’s frequently-interrupted establishment
and subsequent expansion during the tumultuous decades between the Seven Years War
and the American and French revolutions shed valuable insight into the successes and
failures of developing an imperial urban planning framework. On the one hand, the
survival of his original plan through decades of strife, violence, and evidenced the
framework’s remarkable utility. By the mid-eighteenth century, the fundamentals—grids,
port facilities, centralized squares, shops, and administrative facilities—had been
repeatedly tried and tested. The framework’s relative simplicity meant that it could be
fairly quickly rebuilt even after repeated fires, expulsions, and periods of abandonment.
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Developing and imposing cohesive imperial urban planning frameworks,
however, also posed a number of inherent problems, of which only some could be solved
through local flexibilities. As the maps in this chapter have shown, grids may have
provided a mathematically- and aesthetically-elegant, clean order for administrators,
especially those back in France or Britain, but they rarely reflected local geographies or
exigencies. As Verrier and Couagne’s dealings with local merchant and fishery
communities at Louisbourg had demonstrated, residents frequently resented being forced
into costly frameworks designed for aesthetic appearance and the king’s gloire as much
as to centralize and bureaucratize civil and military administrative authority. Couagne’s
decision to simply zone off, but not otherwise organize or interfere with a sizeable plot
for Saint-Pierre’s fisheries evidenced lessons his father had painfully learned at
Louisbourg. Realistically, then, if surveyors sought to successfully lay out a community
that would satisfy both directing colonial interests and local inhabitants and geographies,
they needed to conceive of standard urban planning practices as guidelines, not edicts.
No less importantly, surveyors’ maps and proposals stood out for what they did
not show. The trend towards standardizing cartographic symbols and practices resulted in
clean, supposedly mathematically-accurate maps that could easily be understood,
analyzed, controlled, and deliberated upon by a range of officials, especially those back
in France or Britain. In so doing, none of the plans examined in this chapter articulated
how colonial towns actually threatened or disrupted nearby indigenous settlements or
peoples. Combes and the Payens’ exacting proposals for Basseterre also completely
belied the chaos and violence that frequently broke out between French and English
settlers—a tension that resulted in the town being repeatedly burned down. The canal
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systems at Fort-Royal and Dunkirk that Combes had so earnestly introduced to, amongst
other tasks, carry away effluence (and which were reproduced, at least in part, in such
later towns as Louisbourg) likely did little to actually control disease or protect
freshwater from contamination. No less importantly, surveyors frequently exaggerated
depictions of new or young colonial towns to accentuate the community’s appearances,
mercantile and military strength, and scale in the eyes of officials and especially to
promote or extoll the king’s gloire. In the first draft of his 1717 study of Cap-François,
for instance, Grave depicted a small, but evidently growing town. But in the finalized
version, he embellished it to show a bay full of merchant and naval vessels, soldiers
marching along the esplanade, and suggested the civil town’s supposedly large scale by
adding a large church steeple, enlarging the houses along the quay, and extending their
number on either side (appendix D18).
Surveyors’ maps and proposals also conveyed a false sense of administrative
order. In reality, none of these urban planning micro-networks functioned anywhere near
as intended. Richard Norwood found himself out of a job only months after his initial
proposal and had to return to England to clear his name and find work. Andrew’s
seemingly equitable Staten Island layout masked the political upheaval that resulted from
the almost absolute power vested in New York’s proprietary governor. The Payens and
Patoulet spent much of their time competing with Blénac for local authority and for
Colbert’s attention. Louisbourg developed largely according to plan despite its
administrator’s infighting, directly motivating Michel de Couagne to pen ideas for the
reform and further centralization of town surveyors working for the expanding,
coalescing French imperial state. But his ideas fell largely deaf on an administration
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primarily concerned not with imperial urban planning reform, but rather with imperial
competition with an increasingly hegemonic Britain.
As this two-part section has suggested, surveyors’ global lives, and their roles as
expert mediators, evolved alongside the development of imperial urban planning
frameworks. Colonial assignments provided them with new opportunities to reinvent
themselves, to advance their professional and personal lives to a degree that may have
been more difficult to obtain in France or Britain. In Chapter Five, Ascending, we will
examine how French and British surveyors took advantage of these expanding and
diversifying opportunities to enhance their career and personal status, prestige, and
influence. Ultimately, they enjoyed mixed success. While often achieving local wealth
and authority, they usually struggled to receive real, lasting recognition from high state
civil and military officials. Nevertheless, the imperial urban planning experience proved
to be an important moment in surveyors’ broader ascendancy as a respectable career, and
eventually, as a profession.
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Ascending: Surveyors’ Evolving Status

In November 1750, the Board of Ordnance chastised James Montresor. While the
Board was “well satisfied with [him] & at no cause at present to question his integrity,”
they reminded him that “if he forms projects and designs though they may appear ever so
useful, yet if they have no money granted by Parliament,” then certainly they could not
pay for them.526 In the preceding year, Montresor had repeatedly submitted ornate
proposals for a number of civil and military infrastructure projects and, in some cases,
bills for projects already undertaken without the Board’s prior approval. Montresor was
by no means the only surveyor then seeking to promote himself to the Board and other
officials. On the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, Virginia governor Robert Dinwiddie
complained to his North Carolina counterpart Arthur Dobbs that a contemporary of
Montresor named Dalrymple was “not very modest in his repeated dem[an]ds. You must
keep him at a proper distance, other[wise] he will be too assuming, and I fear is not liked
in y[our] province.”527
Surveyors began ascending as a socioeconomic group in the late seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century French and British empires. They aspired to shed their craftsmen
origins to become recognized as professionalizing upper military and civil service
officials with the privileges and influence those classes increasingly enjoyed. Expanding
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empires—whether resulting from private or increasingly state-led initiatives—provided
them with new opportunities, flexibilities, and dynamics in which to improve their
wealth, influence, and social standing.
In an effort to realize these ambitions, French and British imperial surveyors
strove to imitate the lifestyles and influence of their more established military and civil
service brethren. They sought important titles and ranks and constructed increasingly
lavish, highly-visible personal estates in the towns they had laid out. To help furnish
these dreams surveyors, like many other imperial officials, took advantage of their
colonial position to embezzle funds, manipulate maps and plans, and slavishly promote
their talents and loyalty to superiors in Versailles and London.
Their efforts, however, often met with mixed results. A lack of consistent pay,
recognition, official training, and promotion motivated surveyors as much as personal
ambition, ego, and debt. The Payens, Verriers, Couagnes, and Montresors struggled to
resolve their aspirations with the realities of the still-deeply hierarchical societies which
they inhabited. While they were often able to successfully amass wealth and authority in
their immediate imperial environments, they found it significantly more difficult to
translate local ascendancy into real influence or recognition with and relative to the
military and civil service professions, at least until the Seven Years War. Their struggles,
nevertheless, gradually paid dividends. By the end of the eighteenth century, they had
more firmly entered the upper official military and civil ranks and were enjoying some of
the benefits these then-professionalizing paths provided. These foundations, in turn,
proved essential in surveyors’ more earnest professionalization in the nineteenth century.
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Professionals, Expert Mediators, & Imperial Careerists

Robert Dingwall has admitted that the professional was and remains a difficult
concept to define and has no agreed “checklist.”528 Broadly, professionalization is the
process through which a group of individuals possessing a shared skillset gradually unify
into a “collective social mobility.”529 Through the creation of formal and informal
institutions, organizations, and networks, and the codification, standardization, and
adjudication of members and practices, professionals seek to control access to and the
quality of their privileged knowledge and skills. In so doing, they strive to elevate the
reputation and status of their discipline, themselves, and their income and other benefits.
The idea of conceiving disciplines as “professional” before the nineteenth century
is contentious. The concept in its more modern sense—i.e., with established
qualifications, requirements, responsibilities, and privileges—did not develop until the
late eighteenth century at the earliest.530 Nevertheless, there is a utility in retaining the
professionalization paradigm in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century scholarly analysis.
Early modern contemporaries described certain respectable “callings”: the church, the
law, and medicine, as “professions.”531 Even where they lacked formal standards or
qualifications, these disciplines traditionally possessed an influential position in
socioeconomic life; a respectable path for members of the upper and even gentlemanly
classes to pursue.
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The growth of the French and British states from the late-seventeenth century
onward catalyzed a fitful expansion in what was classified as a profession to incorporate
the official army and navy ranks and the civil service.532 While by no means meritocratic,
the military and civil services gradually underwent fundamental processes of
formalization: developing official ranks, salaries, paths to advancement, training
institutions and qualifications, and tying themselves to the success and authority of the
state. They exhibited their growing professional status through material wealth and
sociopolitical influence.533
But for much of the eighteenth century, the professionalizing French and
especially British military and civil service classes did not recognize their surveying
brethren as equals.534 As late as the Seven Years War, for instance, regular British
military officers continued to scoff at their Ordnance surveying corps brethren as scarcely
more than skilled tradesmen, pejoratively calling them “Mr.” rather by their Ordnance
rank.535 In 1756, the Duke of Cumberland, captain-general of British forces in North
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America, quipped to his superior, Lord Loudoun, “[W]ould a Vauban or a
Coehorne…have come a Captain or a Subaltern in an [British] American service?”536
Surveyors aspired to become fully recognized and respected members of the
professionalizing military and civil services classes. To realize these goals, eighteenthcentury surveyors especially strove to implement and exhibit many of the tangible and
intangible symbolic, material, political, and cultural manifestations of more traditionallyrecognized professions: official ranks and corps, academies and colleges, institutions and
societies; and diversified real estate investment. They even sought to cultivate the
trappings of gentlemanly life and leisure—elegant residences, household possessions, and
ornate gardens.537
While surveyors’ professionalization is generally accepted as a nineteenth-century
phenomenon, historians of cartography and geography have increasingly recognized its
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century origins, and, increasingly, empire’s facilitating
role.538 Expanding empires created an array of new or reimagined jobs, responsibilities,
and privileges unavailable or restricted at home in France or Britain.539 Simon Schaffer
and David Hancock, amongst others, have articulated how empire gave rise to “gobetweens,” enterprising middlemen and -women who developed increasingly lucrative
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Figure 1: Inset of Adrien de Pauger, “Carte particulière du flevue St. Louis dix lieües au dessus et au
dessous de la Nouvelle Orléans [sic],” 1722-23, NL, Ayer MS Map 30, No. 80 (and series).

interlocutory positions as merchants, bankers, knowledge-brokers, and surveyors.540
David Lambert and Alan Lester have described many of these go-betweens as “imperial
careerists,” those who made it their careers to learn about and operate in colonial
environments, often (but by no means exclusively) for the state or commercial
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interests.541 Imperial projects afforded surveyors and merchants what Miles Ogborn has
described as increasingly favorable “conditions of actions”—the sum of processes,
pressures, opportunities, risks, and privileges within and outside of their control—that
permitted them to gradually reinvent and elevate their professional and personal lives.542
Eric Ash’s conception perhaps best describes late seventeenth- and eighteenthcentury surveyors. He termed such careerists as “expert mediators,” specialists possessing
sought-after, increasingly abstract technical knowledge. In domestic and imperial projects
alike, expert mediators operated in a managerial, advisory, and occasionally creative
capacities between the practical laborers and artisans from whom they wished to be
distinguished, and the wealthy, influential private and state patrons whom they aspired to
become. As imperial town planning projects multiplied, demand for expert mediator
surveyors increased.543 On paper, at least, this improved their conditions of action.
Surveyors sought to use these enhanced opportunities to promote themselves, their
quality of life, their status, and to formalize and protect their careers. In some respects, at
least, they were relatively successful, especially in the immediate colonial environments
they helped to create.
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Real Estate

In 1721, the young Adrien de Pauger, clutching a self-copied version of Vuaban’s
planning principles, arrived at the mouth of the Mississippi River to survey and lay out
the new town of New Orleans. Described by Shannon Dawdy as a “proud” man of “great
confidence,” Pauger quickly but efficiently laid out the town in a precise grid. On the
opposite river bank, he allocated the most valuable lots to top administrators, military
officials, and, most importantly, to himself. He positioned his estate directly overlooking
the town he had planned, and immediately adjacent to governor Jean-Baptiste Le Moyne,
Sieur de Bienville. After Pauger’s premature death in 1724, his successor, Pierre Baron,
erected a grand two-story house for himself on Pauger’s land, which he appropriately
named l’Observatoire. Baron’s name choice was evidently deliberate: he and his
predecessor had clearly desired authoritative views of the town they had planned, and, as
importantly, sought approval and respect from both Bienville and New Orleans’s
residents (figure 1). On maps Pauger, Baron, and their successors submitted to Maurepas,
they deliberately highlighted their estates on the cartouches, listing it in selectivelycurated keys which included the governor’s residence, the military arsenal, the
comptroller’s office, the town gardens, and the naval and fishing port.544
Pauger and Baron’s efforts to express their real and imagined status through their
personal residence was not unique. French and British surveyors often used colonial
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Figure 2: Inset of François Charles de Bexon, “Plan de la ville et du fort Royal relative à l’état des
projets de 1785 et à celui des bâtimens tant civils que militaires appartenants au Roy qui y est joint,”
1784, ANOM, 13DFC407A. (39) is the Palais of the governor; (41) is the chief surveyor’s estate.

assignments to erect elegant, even impressive houses for themselves. They strategically
positioned them to maximize their public profile, exude their desired, if not actual
professional importance and personal wealth, and provide themselves with excellent
visibility into their community’s daily socioeconomic life. As importantly, surveyors’
care in underlining their homes’ physical, spatial, and symbolic dimensions and location
vis-à-vis the residences and offices of the governor and comptroller on official,
supposedly neutral and exact maps was intended to convey to both local and
geographically-distant superiors their significance to the success of new and reimagined
imperial urban planning projects.
In his initial 1678 grand plan for Fort-Royal, Combes did not assign a specific
location for the surveyor’s residence and office.545 But important clues nonetheless
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existed. In 1686, Combes and the Payens had designed and constructed Blénac’s ornate
residence, which Combes had described as “the palace,” in middle of the cul-de-sac, inbetween the center of the main town grid and the esplanade leading to the fort itself.546
Caylus’s 1698 proposal, which had focused on those parts of Combes’s original plan that
the Payens had failed to execute (in yellow), suggested that that Blénac’s block had been
completed (in red).547 Survey maps completed by François Charles de Bexon in 1784
confirmed that the surveyor’s house had been positioned immediately facing the
governor’s residence. If Caylus’s zone map was correct, then the surveyor’s house was
likely constructed during the 1680s. But even if Caylus, and not the Payens, had actually
constructed the house, its positioning nonetheless constituted a confident, even brazen
effort to evoke the surveyor’s real and symbolic importance to Fort-Royal’s survival, as
well as their secondary responsibility, first established by Colbert and Vauban, to provide
intelligence and gossip concerning the governor’s behavior for the Ministry of the Marine
(figure 2).548
What might this house have looked like? We know that Combes and the Payens
had designed Blénac’s residence as an elegant raised two-story stone house ascribing to
Blondel’s architectural principles, with two side wings and a staircase entrance that
required visitors to climb up to reach the front door (appendix E1). This elevated style
conveyed the governor’s importance and, by extension, the king’s gloire; provided him
with sweeping views of the rest of the town, esplanade, and fortress; and evoked a
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Figure 3: Andrew Norwood’s estates (in red)
ultimately comprised much of Staten Island’s
northeastern tip (facing Manhattan), and were
immediately adjacent to those of the
governor. Inset of Benjamin J. Sacks,
“Andrew Norwood’s Staten Island, c.16711680.”

unifying continuity with French domestic architectural norms.549 The complex also
eventually included approach gates and at least one large outbuilding. From Bexon’s
1784 survey, it was evident that the surveyor’s residence would have been nearly as large
and attractive, at least by the mid-eighteenth century. Although it did not possess the
governor’s residence’s wings, it was slightly longer in length, either single- or two-story,
of similar stone construction, and incorporated two outbuildings and its own well. Its
entrance was dominated by a jardin à la française, and the other side of the residence
faced the central esplanade and the fort.550
Little is known about the house of the Payens’ contemporary, Andrew Norwood.
No textual or visual descriptions of his home have survived. Andrew Norwood’s Staten
Island, however, the reconstruction of his plan for the island introduced in Chapter Four,
recovers the size, scale, and geography of the lands he owned. When Governor Lovelace
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appointed Norwood as Staten Island’s surveyor in July 1672, he had awarded him some
of the island’s land. This would have been significant to Norwood for several reasons.551
First, at one-hundred and fifty acres, it was three times larger than the lands owned by his
father Richard on Bermuda, and one of the island’s largest individual assignments. This
increase, then, reflected the Norwoods’ relative socioeconomic ascension. Second, the
land was ideally situated. It comprised some of Staten Island’s most fertile soils, directly
faced Manhattan across the Hudson, and was relatively protected from Atlantic storms.
Like that of the Payens (and later Pauger and Verrier), Norwood’s estate was also
immediately adjacent to that of Lovelace. In 1676, Lovelace’s replacement, Andros,
awarded Norwood an additional two hundred and forty-seven acres from Lovelace’s
estate. Andrew now controlled nearly four hundred acres, or, in other words, most of
Staten Island’s northeast tip (figure 3).
The Payens’ and Norwood’s contemporaneous efforts to position and size their
estates relative to that of the local colonial leaderships both materially and symbolically
reflected surveyors’ aspiring socioeconomic position within these new communities. As
artisans or craftsmen in France or Britain, they would have found it difficult to purchase
significant arable lands, or to construct a large personal residence in such close proximity
to the manorial estate. But as they laid out towns in geographies new to European eyes,
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surveyors were taking advantage of their position to reserve some of the most strategic
and lucrative lands for themselves. In late-seventeenth and early-eighteenth-century
Virginia, for instance, geographers themselves had banded together, taking advantage of
their expert mediator position to elevate their socio-economic position relative to the
colony’s civil and military leadership and assume control of some its most fertile lands.552
Surveyors’ enhanced confidence, recognition, and rank in the eighteenth century
was reflected in their personal residences’ increasingly large, central, and impressive
estates. At Louisbourg, Verville had constructed an initial wooden-frame house in the
1717-20 period. But it would be his successor, Verrier, who would use his position to
erect a more permanent, grand residence. Like his counterparts in Fort-Royal, Verrier
positioned his estate adjacent to that the lieutenant governor and the comptroller in a
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central, highly-visible area of the town. He faced it onto Louisbourg’s principal
intersection: the junction where the Rue Royale and Rue Toulouse met.
Verrier designed his house to impress and influence visitors and competing
administrators alike. Like the houses and the offices of the lieutenant-governor,
comptroller, and hospital, Verrier’s two-story L-shaped main home was constructed of
stone to resist Île-Royale’s harsh, windy winters. It incorporated one of Louisbourg’s
most lavish geometrically-ordered gardens, slave quarters, Verrier’s planning office,
storage, and a large water basin and well. Altogether, it assumed a large portion of the
square grid block (figure 4).553
On its own, Verrier’s house would have been impressive by any standard, even in
France itself. But he evidently designed it to be larger and, in some respects, grander than
Figure 4: Inset of Étienne Verrier, “Partie de la ville de Louisbourg,” 1735, ANOM, F3/290/49.

that of other administrators with whom he competed for authority and influence. His
main residence, constructed in 1730, was certainly deliberately designed to be larger than
Mézy’s house (which Couagne had designed in 1726). Including their offices,
outbuildings, and slave quarters, the two properties were roughly equal in size and
stature. His property was also more impressively-designed than those quarters he
constructed in 1733 for the king’s commander and officers at Île-Royale’s second town
of Port Toulouse, as well as at Saint-Jean (appendix E2).554
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Figure 5: The interior of Étienne Verrier’s estate, Louisbourg (reconstructed). From Susan Young de Biagi,
Louisbourg: A Living History Colourguide (Halifax, NS: Formac Publishing Company Ltd., 2010), 26–27.

Verrier’s efforts to recast himself as a member of Louisbourg’s uppermost class
extended to his house’s interior as well. High ceilings protected large bedrooms and a
dining room, living room, wine cellar, kitchen, surveying and planning office. All were
appointed with elegant French, West Indian, and New England furniture, linens,
upholstery, rugs, tapestries, wood trims, porcelain, and art (figure 5).555 Such level of
refinery would have been relatively comparable to Louisbourg’s leading merchants,
Mézy and even, to some extent, that of Saint-Ovide. Linda Hoad later concluded that
Verrier’s residence was more “desirable in fact than the Governor’s quarters in the
Château St-Louis.”
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As Verrier deftly constructed his luxurious estate at Louisbourg, on the other side
of the Atlantic James Montresor was erecting his own handsome estate at Gibraltar.
Surviving maps and proposals suggested that, unlike Verrier, Montresor did not blatantly
promote his personal residence on official maps submitted to the Board of Ordnance.
Indeed, no scholars had identified or seriously examined his residences, their
organization, or their symbolic and material meaning. Chapter One, Seeing Like a
Surveyor, used three-dimensional GIS modeling and visual and textual archival evidence
to conclusively identify and partially reconstruct Montresor’s two Gibraltar residences as
they would have existed during the administration of Humphrey Bland.
Recovering his house’s location in three-dimensional space, in combination with
his correspondence with the Board, revealed much about how Montresor perceived—and
wanted others to perceive—his status in mid-eighteenth-century Gibraltar. In the 1740s,
the vast majority of the town was contained on a relatively flat, elongated esplanade of
land on the western base of the ‘Rock’, Gibraltar’s infamous promontory and fortress.
Montresor, however, chose to build his house on a ridge on the northeast corner, near the
thirteenth-century ruins of the Moorish Castle. In so doing, he physically elevated himself
above much of the rest of the town. This achieved several aims. From his estate,
Montresor possessed commanding views of the rest of the town, the navy and
commercial harbor, and the approaches and fortifications with mainland Spain.
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Figure 6: Three-dimensional reconstruction of James Montresor’s personal residences (in yellow),
highlighting their strategic placement in late 1740s Gibraltar. Digital model created in QGIS with three2js
plugin by Benjamin J. Sacks.

Symbolically, he placed himself at a higher elevation than Bland (who resided nearer the
port at The Convent), Gibraltar’s army and navy officers, and some of the town’s leading
merchants (figure 6).
The house’s strategic position was corroborated by two near-contemporaneous
primary sources. In 1780, Montresor’s successor, William Booth, completed a series of
paintings from the surveyor’s residence.556 They confirmed the GIS estimation of the
house’s commanding viewpoint, suggesting that, from the roof at least, one could see
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Figure 7: The view from the rear of James Montresor’s estate, showing both part of his garden and the
elevated building structure. Henry Sandham, selected sketches, c.1828-35, from “Lot 681: Corfu and the
Ionian Islands, Gibraltar and Spain,” Bonhams, Mar. 22, 2004,
https://www.bonhams.com/auctions/11166/lot/681/, accessed Jun. 1, 2018; accessible at “The People of
Gibraltar,” http://gibraltar-intro.blogspot.com/2015/11/1820-henry-sandham-sketches-1.html, accessed Jun.
1, 2018.

dozens of miles into Andalucía. From the other side of his residence, Montresor would
have been able to observe much of the town’s daily socioeconomic life and even
activities at The Covent itself.
Further evidence concerning Montresor’s estate’s size, visibility, and features can
be gleaned from Henry Sandham’s 1820s sketchbook. At least two of his forty drawings
depict the surveyor’s house. They highlight the estate’s elevated position on the northeast
corner of the town, its two tall stories rising above neighboring rooftops. No evidence
survives detailing the house’s interior, but Sandham’s second drawing provided valuable
insight into his backyard. In Gibraltar’s tight, highly-contested real estate space,
Montresor had apparently found sufficient land to construct an ornate rear balcony,
replete with two ionic columns, and a beautiful Mediterranean garden. In so doing,
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Figure 8: John Montresor’s Belmont House, Faversham, Kent. Photograph by Margot Finn,
http://blogs.ucl.ac.uk/eicah/belmont-house-kent/, accessed Jun. 30, 2018.

Montresor evidently intended to convey upper military- or civil service-class, or even
gentlemanly credentials. Like Verrier, his garden and balcony suggested to passers-by
and visitors alike that he possessed leisure time in which to practice botany or relax
(figure 7).557
Montresor’s son, John, shared and even exceeded the residential tastes of his
father and his father’s contemporary, Verrier. As surveyor-general of North America
during the 1760s and 1770s, Montresor spent vast sums on personal estates. He
purchased an island on the east side of the Hudson River (which he humbly named
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Montresor’s Island) and constructed a large home there. Little is known about the
residence, except that in 1771, he commissioned John Singleton Copley, then one of
colonial America’s most popular artists, to execute portraits of his wife and himself,
which he had hung in his home (see figure 9).558
In declining health and in near-constant infighting with general Henry Clinton, in
1778 Montresor retired to Britain. There, he embarked on a real estate spree, purchasing a
townhouse in Portland Place, one of late eighteenth-century London’s more exclusive
addresses. But he saved his most lavish purchase for the Kent countryside. In 1780,
Montresor purchased Belmont House overlooking Faversham and the Isle of Sheppey.559
Over the next decade, he turned the residence into a vast estate, and hired the wellregarded architect Samuel Wyatt—who had most recently completed a major overhaul of
Doddington Hall and overseen the partial demolition of Herstmonceaux Castle—to
rebuild and expand much of the house.560 Wyatt executed the rooms in the neoclassical
style then favored in British country aristocratic homes (figure 8).561
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Corruption

How did such surveyors as the Payens, Verriers, Couagnes, and Montresors pay
for their increasingly visible and luxurious estates? Like many colonial officials, they
took advantage of their interlocutory position, the flexibilities and, to some extent,
confusion of imperial life, and relationships with superiors to embezzle, ‘skim’ funds
assigned to civil and military infrastructure projects, colluded with contractors, and hid or
manipulated key information from maps and proposals.562
Official pay remained a persistent problem for surveyors in the late-seventeenth
and eighteenth-century Anglo-French Atlantic world. The Payens repeatedly begged for
Colbert to release more funds to them. I “continue to beg with respect to the
impossibility…with my two brothers to realize the work if our appointments are not
increased and we are not paid.”563 More requests followed in February 1683 and October
1687.564 A generation later, Verrier was paid a handsome 3,600 livres per annum in 1724,
roughly one-third the official salary of the comptroller-general.565 This nevertheless
clearly bristled the chief surveyor, for he, as we learned in the previous section, would
consciously construct his home to be larger and more ornate that of the comptroller.
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Verrier deftly manipulated his proposal to trick the Ministry into paying for a
much larger personal estate than they had initially promised. In December 1730, he
submitted a proposal for a small, single-story home, to be built on the foundations of
Verville’s old wooden house and attached to a much larger set of royal stores. In the
attached letter, he estimated 6,000 livres—or just under twice his annual salary—to
complete what he modestly referred to as his “lodgings.” This distinction was important,
for by proposing ‘modest lodgings’ firmly attached to necessary stores, Verrier fulfilled
the Ministry’s mandate for surveyors to live within their means. With the approval in
place, Verrier then moved ahead with his vastly more elaborate residential plans,
evidently intending only to submit the bill and a new map once he had finished both the
house and other major projects, including the lighthouse.566
The Ministry was shocked when, in 1735, Verrier submitted the bill and
accompanying maps to them, exhibiting a large estate with lavish gardens rivaling the
comptroller-general’s estate. Local residents, including the successful merchant Joseph
Lartigue, who had likely been irritated by Verrier’s pretensions, complained about its
“magnificence.”567 Verrier, for his part, blamed the contractors. The Ministry decided not
to pursue Verrier or the contractors for the costs: “It is altogether surprising that the cost
of the house for M. Verrier to live in, reckoned by him at 6,000 livres should have risen
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to 28,945. They should have seen to this and reported to him of what was going on. In
future, they will be held responsible.”568
At a total price of 28,945 livres, the house had cost six-and-a-half times its
original estimate, and eight times as much as his annual salary. Apart from the excuse he
provided to the Ministry, several additional factors strongly suggested that Verrier was
colluding with the contractors, both to enhance the size and scale of his property, and
more generally to skim off for himself a portion of the funds allocated for each project.
First, his predecessor, Verville, had been well known for his earlier collusion with the
contractors Isabeau and Ganet to profit off of the construction budget.569 Second, in the
same period as his estate’s construction, Verrier submitted the lighthouse’s bill for
twenty-six thousand livres, nearly double from his initial, approved estimate of fourteen
thousand livres. No explanation was provided for the lighthouse overrun.570 Third, by the
1730s, Verville had begun to slip in his annual financial accounts, which he excused as
being forced to provide too many initial estimates.571
Did Montresor similarly trick and embezzle to enhance his salary and fund his
estate aspirations? That is a harder question to answer. In 1754, “With the Pay of
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Director,” the Board of Ordnance wrote, Montresor would have been paid a minimum of
twenty shillings, or one pound a day, totaling at least three hundred and sixty-five pounds
per year.572 This salary estimate is reasonable, given that, when he was promoted to the
position of chief engineer in the “Expedition to Virginia,” he was paid an additional ten
shillings per day for the first three months (to the end of December 1754), for a grand
total of £577.6.0.573
What kind of lifestyle would an annual income of between £400-£500 per year
have permitted? Likely a fairly comfortable one. Robert Hume has estimated that this
income of, individuals like Montresor would have been well above “the middling sort,”
and even upper class, especially by Gibraltar’s standards.574 Like Verrier, Montresor’s
house may have been provided to him as part of his position. Given this income, and the
possibility that his house had been paid for him by the Board, one can only speculate to
what, if any degree, Montresor embezzled.575 But his frequent billing for small, alreadycompleted projects that the Board had not previously been made aware, and which fell
outside of their rigid £2,000 per annum budget allocation for civil and military
infrastructure, does raise questions. In May 1749, for instance, the Board directed a
resident named Plumtre to pay £930.9.0 James Montresor and eight others for “Land
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Service.”576 Not eight weeks later, they approved another bill for £396.16.0, this time for
what James described as “Repairing the Wall of the Coal Yard, the Armourers and
Carpenters Shops &c.” But their suspicions were evidently growing. The £396, the Board
noted, must be deemed and taken as part of the £2000 [officially] allowed to be Expended
this year, and which on no Pretence is to be exceeded.”577 When the Board finally did
award Montresor £8,000 for repairs and new infrastructure in 1751, they felt warranted to
remind him to prevent “great imbezzlements or Devastions [sic].”578
As will be discussed later in this chapter, surveyors finally achieved a measure of
real military status in the years immediately preceding and after the Seven Years War; a
reflection of state officials’ increasingly recognition of their critical expert mediator roles
and responsibilities in imperial administration, development, knowledge-making, and
fighting. These developments spurred surveyors like Michel de Couagne and John
Montresor to even greater aspirations. They both turned to corruption in an effort to
realize these dreams.
As first discussed in Chapter Four, Copying and Improving, in 1758, Michel had
been assigned to La Rochelle following his forced repatriation to France after
Louisbourg’s capitulation. While both there and during his subsequent time as SaintPierre’s chief surveyors, Michel authored several proposals concerning his pay. Noting
his experience at Louisbourg, and that he had “always served with [his] heart for the good
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of the state,” he argued for a modest salary increase for a total of 1500-1580 livres. This,
in itself, seemed appropriate, especially given Verrier’s official salary at Louisbourg.579
But his spending habits evidently outstripped his income. Despite being promoted
to second in command at Île-de-Ré in the early 1770s, he continually complained of
insufficient funds, all the while reminding his superiors that he was in charge of une
compagnie des cadets gentils hommes.580 In 1781, he begged for a thousand livres to
compensate his family and himself for possessions lost at Louisbourg. The timing of this
letter was odd, given that the Couagnes had lost their possessions some twenty-four years
previously. The Ministry was evidently suspicious as well. In its response, it noted that
they normally did not provide additional hardship funds for wives and children whose
husbands worked in imperial service and had sufficient funds for survival. In this
instance, however, the Ministry decided to grant him an additional 650 livres.581 In 1783,
he was appointed lieutenant of Saint-Marc, a small port town in Saint-Domingue.582
Evidently, however, his profligate spending habits persisted. A 1786 report by the Comte
d’Agoult described him as negligent and demanded that his repay his debts.583 He died in
tremendous debt in 1789.
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Couagne’s contemporary, James’s son John Montresor, was even more
outlandish. To pay for his lavish estates on the Hudson River, and especially at Portland
Place and Belmont House, John had siphoned off funds originally intended for army and
ordnance projects, infrastructure, and procurement. His purchase and remodeling of
Belmont in the 1780s, however, brought him to the attention of government auditors. In
1780, Parliament had established the Commissioners for Examining the Public Accounts,
in response to accusations of widespread corruption and embezzlement in the British
armed forces during the then-ongoing American Revolution.584 At the war’s end in 1783,
they directed Montresor to itemize his wartime expenditures. The Commissioners
concluded that, in an effort to recast himself as a high state official or even a noble, he
embezzled some £50,000 to pay for his real estate empire, luxurious furnishings, and
sophisticated lifestyle (figure 9). Despite fighting the charges for the next fifteen years,
Montresor died in Margate debtors’ prison in 1799.585

Maps and Self-Promotion

As the chief urban planning mediators between Ministry and Ordnance officials in
Versailles or London, and local administrators and residents, it was the chief surveyor’s
responsibility to provide theoretically accurate, neutral maps and perspectives on their
town project’s development. This responsibility provided surveyors with their best
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Figure 9: John Singleton Copley, “John
Montresor,” c.1771, Founders Society
Purchase, Gibbs-Williams Fund, Photograph
© 2001 The Detroit Institute of Arts.
Included in R. Arthur Bowler, “Montresor,
John (1736-1799),” DNB.

Image removed
due to copyright reasons

opportunity to promote their talents, successes, and loyalty. In so doing, they hoped,
would lead to promotion, better rank, and higher socioeconomic status.
New or reimagined imperial towns provided surveyors with exciting prospects for
self-promotion. It permitted them a direct line of communication with high private and
increasingly state officials, or even, they dreamed, the king himself.586 Maps were being
used—and being increasingly recognized—as potent forms of self-marketing. James
Oglethorpe’s 1730 map proposal for his Georgia colony, widely-circulated in Parliament
and the clubs lining Pall Mall, was as much self-promotion as advertising for his scheme
(appendix E3).587 Oglethorpe clearly understood and practiced what historians of
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cartography have since come to recognize as the inherent contradiction of ‘cartographic
objectivity’, or the “cartographic ideal.”588 As maps and surveys became increasingly
empirical during the seventeenth and especially eighteenth centuries, so too did their
status as apparently objective, eminently quantifiable mediums through which to
conceive the world and one’s place in it. But maps, like any other form of evidence, are
not objective. They are persuasive, biased, richly-subjective and meaning-laden
documents, reflective not of ‘reality’ but of the motivations, talents, and contexts of their
creators and patrons. Surveyors sought to make their maps appear as “objective” as
possible, whether through increasingly quantified and exacting scale, color, quality,
symbols, and detail, so that they could convince their audience of their credibility, talents,
insight, and knowledge.589 Through applying these supposedly ‘objective’ principles,
surveyors could manipulate maps to serve and promote their own interests as much as
those of their patrons, in the hopes that such work would result in the elevation of their
rank, title, or status.590
Under Vauban’s direction, the Payens’ body of maps both constituted part of and
contributed to a first generation of French cartographic and geographic standardization
towards a cartographic ideal. The Payens’ experimented with and gradually adopted
several common toises scales suitable for West Indian islands, applied a standardized
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project color scheme (red for completed buildings and infrastructure; yellow for proposed
or under construction); and employed a common set of geographic colors and symbols to
suggest various topographical features.
In response to queries concerning the Payens’ implementation of Combes’ grand
1678 proposals for Fort-Royal and Basseterre, the Payens submitted a series of elegant
maps detailing their progress. Their 1682 projection of Basseterre, for instance, suggested
an orderly town, developing under their supposedly competent authority, with ordered,
grid-based streets and a fort that closely ascribed to Vauban’s bastion principles. Its color
scheme, carefully-delineated land division, and precise handwriting articulated a clear,
apparently objective ‘snapshot’ of how Saint-Christophe’s principal town looked and
functioned.591 Through its precise, quantifiable, and standardized appearance, Payens’
Basseterre maps conveyed not only a calm order, organization, and productivity, but also
a familiarity with such contemporaneous new French domestic towns as Rochefort; as if
one was simply a day’s journey from the other.592
The Payens’ Basseterre map, then, conveyed an apparently objective ‘snapshot’ of
the state of the town’s civil and military organization in the early 1680s. But how truthful
was it? Basseterre—and Saint-Christophe—was never a stable micro-colony. Its
diminutive size and divided ownership into two French and one English section, often
resulted in fighting and property destruction. Disease was rampant. There is little
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Figure 10: An untrustworthy map? Marc [and Germain] Payen, “Plan géométrique du Fort Royal de l’isle
Martinique,” April 1686, ANOM, 13DFC42bisA.

evidence to suggest—apart from the Payens’ map, of course—that Basseterre’s bourg
was even functioning in 1682, irrespective of its paper layout.
The Payens presented similar problems in their April 1686 cartographic
submission to Colbert, the Marquis de Seignelay, and Vauban. In a beautiful, preciselydrawn, calculated, and colored map, they depicted a small, but geometrically-pleasing
civil town coming to life. Three gridded main streets connected an estimated forty homes
and shops, all centered around a Jesuit chapel, the governor’s palais, and presumably
facing it, the surveyor’s residence (see “Residences”).593 Their map also stated that the
Combes’s canal system largely had been implemented (figure 10).
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Appearances aside, however, how accurate was this map? What was its intended
purpose? Despite its elegance and apparent accuracy, all executed in accordance with the
standardizing cartographic practices then being promoted by Vauban, it is unlikely that
Fort-Royal had actually become that organized and developed when the map was
produced. In his 1698 examination and review of the state of the town and its
fortifications, Caylus criticized the canal—however much of it as had been completed—
as old and irregular, and highlighted what had not been built: a proper Jesuit missionary,
a hospital, and a much more comprehensive set of stores and homes (appendix E4).
Caylus’s contemporary, the Jesuit missionary Jean-Baptiste Labat, was similarly scathing
in his account: he recounted that residents described the Payens as mediocre, who had
constructed buildings without sufficient quality or attention, and had never bothered to
properly implement Combes’s plan.594
The Payens possessed several motivations for manipulating their maps. First and
foremost, they sought to promote themselves to Seignelay and Vauban. Successfully
doing so, they evidently hoped, would bring the elevated rank, title, and salary they
needed to support and realize their aspirant lifestyle. Second, if Caylus and Labat’s
observations were correct, then they used their admittedly excellent cartographic skills to
conceal and compensate for their lack of engineering talent. But their successors’
opinions, too, must be contextualized. Labat was an ally of Caylus; the surveyor had
promised to construct a proper collège for the missionary. As for Caylus himself, he was
594
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eager to demonstrate his own, supposedly superior talents to Vauban and Seignelay’s
successor, the Pontchartrains.595
A generation later at Louisbourg, Verrier sought to use his cartographic skills to
similar effect. On his arrival in 1724, Verrier already possessed a valuable advantage
over the outgoing Verville: the Ministry of the Marine had already approved of his map
skills and his personality. His maps, which he produced at least annually from 1726 to
1745, epitomized the cartographic ideal: a precise, quantifiable Cartesian geometric order
to which surveyors were expected to aspire. Each map was almost identical to its
predecessor and successor: the same or similar scale, the same colors denoting existing or
proposed infrastructure, the same sense of calm order, control, and natural munificence
which belied the realities of Louisbourg’s isolated location, problematic climate, and
near-constant administrative in-fighting. In so doing, Verrier sought to promote
Louisbourg’s stability, its economic and military success and future potential, and, most
importantly, his own commanding, essential role in realizing these achievements.
Verrier stressed his own importance in other, subtler cartographic ways. On
nearly every master plan produced from 1735 onward, he used four key civil buildings in
which to ground and situate the viewer: the governor’s residence and the royal barracks;
the grand hospital; the residence and offices of the comptroller; and his own estate (figure
11). In so doing, he evidently sought to further cement his position in the eyes of
Maurepas and Vauban’s successor, Claude François Bidal d’Asfeld as one of
Louisbourg’s three most important administrators.
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Figure 11: Étienne Verrier, “Plan de Louisbourg ou on a représenté en couleur jaune les ouvrages projetés
qui doivent se faire pendant l’année 1737 pour la perfection de l’enceinte et de ses dehors,” ANOM,
C11B39/101.

Verrier’s greatest exercise in self-promotion was undoubtedly his 1731 prospect
of Louisbourg, executed with his apprentice son, Claude-Étienne (appendix E5). He
merged both completed and imagined civil and military buildings seamlessly together to
convince his superiors of Louisbourg’s position as an increasingly important and
dynamic French port town, and his own, considerable part in its realization. In his
depiction at least, Louisbourg had ceased to be the frontier town first laid out by Verville.
It had become a proud commercial and social center of a unifying French Atlantic; an
architectural, social, and strategic brother and rival for the metropolitan colony towns of
Rochefort and Brest, Louisbourg’s principal buildings, all designed by Verrier, Couagne,
and Boucher, evoked the king’s gloire and sophistication. Most importantly, it conveyed
to the Ministry and the Verriers’ central role in its maturation, articulating their loyalty,
talents, and the specialized training and experience necessary to achieve such success.
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Figure 12: James Montresor, “Plan of the isthmus, city and fortifications of Gibraltar, shewing the
elevation of the principal public buildings, profils thro’ the two extremitys of the Rock and forts built by
the Spaniards, also the soundings and particular heights of the hill laid down on the plan with several
additional designs for the better securing and defending the place,” 1751, King’s Topographical
Collection (K. Top.) 72.36. Reproduced in Ángel J. Sáez Rodríguez, La montaña inexpugnable : seis
siglos de fortificaciones en Gibraltar (XII-XVII) (Algeciras, Spain: Instituto de Estudios
Campogibraltareños, 2006), 233.

His British contemporary, Montresor, practiced similar cartographic flair. A
decade after Verrier père and frère had completed their Louisbourg prospect, Montresor
submitted a large, beautifully-detailed map to the Board of Ordnance and the Corps of
Engineers. The map constituted a key part of Montresor’s larger campaign to convince
the Board to fund his schemes above and beyond his £2,000 annual budget to develop
and expand Gibraltar’s civil, commercial, and military infrastructure. For the preceding
two years, he had submitted written proposals, only to have the Board reject them on
cost.596 In response, he had turned to his evidently considerable cartographic skills in an
effort to convince them to change their minds and better acknowledge his importance to
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the garrison town. Like Verrier, he blended together existing and proposed structures to
fashion his vision of what Gibraltar should look like.597 He proposed overhauling the
batteries, repairing the Moorish Castle, extending and multiplying the commercial and
naval wharfs and moles, expanding the central hospital and town squares, and
constructing new officers’ barracks.598 Around the edge of his map, he provided expert
architectural drawings for each proposed structure. Like Verrier, through this proposal
Montresor hoped to convince his superiors of his talents and his essential role in shaping
Gibraltar as an important British Atlantic community. Indeed, his map seemed to work
where his previous, written proposals had failed. This time, the Board decided to award
him the funds. But they took care to remind him not to overwhelm them with expensive
proposals or, even more importantly, bills for projects that he had executed without their
prior request or approval (figure 12).599

Impact: A Gradual, Fitful Evolution

This chapter so far has examined some of the material and technical ways
surveyors in imperial urban planning projects sought to improve their socioeconomic
status and promote themselves in the hopes of becoming recognized and respected
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members of the professionalizing established military and civil services. Were their
efforts successful? Did they convince their colleagues, superiors, and the military
establishment? The answer is mixed. Through estate development and undoubtedly
corruption, Norwood, the Payens, Verrier, and Montresor, at least, succeeded in elevating
themselves to their respective communities’ upper socioeconomic strata. Yet their
struggle for broader recognition and acceptance as high military and civil officials
ultimately was a longer process that remained incomplete by the late eighteenth century.
Despite elevating themselves within the towns that they had established or
reimagined, surveyors in imperial service struggled to advance through ‘official’
hierarchies, that is, through the longer-established and increasingly-respected army, navy,
and civil service ranks. While France did establish a formal corps du Génie in the
1690s—indeed one that contemporaries would come to see as prestigious—it had been
developed in parallel to, rather than as an integral part of the existing professional
military and civil services.600 Surveyors complained of the difficulties in having their
corps ranks translated into an equivalent official military grade that was recognized and
respected. When British officials established their own corps in the wake of the War of
the Spanish Succession, they copied both the corps du Génie’s structure and its problems.
In part responding to the self-promotional efforts of the Verriers and Montresors,
amongst many other imperial surveying families, French and British military officials
gradually began tackling these issues. But surveyors would not see many of the results
until at least the Seven Years War. By the 1770s, the best surveyors possessed important
official titles and wielded significant authority. But families like the Couagnes and the
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Montresors still resented what they perceived as continued bias against their discipline
from the upper echelons of the civil and military establishment.
When the Payens arrived at Fort-Royal in the 1670s they possessed no official
military or civil rank, but simply the title ingénieur and a royal commission. Unlike
official army surveyors, whose operations fell under the mandate of the Le Tellier’s
Ministry of War, the Payens worked for Colbert’s Ministry of the Marine. While Vauban
at the department of fortifications oversaw both ministries’ surveying operations, such
civil agents as the Payens did not possess the rank or socioeconomic support their army
counterparts enjoyed. Whatever real status or rank they possessed, therefore, entirely
depended on their patronage relationship with Colbert and Vauban, and in their ability to
use their immediate environments to elevate their position.
Vauban, at least, gradually recognized the increasing demands being placed on
such surveyors as the Payens, and their requests for greater pay and status, even if he
suspected embezzlement and self-enrichment. In 1691, he finally succeeded in
establishing a department of land and coastal fortifications, under his personal control,
that administered a unified corps du Génie. Throughout the decade, he moved to provide
them with more stringent examinations and extensive field training in surveying,
cartography, civil and military planning, and fortifications, although he stopped short of
establishing an official, recognized academy. These developments, especially buttressed
by Vauban’s enormous reputation, both helped to raise the profile of corps surveyors
during the early eighteenth century and bring them more closely under the state’s
watchful eye.601 Such improvements, however, proved too late for the Payens. Marc died
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in Saint-Domingue in the late 1680s; Germain died in 1694. Their replacement Caylus,
however, was a full corps engineer.
Numerous restrictions and problems nonetheless persisted. Because of the corps’
peculiar structure relative to more established army and navy ranks and privileges, civil
surveyors especially found it difficult to translate their title into a more recognizable and
respected military rank. For the majority of surveyors who did not come from the
aristocracy or army, promotion proved to be incredibly slow and rarely, if ever,
guaranteed. At the end of the War of the Spanish Succession, some seventy-five percent
of the corps held a rank lower than lieutenant. Most were never promoted beyond captain.
“[Corps engineers remained simply royal brevet holders, commissioned to perform
certain specific duties by the king,” Roland Mousnier has argued. “They might come to
hold office,” but their chances were greater if they served in a colonial theatre.602
Training, while respected, updated, and increasingly standardized, remained mostly fieldbased. Official academies with entrance requirements and the relevant institutionalized
networks were not inaugurated in France until 1748, when the École du Génie de
Mézières and the École des ponts et chaussées, respectively, were established.603 Salaries,
even if codified on paper, were rarely paid in full, or on time, an issue Michel de
Couagne would later lament while residing on Île-de-Ré. 604
British surveyors experienced a similarly mixed situation during this period.
When Richards, Armstrong, and Townshend had created an official corps of engineers
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under the Board of Ordnance in 1716, they had modeled it on Vauban’s corps du Génie.
Unfortunately, they had also copied its problematic parallel hierarchy in operation with,
but not as an integral part of the established army hierarchy and infrastructure. As with
their French counterparts, British surveyors found it difficult to translate their Ordnance
rank with official, more widely-respected and -recognized army and navy ranks, pay
scales, and privileges. The vast majority who did not possess pre-existing military status
or aristocratic or well-connected blood, then, found it difficult to climb the ranks or
achieve any real social or economic status. Their training, while increasingly
standardized in the corps’ informal Tower of London map rooms (as well as becoming
more focused on studying Vauban and his corps’ methods in the original French) lacked
the weight and qualification of official academic education.605 This problem would only
begin to be rectified with the establishment of the Military Academy in 1741, with
coursework in engineering, surveying and cartography, and civil and military planning.
This was the complicated context in which Verrier and Montresor embarked on
their careers and sought to convince locals and superiors alike of their aspirant status.
Neither had been born to aristocratic backgrounds. Verrier’s father had been an artisan, a
master sculptor. Montresor had been somewhat more advantaged: his Huguenot father
had served with distinction as a cavalry captain under Marlborough in the Nine Years
War, for which was honored with English citizenship. Regardless, neither came from
much wealth, and they both conceived of service in their respective countries’ corps,
especially through imperial projects, as a means to elevate their title, rank, and status.
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Both Verrier and Montresor resented their lack of real military rank. In 1756,
Montresor lamented that as his “poor, abandoned branch” possessed little equivalent rank
or status with official army service, he could not hope to receive the same respect or
privileges.606 But the collective efforts of Verrier, Montresor, and colleagues in the
French and British corps did ultimately begin to pay greater dividends. As the expanding
British and French states found themselves in increasingly global conflict with each
other, especially from the 1740s, they needed imperial surveyors’ talents, knowledge, and
skills more than ever.607 These increasingly technical and global requirements, in turn,
created conditions of action more favorable to surveyors’ own aspirations. In 1744,
d’Asfeld’s successor, Marc-René de Voyer, Comte d’Argenson, finally merged the corps
du Génie into the official military army ranks, including twenty-five available slots for
reserve lieutenant-colonel.608 Analogous improvements soon occurred in Britain, where
in May 1757 corps surveyors and engineers also assumed established army ranks and
titles as well. His complaints aside, Montresor himself eventually retired to England in
some wealth at the rank of colonel.609
But while mid-eighteenth-century surveyor’s self-promotional efforts helped
bring about gradual improvement in title, rank, and recognition, they could also backfire.
We know that Verrier and Montresor’s efforts to demonstrate their importance worked
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well, in part, because their superiors kept them stationed at Louisbourg and Gibraltar,
respectively, much longer than either surveyor had intended. The Ministry of the Marine,
the Department of Fortifications, and the Board of Ordnance came to value the surveyors’
skills, loyalty, personality, and accumulated local experience, knowledge, and networks
too much to promote them back to France or Britain. Throughout the 1730s, Verrier
submitted multiple requests to be promoted back to France.610 All were rejected by the
Ministry of the Marine. Apart from a brief trip in 1743, Verrier would not return to
France from Louisbourg until his forced repatriation in 1747. Montresor similarly
pressured the Board for years before finally being permitted to return to Britain in 1754
by way of a six-month intelligence-gathering operation in France.611 But only months
after his arrival, the Board sent him out into the empire again, this time to the Hudson and
Ohio River valleys. He would not return to Britain again until 1760.612
Whatever progress Verrier, Montresor, and their corps colleagues had made by
the 1750s, however, were not shared by their non-corps assistants. In their respective
efforts to elevate their own rank and status, neither surveyor adequately acknowledged
their aides. Montresor never mentioned his assistants, especially local or non-corps aides,
in his correspondence or on his maps. Verrier was arguably even more protective of his
corps membership and title. While his deputies Couagne, Boucher, and Couagne’s son
Michel were involved in nearly every civil and military project between 1725 and 1747.
Verrier rarely gave them any official recognition for the ideas, usually signing his
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name—and his name alone—on official plans and proposals.613 As practical surveyors
outside the corps, both Couagne and Boucher struggled to gain any proper recognition or
a comfortable income. Couagne spent an extraordinary twenty-three years as a resident
assistant surveyor, but was never promoted beyond the equivalent army rank of a halfpay captain.614 Boucher was similarly only appointed to the same status on Couagne’s
death in 1740, and struggled to obtain any salary increases. 615 After Britain returned
Louisbourg to France in 1756, Boucher became its interim chief engineer, but only until
an official corps surveyor, Louis Franquet, could arrive to take up the permanent post.
Boucher died nearly penniless in 1753.616 Couagne’s son, Michel, escaped this dilemma
only by being appointed to the official army ranks—as a “gentleman cadet in the colonial
regulars”—after his father’s death.617
In the 1780s, John Montresor’s lifestyle and influence reflected both the strides
surveyors in imperial service had made, and the progress still to be attained. He owned
multiple, lavish properties, and held the title of engineer-in-chief of North America. But
he resented that his engineering background had, in his opinion, prevented him from
rising above the official army rank of captain. In 1777, while returning to England from
New York, where he had fallen afoul of general Henry Clinton, Montresor recorded his
anger about what he perceived to be a continued lack of respect and recognition for his
Ordnance service. He bitterly wrote that he had been the favorite of major-general James
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Wolfe, who had been killed on the Plains of Abraham in 1759; had subsequently served
James Murray at Québec, whom he described as “a madman”; and been responsible for
much of New York’s civil and military infrastructure development in the 1760s. As
rebellion in the Thirteen Colonies had spread, he claimed, “Boston was defended by very
Extensive works, with a small Garrison, against the united Forces of America, and no
Established Engineer, for the most part, but myself. Vide Lord Townshend’s several
Letters with his Majesty’s very favourable opinion upon it.”618
Despite Montresor’s self-pity, surveyors had indeed made considerable progress
in official rank and status during the eighteenth century. While they may not have been
recognized by contemporaries as on quite the same level as high-level officials in the
army, navy, and civil services, or certainly the established gentry, they nonetheless held
formal military rank, a number of senior titles, and the best possessed qualifications from
competitive military academies. By the 1780s, three-quarters of the French corps came
from gentil hommes—the nobility and upper social strata. The French and British states
increasingly recognized surveyors’ critical role in imperial projects, especially in civil
and military planning and administration. A 1799 issue of the British military library, or
journal, for instance, praised the surveyor “in preference over the other military
classes.”619
But surveyors’ struggles had been, and in many ways continued to be formidable.
Verrier, Couagne, and Montresor had spent the most productive years of their careers all
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but imprisoned in the towns they were charged with developing. They passed on their
resentment and frustration to their sons. Michel de Couagne strove but failed to pay for
his family’s lifestyle and died in poverty. John similarly perished in debtors’ prison. It
would take at least another generation for surveyors, geographers, and cartographers to
begin to achieve broader social recognition through the development of expanded
academies, better salaries, commercial success, and formal professional societies,
including the Société de géographie (1821), Royal Geographical Society (1830) and the
Institution of Surveyors (1868).620 The Verriers, Couagnes, and Montresors respective
efforts, nonetheless, reflected an important moment in surveyors’ ascension as essential
and respected actors in imperial state-making and town planning.
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Epilogue

Between the 1670s and the Seven Years War, the expanding French state sought to
unify its various Atlantic port town planning practices into a broad, collective imperial
urban planning framework. Ministers began to recognize the important roles imperial
town planning could play in expanding and affirming state authority, reducing the power
of proprietary colonial companies, promoting the gloire of the monarchy, and in
fashioning elegant, ordered, controlled, and quantified space. To accomplish this vision,
individuals like Colbert and Vauban expanded state involvement, established bureaucratic
urban planning networks, official corps of surveyors, and circulated experienced
surveyors between Atlantic sites. By the mid-eighteenth century, the fundamental tenets
of what I have termed as the ville nouvelle framework had been established. Planned port
towns like Rochefort, Louisbourg, and Fort-Royal came to essentially possess the same
urban planning characteristics: port towns protected by deep harbors, promontories, and
hills; grid-based town centers with specific, zoned plots for military, residential, fishing,
and merchant communities; rural agricultural plots; carefully-designed port facilities
capable of handling naval and commercial ship trade and repair; and complex canal and
irrigation systems for public utilities and to improve port size and scale.
This process did not occur in isolation. As the British state continued its own,
fitful expansion in the early eighteenth century, a growing number of administrators and
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surveyors sought to observe, learn from, and even gradually reproduce some of
bureaucratic and planning practice components of this ville nouvelle framework. In
Gibraltar, the Board of Ordnance tried to establish its own formal urban planning
hierarchy broadly modeled on Colbert and Vauban’s structure, and even hired Frenchinfluenced or even -trained surveyors to oversee urban development. Men like Montresor
followed French-established standards, such as color-coding for completed and planned
infrastructure. These efforts, in turn, would eventually lead to the British Board of Trade
and Board of Ordnance launching its own Atlantic-wide effort to fashion a unified
imperial urban planning framework in the wake of the Seven Year War.
This was not, however, a unidirectional, center-to-periphery imperial process.
Unlike what Reps and Home have argued, metropolitan ministers and committees did not
draw up static, master rules to be unquestionably executed by surveyors in Atlantic
frontier towns. The ville nouvelle framework instead evolved over the course of a century
of trans-imperial, multidirectional experimentation, application, reproduction, and
refinement between increasingly state-led networks of surveyors and administrators.
These frameworks constituted less an Atlantic- or empire-wide list of rigid ordinances
than a flexible, cohesive set of practices that, when combined under the expertise of
competent surveyors, could result in economically- and aesthetically-successful imperial
towns that evoked official order, authority, and gloire.
Surveyors in the field, not officials in Versailles, ultimately were responsible for
developing and refining these frameworks. As they moved from one town project to
another, they or their apprentices took their gained knowledge and field experience with
them. Ideally, each offspring town that they created constituted at least a marginal
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improvement over the previous, parent town on which they had worked. Over time,
through this networked, town-by-town process, certain concepts like grids, centralized
administrative zones, protected wharfs, and canal and dyke systems became standardized
in practice, if not in official code, as part of a general imperial framework.
The French state, however, took an increasingly important role in facilitating and
controlling this process. The bureaucratic networks and official corps established by
Colbert and Vauban, and further centralized by their immediate successors, greatly helped
to circulate both surveyors and their accumulated experience between Atlantic port town
projects as the state’s requirements demanded. At various points, Vauban and local
officials alike sought to partially-codify some of these successful practices down on
paper, including in Vauban’s Oisivetés and in Louisbourg’s 1722 ordinance. Nevertheless,
surveyors applied the framework’s principal guidelines in a flexible manner, negotiating
between local geographical and socioeconomic exigencies, state visions, and larger
geopolitical trends.
Nowhere was this evolutionary, trans-imperial process perhaps better expressed
than between Louisbourg and its offspring town of Saint-Pierre. In 1717, the Ministry of
the Marine had sent the state corps-trained Verville to Louisbourg, then an unplanned,
poorly-controlled settlement of some six hundred soldiers and Acadians on Île-Royale.
Within three years, he had drawn up and begun implementing his own version of the ville
nouvelle framework earlier applied in the metropolitan colonies and at Fort-Royal,
amongst other locations. In 1724, after receiving numerous complaints accusing Verville
of corruption, the Ministry efficiently replaced him with the young, talented Verrier.
Verrier and his deputies, notably the Couagnes, would skillfully manage Louisbourg’s
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development for the next twenty years. While following the principal tenets of the ville
nouvelle framework, Verrier and Couagne made localized adjustments as they saw fit to
ensure Louisbourg’s success, appearance, and grandeur. Respected by their immediate
superiors in Louisbourg and by the Minister of the Marine, Maurepas, Verrier and
Couagne were able to promote their own modifications and ideas with relative success,
especially in designing buildings that evoked royal gloire and suggested Louisbourg’s
promise to become an important French town. As a result, while Louisbourg was built
according to then-standardizing ville nouvelle principles, it nonetheless became a unique
town, a negotiated product combining the state’s vision and resident surveyors’ own
ambitions and responses to local exigencies.
At the end of the Seven Years War, the Minister of the Marine, the Duc de
Choiseul appointed Couagne’s son, Michel, himself now a corps engineer, as chief
surveyor to the new colony of Saint-Pierre and Miquelon, some one hundred miles
northeast of Île-Royale. There, he was to use his training in the principles of the ville
nouvelle framework and his extensive first-hand experience under his father at
Louisbourg to lay out and develop the new, ultimately Ministry of the Marine-approved
town plan for Saint-Pierre. Couagne laid out Saint-Pierre as the direct offspring of
Louisbourg. He selected Louisbourg’s best features and reproduced and even improved
on them. He identified, for instance, a similarly deep, protective bay, and laid out a large
grid similar to Louisbourg’s in shape and organization. He zoned for residential, military,
commercial, and administrative requirements, constructing each building in a nearly
identical architectural style as its parent town. Most importantly, perhaps, he copied
Louisbourg’s administrative zone nearly to the letter, creating a unified state plot home to
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the offices of the lieutenant-governor, the comptroller-general, and of course, himself, the
surveyor. But he discontinued certain other features of the ville nouvelle that Verville,
Verrier, and Couagne had previously practiced. Unlike Louisbourg, Michel decided not to
fortify and thereby inhibit Saint-Pierre’s civil town with Vauban-style bastions, instead
preferring to keep the hills open in order to facilitate the community’s long-term
expansion. Learning from his father’s tortured experience, Michel decided also not to
interfere with the powerful fishing community’s particular infrastructural requirements.
Instead of seeking to micromanaging their buildings’ arrangement along the master town
grid, he simply zoned off a large coastal section for them to use and build on as-needed.
Couagne, too, also sought to implement ville nouvelle framework practices that
had been implemented elsewhere in the French Atlantic but not necessarily in
Louisbourg. He resurrected his father and Verrier’s unrealized 1739 scheme to turn one of
Louisbourg bay’s cul-de-sac inlets into a canal-controlled port. In 1765, he proposed a
modified version of it to turn Miquelon’s Barachois into a large, enclosed port for SaintPierre. While the Miquelon plan was never realized, Couagne’s Saint-Pierre project
nonetheless demonstrated the survivability and usefulness of a flexible imperial urban
planning framework. From an urban planning perspective, then, Saint-Pierre can be
understood as a ville nouvelle-based town directly modified and, in some cases improved
from Louisbourg’s urban plan.
There are limitations to narrowly describing the ville nouvelle framework as
‘French’. Reps and Home almost exclusively spoke of national frameworks, national
instructions, and national ideas. Even Johnston and Dawdy, in their respective studies of
Louisbourg and New Orleans, described a French ville régulière or parfaite. But as this
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dissertation has demonstrated, officials like Vauban, Combes, and Verrier organized,
employed, and refined a set of transnational practices and practitioners. They were
especially enamored with Dutch port town planning methodologies; Colbert and Vauban
hired or consulted a number of Dutch-trained or -influenced planners. Some, like
Combes, who had spent his childhood and adolescence in Holland before coming under
Vauban’s tutelage, directly left an Atlantic-wide footprint. Vauban and his surveyors
adopted Dutch-designed mitered gates, slipways, docks, canals and irrigation systems,
and means of refashioning lakes and streams into protected harbors as increasingly
standard practices in their own planned towns across the Atlantic world.
Despite the small size and reach of the English state before the Glorious
Revolution (and even for some decades after it), imperial urban planning practices and
practitioners did nonetheless circulate and network through the English Atlantic, albeit
usually through private initiatives. Recovering the Norwood network is important as it
demonstrated how English surveyors, even without state involvement, began to fashion
their own cohesive, transnational set of urban planning practices, drawn from ongoing
English, French, and Dutch discourses.
By the early years of the eighteenth century, the successes of Colbert and
Vauban’s framework, as expressed in such formidable towns as Dunkirk, had both
impressed and concerned British observers. In the wake of the Treaty of Utrecht, a group
of British military and civilian officials, led by Marlborough, Townshend, and Armstrong,
embarked on a process to establish an analogous state-led urban planning infrastructure
directly modeled on the framework then maturing in the French Atlantic. They founded
their own state-led corps of engineers, established a semi-official training institution,
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employed French-trained Huguenot surveyors and, through the Board of Ordnance,
attempted to establish bureaucratic urban planning networks in those imperial towns such
as Gibraltar under British state, not proprietary company control. These early efforts,
combined with the continued success of and threat posed by such French port towns as
Fort-Royal, Dunkirk, and Louisbourg, gradually led the expanding British state to embark
on a much more comprehensive initiative after the Seven Years War.
In summer 1763, a greatly expanded and empowered Board of Trade, in concert
with the Board of Ordnance, embarked on an Atlantic-wide imperial urban planning
program similar in size and scope to those launched by Colbert and Vauban in the 1670s,
and by the Ministry of the Marine after the Treaty of Utrecht. The Board sent official
corps-trained surveyors to the North American, West Indian, and Mediterranean theatres,
each with instructions to survey new and existing territories and to lay out new or
reimagine existing towns in order to affirm British state authority.621 In Minorca, James
Montresor’s experienced colleague Patrick Mackellar laid out a new port town named
Georgetown, in honor of King George III, to control and enhance British naval authority
and commercial trade.622 In Nova Scotia, Charles Morris began to reconfigure and
expand Halifax from a small naval garrison into a fully-fledged military-civilian port
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town.623 Meanwhile, on nearby Prince Edward Island, Samuel Holland planned the
foundations for a new port town which he named Charlottetown after George III’s wife,
Queen Charlotte.624 In East Florida, albeit in a partially private-backed capacity, John G.
W. De Brahm proposed a number of towns, including New Bermuda, that were ultimately
never permanently established.625 Meanwhile, three thousand miles to the south, James
Simpson and his assistant, John Byres, undertook the survey and planned improvement of
the Ceded Islands—Tobago, Saint Vincent, Dominica, and Grenada. On Tobago, largely
uninhabited since the early eighteenth century, Simpson and Byres laid out the new towns
of Portsmouth and Scarborough. In so doing, they hoped, would galvanize settlement to
the island, affirm the British state’s authority, and jumpstart agricultural production and
mercantile trade.626
Much like the French planned Atlantic port towns of a generation previously,
these new towns shared nearly all of their urban planning practices with one another.
Indeed, their layout reflected the French ville nouvelle framework in both organization
and network infrastructure. The towns they laid out, whether Scarborough,
Charlottetown, or Georgetown, had nearly all been situated in deep-water harbors,
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protected by low promontories and hills, and along key trading routes. They possessed
elegant grids zoned into distinct residential, military, fishing, mercantile, and
administrative districts. From public squares, centered between the town grid and the port
facilities, administrators, comptrollers, and surveyors could observe and mingle with
local church officials and the public marketplace. At Scarborough, canal drains (much
like had been installed at Dunkirk and especially Fort-Royal) brought freshwater down
from Tobago’s central hill range.
In many respects, this trend evidenced the influential circulation of successful
French state-led planning practices, surveyors, and bureaucratic network structures that
had taken place over the preceding fifty years. Mackellar, Morris, Simpson, Byres and
Brahm had all benefited from the French framework. Most had been trained in French
methods through the Board of Ordnance. Mackellar and Simpson had studied first-hand
successful French towns in Île-Royale and Québec, and Grenada, respectively. No less
importantly, the Board of Trade itself seemed resolved to expand itself into a department
rivaling that of the Ministry of the Marine in authority and scale.
Some proprietary colonial urban planning schemes would nonetheless persist in
the post-Seven Years War British empire. East Florida’s planned, albeit unsuccessful
settlement principally was driven by London commercial companies. In 1792, English
abolitionist Granville Sharp established the Sierra Leone Company to resettle freed
slaves. Their planned town, Freetown, gradually grew into a substantive West African
port, albeit one that was directly controlled by the British state after 1808.627 But like the
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Ministry of the Marine nearly a century beforehand, the post-1763 expanding Board of
Trade moved effectively to use urban planning as a means to curtail private companies’
involvement in planning new or reimagining existing imperial towns throughout the
Atlantic world.
French and British surveyors sought to take advantage of these new opportunities;
these increasingly favorable “conditions of action,” to promote their personal and
professional lives. Imperial town projects provided them with dynamic prospects in
which not only to experiment with urban planning practices and guidelines, but to also
reinvent their own socioeconomic position. In Fort-Royal, Dunkirk, and Louisbourg,
individuals like the Payens, Combes, and Verrier recast themselves as members of the
uppermost social strata; critical expert mediators between Versailles and the Ministry of
the Marine on the one hand, and local administrators, merchants, and other residents on
the other. They constructed elegant estates rivalling that of their nominal superiors and
embezzled to enhance their often relatively-small official salary. To market themselves
and support their aspirant lifestyles, these surveyors promoted their talents and expertise
through exacting, even beautiful maps that evoked an impossible “cartographic ideal”
that blended local realities with state visions and surveyors’ own ambitions. From the
1740s, British urban surveyors like the Montresors began to express similar ambitions.
Like their French predecessors and contemporaries, they erected estates overlooking the
towns that they had designed, overwhelmed the Board of Trade with exacting maps and
proposals, and even commissioned self-portraits from some of the leading artists of their
day.
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In reality, however, surveyors’ ascension was a slow and fitful process. The
Payens enjoyed no official military or civilian status, apart from an official appointment
to Colbert and Vauban. The introduction of a formal corps du Génie in 1691, and
improvements in official training from 1698 onward, gradually served to elevate
surveyors in the eyes of their military and civil service brethren. But full military rank
would not be achieved in France until 1748, and in Britain until 1757. Even after this
professional achievement, surveyors like John Montresor and Michel de Couagne would
complain of continuing hardship and disrespect. Ultimately, their professionalization
process would continue well into the nineteenth century.
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Appendix A: Introduction

Appendix A1: (left) The never-completed John William Gerard de Brahm, “New Bermuda in East
Florida, on the south side of St Mary’s River laid out in two divisions,” 1766, The National Archives,
Kew (TNA), MPG 1/187; (right) the completed Amédée-François Frézier, “Plan de la ville…dans la
plaine de St. Louis,” Oct. 18, 1721, Archives nationales d’outre-mer, Aix-en-Provence (ANOM).
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Appendix A2: The spaces of early modern colonial towns took on diverse forms.
Towns usually comprised large agricultural centers, were only partially nucleated, and
often contained multiple settlement clusters (similar to our suburbs and downtown
structures today). Bermuda: Variation of Richard Norwood, Mappa aestivarum
insularum, alias Bermudas dictarum (Amsterdam: Arnold Montanus, 1673), courtesy
Bonham’s, goo.gl/Gwk2c3, accessed Mar. 20, 2018; Gibraltar: Jean Lattré, “Plan du
promontoire de la ville et du port de Gibraltar avec les ouvrages faits depuis le dernier
siège et les lignes construits par ordre de sa Majesté très catholique, pour emphescher
[sic] la communication de Gibraltar avec l’Espagne : levé nouvellement sur les lieux
par l’ingénieur de la place” (Paris, 1756), PUL, HMC01.6426.
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Appendix A3: Louisbourg could even be understood to describe much of Île-Royale (now Cape Breton),
as this 1757 map suggested. It suggested that the few settlement clusters outside of Louisbourg proper
were entirely subordinate to it. This included Port Dauphin and Port Toulouse, neither of which were
included in this map. Indeed, in its 1723-32 edition, the Dictionnaire universel de commerce had
described Louisbourg variously as “une forteresse,” “une île,” and “une principale ville.” See anon.,
“Carte des environs de Louisbourg, ville située en l’Isle Royale pare les 45 degrès 50 minutes Nord
faisant partie de l’entrée du Golfe de St. Laurent,” 1757, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Département
arsenal (BnF-A), MS-6433 (23); “Cap-Breton, ou Louisbourg,” and “Louisbourg,” in Dictionnaire
universel de Commerce, vol. 1 (Paris: Jacques Estienne, 1723-32).
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Appendix B: Seeing Like A Surveyor
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Appendix B1: Using
standardized, digitized, and
georeferenced maps to identify
events not readily visible in
traditional textual historical
analysis. The ‘high activity
zones’, or those areas blocked
in red, are areas where
significant change occurred,
warranting further
investigation. This ascribes to
Richard White and Zephyr
Frank’s, and Peter Bol’s
respective contention that GIS
and spatial history are not ends
in themselves, but rather permit
new analysis and questions.
From Benjamin J. Sacks,
“Harvard’s ‘Constructed
Utopia’ and the Culture of
Deception: The Expansion
toward the Charles River, 19021932,” New England Quarterly
84.2 (Jun., 2011): 286-317, at
312-13.

Appendix B2:
Multidimensional GIS
presents numerous new
means of conceiving of and
researching cities past and
present. From Richard White,
“What is Spatial History?”
Stanford Spatial History Lab
(Feb. 2010): 1-6, at 4-5.
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Appendix B3: Recent hard- and software advances by such firms as Google, ESRI, and AGI have
allowed contemporary cities to be digitized with extraordinary accuracy. Historical city development,
however, remains a harder project, requiring visual and textual, quantitative and qualitative sources.
Princeton University, courtesy Google Earth/NASA/JPL, 2017.

Appendix B4: Three-dimensional contemporary digital image of Gibraltar, looking southeast from just
north of Gibraltar International Airport/RAF Gibraltar. Courtesy Google Earth/NASA/JPL/Ordnance
Survey, 2017.
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Appendix B5: A stylization of the
comparative visual method Joan-Enric
Santacana used to compare plazas Patrick
Mackellar designed during his Atlanticwide career. His technique (2005)
suggested a powerful technique to assess
change-over-time and urban planning
reproduction. See La fundación de
Georgetown, Menorca, 1771 : Patrick
Mackellar y el urbanismo militar británico
(Palma de Mallorca, Spain: Collegi Oficial
d’Arquitectes de les Illes Balears, 2005).
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Appendix B6: This map estimating the locations of Gibraltar’s earliest verified communities suggested
that the earliest town emanated from the Calahorra and curved its way down to Villa Vieja (now part of
Moorish Estates) and ended in the Barcina (now Casemate’s Square). It is nearly impossible to tell,
however, the location’s strategic importance without any elevation data or modelling. From Kevin
Lane, et al., “Myths, Moors and Holy War: Reassessing the History and Archaeology of Gibraltar and
the Straits, AD 711-1462, Medieval Archaeology 58 (2014) 136-61, at 150. Map based on work by
Sáez Rodríguez and Torremocha Silva, “Gibraltar Almohade y Meriní (Siglos XII-XIV),” Almoraima
25 (2001): 181-210, at 187.
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Appendix B7: The Tower of Homage, Moorish Castle, Gibraltar. Photo courtesy Benjamin J. Sacks, 2015.

Appendix B8: A fuller-scale three-dimensional model of Gibraltar demonstrates how the Moors
maximized their strategic visibility of all approaches from the brown, yellow, and aqua-blue zones. From
their point on the Rock, the Moors and the town’s inhabitants could observe traffic moving through the
Strait, approaching to and from mainland Iberia, and across Algeciras Bay. Model by Benjamin J. Sacks,
2017.
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Appendix B9: Luis Bravo de Acuña, Gibraltar, 1627. Digital source unknown, but likely from
reproduction in Ángel J. Rodríguez Sáez, La montaña inexpugnable : seis siglos de fortificaciones en
Gibraltar (XII-XVII) (Algeciras, Spain: Institute de Estudios Campogibraltareńos, 2006).
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Appendix B10: Inset of James Montresor, “Survey of the established barracks for soldiers at Gibraltar,”
1751, (no code), displaying the military barracks numbers that align with the 1749 Bland Enquiry.

Appendix B11: Scaled version of the edited 1751 Montresor map, cross-indexed with civilian (red) and
military (blue) properties. A number of private gardens and yards is also apparent. As visualized below,
Montresor followed a particular path for the land court. The Author thanks Tsering Shawa and Daniel
Walker, Map and Geospatial Information Center, Princeton University, for their kind assistance in
scanning the blueprint.
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Appendix B12: To set Montresor’s 1751 map – and the Bland Enquiry – in geographical space, eighty-three
common geospatial points are identified between the map and the base layer. These points are georeferenced
to ‘fix’ Montresor’s map to the modern geography.
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Appendix B13: Geological map of Gibraltar georeferenced with Google satellite imagery and the
Bland Enquiry visualization. Geological map from E. P. F. Rose and M. S. Rosenbaum, A Field
Guide to the Geology of Gibraltar (Gibraltar: The Gibraltar Museum, 1991).
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Appendix B14: Accounting for georeferencing transformation errors (arrows denote where the old
town should shift), Gibraltar’s mid-eighteenth century community would have found soil based in
Alameda sand, dark grey dolomite, and some pale grey dolomite, the latter two limestone-based;
derivatives of runoff from the limestone promontory. Sand-based soil is moisture rich, but susceptible to
saltwater saturation. Limestone-based soils, depending on acidity, can be very fertile.
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Appendix B15
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Appendix B16: In the 1820s, Henry Sandham executed a series of sketches detailing Gibraltar life. The
representation of Montresor’s residence reiterated its commanding presence. Courtesy Neville
Chipulina, The People of Gibraltar, and Henry Sandham, selected sketches, c.1828-35, from “Lot 681:
Corfu and the Ionian Islands, Gibraltar and Spain,” Bonhams, Mar. 22, 2004,
https://www.bonhams.com/auctions/11166/lot/681/, accessed Jun. 1, 2018; accessible at “The People of
Gibraltar,” http://gibraltar-intro.blogspot.com/2015/11/1820-henry-sandham-sketches-1.html, accessed
Jun. 1, 2018.
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Appendix B17: Inset of interpolation attribute sheet profiling the Colbert-Payen urban planning network,
c.1678-1695.
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Appendix B18: A town partially hidden: Andries de Let, “Niew en seer Naw-Keurig Corecte Plan van
Gibraltar/Plan très exact de Gibraltar et de ses fortifications et augmentations faites por [sic] pur la seureté
de cette place,” BnF-CP, GEC-3873.
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Appendix C: Networking
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Figure C1: Richard Norwood’s survey and plan for Bermuda’s development, published in collaboration
with John Speed, 1626. This 1631 version, sold by George Humble, evidenced the diminutive island’s
swift growth since the realization of his original 1617 plan. This copy courtesy Daniel Crouch Rare
Books, London and New York.
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Appendix C2: What Andrew Norwood and the
Payens would have seen as they arrived at St. Kitts
in 1680-81. Left: Anon., “Plan de l’Isle de Sainct
Christophe. Plan de l’Isle Nieves,” c.1670 (The BnF
dated this map as c.1630, but I do not agree), BnFCP, GE D-17178; Right: A much more elaborate
version identified by the author, held either in The
Huntington Library or the British Library.
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Appendix C3: Still frame from Benjamin J. Sacks, “Atlantic Anglo-French Surveyors, 1590-1763: GIS
Interpolation.” This digital model retraces surveyors’ journeys and highlighted that both Norwood and the
Payens would likely have been present on the diminutive split English-French island of Saint
Christopher’s (St. Kitts) in 1680-82. Created in QGIS with TimeManager.
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Appendix C4: Poincy’s château: symbol of company excess in town planning. Reproduced in center,
Anne Pérotin-Dumon, La ville aux Iles, la ville dans l’île :Basse-Terre et Pointe-à-Pitre, Guadeloupe,
1650-1820 (Paris: Karthala, 2000), image 2.7.
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Appendix C5: An example of the Payens’ careful attention to Colbert’s and Vauban’s
queries: each concise response delineated by a dash. This inset from Payen, Feb. 8,
1681, Archives nationales d’outre-mer, Aix-en-Provence (ANOM) 211 MIOM/3.
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Appendix C6: The many lives of a single map. In 1681-82, the Payens produced a survey of
Basseterre, St. Kitts. Over a year period, they produced three slightly varying versions of the same
map to appeal to governor Blénac and, ultimately, to Versailles itself. They embellished the map
accordingly with increasingly impressive French ships. The ships themselves, however, became
both a Payen signature and a form of standardized scale common to their work, regardless of
location. Figure 58 showed how this symbol was used to help scale Fort-Royal, Martinique. Top:
“Plan géométrique du fort à faire au cartier de la Basseterre de l’Isle de St. Christophle,” BnF-CP,
GESH18PF154DIV21P8/1; Center: same, but P8/3; Bottom: same, but P8/2.
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Appendix C7: Gradual quantification in reporting. James Abercrombie and John Armstrong, Jan. 13,
1714, The National Archives, Kew (TNA), SP 76/1.
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Appendix C8: Townshend and Armstrong’s semi-official surveyors’ training facilities in the Tower of
London, c.1733. From “Plan of the drawing room and record office, 1733,” TNA Works 31/151,
reproduced in Douglas W. Marshall, “Military Maps of the Eighteenth-Century and the Tower of London
Drawing Room,” Imago Mundi 32 (1980): 21–44, at 22.
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Appendix D: Copying & Improving

Appendix D1: Dutch planners laid out their ports using inland slipways docks. This method
maximized economies of space and logistics, while sacrificing some of the town’s existing, usable
land. The Dutch applied this method at Rotterdam, Amsterdam, and New Amsterdam. It was copied by
Vauban and Combes at Dunkirk. Paul R. Huey was amongst the first to identify its use in New York.
See “Old Slip and Cruger’s Wharf at New York: An Archaeological Perspective of the Colonial
American Waterfront,” Historical Archaeology 18.1 (1984): 15–37.
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Appendix D2.
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Appendix D3: The mitered gate had first been invented in the mid-sixteenth century, but the famed
Dutch planner, inventor, and intellectual Simon Steven enhanced, widely applied, and popularized it.
Vauban, Combes, and others borrowed it for use at Dunkirk and elsewhere. Diagrams from Nouvelle
maniere de fortification par escluses (Leiden: Matthieu & Bonaventure Elzevier, 1618), 2–11.
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Appendix D4: Borrowing from practices already in use in Holland, Vauban and De Combes drained and
enhanced the lands surrounding of Dunkirk, creating a highly agriculturally fertile space. John Armstrong
would later apply the same approach in his efforts to prepare the Fens for farming. Note the wide strand
separating the Dunes and Dunkirk itself from the Channel. Anon., “Plan de Dunkerque,” n.d., BnF-CP,
GEC-3104.
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Appendix D5: Vauban’s Grand Risban, or, the Dutch sea fort realized. Anon., “Plan du gros risban de
Dunkerque,” n.d., BnF-CP, GED-6711.
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Appendix D6: This Dunkirk plan highlighted the use (at least on paper) of inland slipway docks,
borrowed from successful Dutch designs. Anon., “Plan de Dunkerque.,” n.d., BnF-CP, GED-6843.
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Appendix D7: A draft plan for the city of Dunkirk’s expansion, probably authored by Vauban and his
trusted deputy, Benjamin de Combes, c. 1665-1675. “Plan de la distribution de la ville de Dunkerque
pour démontrer l’emplacement du moulin et château d’eau faisant à l’extrémité de la rue de St Jean dite
des Minimes,” c.1665-1675, BnF-CP, GED-5771.
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Appendix D8: Payen, “Plan du logement à faire dans le fort royal pour le lieutenant général des isles,”
1686, ANOM, 13DFC47C.
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Appendix D9: Anon., “Plan de la redoute du morne des capucins près le fort Royal de la Martinique,”
n.d., BnF-CP, DE DD-2987 (9120).
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Appendix D10: Jean-Baptiste de Caylus, “Plan de la nouvelle ville sous le Fort Royal de la Martinique,”
1698, ANOM, 13DFCbisB. Caylus evidently dropped Combes’s earlier proposal to build a small grid in
the esplanade, and moved the jardin du roi to the other side of the town.
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Appendix D11: Van Langram’s scheme finally—and only briefly—realized. Jean-Baptiste Martin,
L’Inauguration de l’écluse de Saint-Pol le 6 février 1715. Original archival source pending.
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Appendix D12: The new generation of French Atlantic colonial towns established in the wake of the
Treaty of Utrecht were laid out according to a common, albeit fairly broad framework of urban planning
practices. Top: Étienne and Claude-Étienne Verrier, “Veue de la ville de Louisbourg prise en dedans du
port,” 1731, BnF-CP, GE C-5019 (RES); Above: Simon du Sault de la Grave, “Veüe et perspective du
Cap François. Scituée dans l’isle de St. Domingue…avec toutes les observations et dangers de l’entrée
de la baye,” BnF-CP, GE-B-1197 (RES).
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Appendix D13: Étienne Verrier and Jean-Baptiste de Couagne, “Plan profils et elevation des magazins
aux vivres de Louisbourg,” 1726, LAC-BAC, NMC 18761.
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Appendix D14: A cross-plan for one Louisbourg’s many cupolas, one of
several design components meant to enhance the town’s appearance vis-à-vis
its pré-carré/metropolitan colony counterparts on the other side of the French
Atlantic. Étienne Verrier and Jean-Baptiste de Couagne, “Le plan, elevation et
profil de l’horloge des cazernes de Louisbourg,” 1733, LAC-BAC, NMC 934
(also H3/250 Louisbourg 1733 (NS) as NMC number damaged).
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Appendix D15: Étienne Verrier and Jean-Baptiste de Couagne, Plan et profils d’une digue…,” LACBAC H3/250 Louisbourg-1739 (NS) [NMC number damaged]
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Appendix D16: Michel de Couagne designed Saint-Pierre’s central
administrative block based on that of his father’s work with Verrier at
Louisbourg. Top: Inset of Antoine-René de Voyer (attributed),
“Louisbourg en l’Isle Royale,” 1758, BnF-A, MS-6432 (21); Above:
Inset of Michel de Couagne, “Plan de la ville de l’isle St Pierre,” 1764,
ANOM, 05DFC7B.
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Appendix D17: In an apparent effort to avoid the problematic relations Verrier and Couagne had
experienced attempting to corral fishermen into their grand framework, Michel simply cordoned off a
large zone for their existing (red) and proposed structures to let them grow as needed. This modification
was evidently done so as to preempt and avoid tensions between the administrative and fishing
communities. Inset of Michel de Couagne, “Plan de la ville de l’isle St Pierre,” 1764, ANOM, 05DFC7B.
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Appendix D18: Looks could be deceiving. Surveyors frequently embellished depictions of new or
young colonial towns to accentuate the community’s appearances, strength, and scale in the eyes of
officials and especially to promote or extoll the king’s gloire. In the first draft of his 1717 study of
Cap-Français, Grave depicted a small, but evidently growing town. But in the finalized version, he
embellished it to show a bay full of merchant and naval vessels, soldiers marching along the
esplanade, and suggested the civil town’s scale by adding a large church steeple, enlarging the houses
along the quay, and extending their number on either side. Top: Simon du Sault de la Grave, “Veüe et
perspective du Cap François faite…,” 1717, BnF-CP, GE C-9248; Above: Simon du Sault de la Grave,
“Veüe et perspective du Cap François. Scituée dans l’isle de St. Domingue…avec toutes les
observations et dangers de l’entrée de la baye,” 1717, BnF-CP, GE-B-1197 (RES).
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Appendix E1: Payen, “Plan du logement à faire dans le fort Royal pour le lieutenant général des Isles,”
Sep. 7, 1686, ANOM, 13DFC47C.
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Appendix E: Ascending

Appendix E2: Étienne Verrier, “Plan et élévation du logement du commandant du port Toulouze,” 1733,
ANOM, C11B39/30.
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Appendix E3: In 1732, James Edward Oglethorpe and Benjamin Martyn, manipulated a 1708 map by
Thomas Nairne in order to promote themselves and the Georgia proprietary colony scheme. The map
proved successful. From Louis de Vorsey, Jr., “Maps in Colonial Promotion: James Edward Oglethorpe’s
Use of Maps in ‘Selling’ the Georgia Scheme,” Imago Mundi 38 (1986): 35–45, at 36.
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Appendix 4: Jean-Baptiste Caylus, “Plan de la nouvelle ville sous le Fort Royal de la Martinique,” Jul.
10, 1698, ANOM, 13DFC86bisB.
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Appendix E5: Étienne and Claude-Étienn
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